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Introduction

I am invited to enter these gardens
As one of the public, and to conduct myself
In accordance with the regulations;
To keep off the grass and sample flowers
Without touching them;
....................................
I am not one
Of the public; I have come a long way
To realize it. Under the sun’s
Feathers are the sinews of stone,
The curved claws.
“A Welshman at St. James’ Park” 1

T

HESE WORDS FROM WELSH POET R. S. Thomas capture the
sentiments of generations of Welsh people coming to England, yearning to be part of England, yet feeling isolated from it. They are especially
descriptive of the Welsh moving to London when the Tudors came to
power and the Stuarts continued the Tudor legacy of welcoming Wales.
What Thomas’s words convey and what many Welsh people found when
they arrived in England was that although they were invited into the garden, becoming members of the public, their price was to follow the rules,
“keep off the grass and sample the flowers/ Without touching them.” Some
flourished, such as Dr. John Dee attached to Elizabeth’s court and John
Herbert, who became James’s Second Secretary of State. Others found,
like the speaker in Thomas’s poem, that they had journeyed a long way to
realize they were not part of England.
Thomas’s words also fit James VI’s journey to become James I
of England. Applying the English words written by a Welsh poet to a
Scottish king who takes the English throne may seem unusual, but it is in
keeping with the circumnavigation of cultures and peoples both Henry
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VIII and James VI and I performed in the name of union. When James
VI of Scotland and I of England proclaimed himself king of Great Britain,
he proposed a merger of parliaments as he had joined two crowns in his
own person ascending the English throne in 1603. For James, in his quest
for unification, Wales stood as the ideal. Henry VIII’s Acts of Union of
England and Wales (1536/43) brought two nations together and served
as an example for English Scottish union under one king, James. Although
the parliamentary union of Great Britain was not initiated for another
100 years, the English Parliament’s refusal to follow James’s wishes failed
to deter James from wanting a Great Britain. Indeed, R. A.’s early modern
play The Valiant Welshman became part of the public spectacle of unity
required to nurture James’s dream.
The Valiant Welshman, the Scottish James, and the Formation of
Great Britain considers national, regional, and linguistic identity in the
early modern play The Valiant Welshman. Specifically, it explores how this
play promotes Wales, serves James’s unionist agenda and dramatizes the
conflict between James’s vision of Britain and England’s imperialist nature
by giving Wales a voice.
Drama itself is a vital window into contemporary cultural mores and
conflicts. In the early modern period, London playhouses gauged public
sentiment and provided space to enact models of leadership. After 1603
the stage turned to subjects that endorsed the new regime and reflected
themes of unification. The Valiant Welshman is one of many plays and
masques that staged pre-conquest post succession plots to honor the new
king. Nonetheless this play tells a significantly different story of union.
No other extant early modern English drama features a Welsh leading
character at its center. The Valiant Welshman himself is the Welsh prince,
Caradoc or Caratacus, who in the first century led a rebellion against the
Roman Emperor Claudius. Though ultimately captured, Caradoc was
spared, thanks to his eloquent and civil speech as well as his military prowess. Indeed, his kingdom was saved, and the whole isle of Britain was preserved. The play depicts a small disparate group of kingdoms—Anglesey,
North Wales, South Wales, the Marches, York, and “Britain” 2 ultimately
working together to fend off Rome and its demand for tribute. All underdogs to the greater power of Rome, these lands unite under Caradoc and
pose a formidable threat. Sweeping time and space, the play culminates
with a small but powerful Wales defying Roman authority and gaining
praise and recognition for who its people are—Welsh. Thus, the early
modern English audience receives a model for Welsh behavior that empha-
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sizes the importance of language and civility. In addition, the play may be
seen as a parable for union. If we look at The Valiant Welshman through
the eyes of union, we see the title character as a substitute for James himself, uniting the island yet preserving each regional identity while fending
off the greater power of Rome, really a disguised England, which would
absorb them all.
R. A.’s play is unique in subject matter, focusing on a Welsh story. It
is also unique in what it provides for the deeper discussion of Wales—how
it figures in, responds to, and is perceived of in the early seventeenth century. R. A. engages with Wales and Welsh culture, making his play “Welsh.”
Admittedly, the play depicts Welshness from a London perspective. This is
not ideal, but it is preferable to the tangential, marginal, implied or imagined Wales established in other plays of the period.
R. A.’s play may cover the same terrain as Shakespeare’s Cymbeline,
Fletcher’s Bonduca, and Rowley’s A Shoemaker, A Gentleman; however,
The Valiant Welshman is distinctive among these works and unique in
early modern English drama for what it has to say about the relationship
between Wales, England, and Scotland at a time when Great Britain’s identity was being forged. The play offers ways of understanding the political
climate of England and Scotland with the same king ruling both countries,
a reality that used the original Britons—the Welsh—as a model to show
and confirm that James’s idea of union was not only possible but indeed
not even new. R. A.’s The Valiant Welshman adds to what Shakespeare,
Fletcher, and Rowley were doing to resuscitate the Britain of Geoffrey of
Monmouth and promote the new king’s British agenda.
Other plays establish a connection to Wales and Britain, but
none endorses the Welsh so unequivocally. Instead of merely telling an
English story and replacing it with Welsh names and features, The Valiant
Welshman discovers a Welsh hero, stages his story and goes even further,
establishing within the play a culture of Welshness identifiable to the
London audience, complete with Welsh inhabitants and the Welsh language itself. The play contains comic elements and is a bit over the top,
echoing other early modern plays and featuring an attempted rape, multiple battles, magic, a court masque, a serpent, a bard, and four harpists, not
to mention much Anglo-Welsh throughout the play. Despite the pastiche,
it is more than merely verbose, trite London entertainment. Through the
efforts of its hero, who promotes Wales and serves James’s unionist agenda,
the play delivers a true valiant Welshman and reforms stereotypes of the
Welsh frequently seen on the early modern stage.
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The play’s title page attributes authorship to “R. A. Gent.” These
initials could identify a number of early modern figures, and the identity
of the mysterious R. A. has been debated and dismissed by a variety of
scholars. Main contenders include Robert Armin, Robert Anton, Robert
Aylett, or Robert Alleyne. Frederick M. Padelford argues that R. A. was
the poet Robert Aylett.3 Tristan Marshall identifies Robert Alleyne as a
possible candidate. Alleyne wrote a book on the death of Prince Henry
Frederick, for whom The Valiant Welshman was written, and this connection makes him a contender.4 Martin Wiggins and Catherine Richardson
name the minor poet and satirist Robert Anton as another choice for R.
A., although they admit this connection is unlikely.5 Alexander Liddie, in
his edition of Robert Armin’s The Two Maids of More-Clacke, claims actor
and playwright Armin was the author.6 If Armin is R. A., as a member of
the Lord Chamberlain’s Men, later the King’s Men, he may have played
other Welsh-accented characters, such as Fluellen from Shakespeare’s
Henry V, Glendower from I Henry IV and Sir Hugh Evans from The Merry
Wives of Windsor. Thus, inspired by these roles, he may have capitalized
on the Welsh accented English for which he himself gained applause and
popularity on stage and later penned The Valiant Welshman. Marisa R.
Cull in her forthcoming edition of the play includes a comprehensive discussion of who may or may not be R. A. and details why Armin’s authorship is suspect. 7 No matter how much I would like R. A. to be Robert
Armin, the playwright’s identity is inconclusive. Thus, I use the initials “R.
A.” throughout this book to name the anonymous playwright.
Like the playwright’s name, unspecified and thus unknown, Wales
too has suffered from a lack of identity, especially in its relationship to
other peoples on the island of Britain. The designation of Wales as a
Principality of England did not help its independent identity, lumped
together in name, and thus power, principles, and laws, with England.
Wales has suffered from scholarly neglect as well, often overlooked or
underdeveloped within works examining British identity. J. G. A. Pocock’s
plea to expand discussion of “British history” by examining the interdependence among all nations involved brought Wales out of obscurity.
Although his “New British History”8 might not be all that new anymore,
this approach launched an expansion of historical and literary study that
has benefitted Wales.
Exploring Tudor identity, Philip Schwyzer has shown in Literature,
Nationalism, and Memory in Early Modern England and Wales that
English nationalism and British consciousness owe much to Wales, its
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history, its literature, and its culture.9 John Kerrigan’s Archipelagic English:
Literature, History, and Politics 1603–1707, details “the cultural layerings,
fusions, and conflicts” that produced literature in the seventeenth century,
with Wales and its dynamic linguistic presence as one component.10 In his
preface, Kerrigan claims that such a “devolved, interconnected” approach
to anglophone literature is valuable and “recover[s] the circumstances” of
a work’s “composition and reception.”11 Both Schwyzer’s and Kerrigan’s
approaches enhance readings of the literatures of the British Isles by readjusting or eliminating boundaries, shining light on the periphery rather
than center. Indeed, they legitimize a reading of The Valiant Welshman as
a play that contributes to discussions of nationalism and union during a
time when Wales was often invisible, neglected, or ignored.
The Valiant Welshman was not a major success in its time but
still, two editions came out in the seventeenth century: R. A. published
an edition in 1615 and this was followed by another in 1663. Valentin
Kreb’s 1902 edition was the first time any considerable work was done
on the play. Recently, however, scholars have highlighted the cultural
and political value in The Valiant Welshman. Most notably, Marisa R.
Cull has published Shakespeare’s Princes of Wales: English Identity and
the Welsh Connection and “Contextualizing 1610: Cymbeline, The Valiant
Welshman, and The Princes of Wales,” showing the play’s relevance to the
early Jacobean period.12 Her own edition of the play, the first since 1902,
is forthcoming.13 Cull is not alone in foregrounding Wales. In fact, The
Valiant Welshman is experiencing a revival of sorts, as others notice what
the play reveals about the struggles and growing pains England, Wales,
and Scotland experienced during state formation.14
In The Valiant Welshman, the playwright scripts the Welsh language and Anglo-Welsh pronunciations for an actor playing the character
Morgan to speak. This Welsh language usage in itself is not unique, especially for the early modern stage, which enjoyed ethnically accented characters, especially Welsh ones, for entertainment. What is unique, however,
is how and why R. A. employs the Welsh language in his play. For Wales,
language has always been bound up with its cultural, ethnic, and national
identity. If you do not speak Welsh, you are not Welsh, believed R. S.
Thomas,15 the poet whose words serve as epigraph for this introduction,
a sentiment that arises from attitudes toward the Welsh language established during the early modern period. Understanding R. A.’s use of the
Welsh language is problematic, however, because it exposes a larger problem of the New British critical view altogether.
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Certainly, language becomes a sticking point when we seek to understand the blending of peoples, ideas, and cultures of those who inhabited
the isle of Britain through archipelagic methods or through the eyes of
New British history. As John Kerrigan shows, writing in English and by
the English was influenced by many. London was a melting pot, welcoming people from the three kingdoms and four nations and, as Kerrigan puts
it, with “many incomers from all over the archipelago, [London] could
stand for the condition of England, or, as the seat of crown and parliament
the plight of all three kingdoms.”16 Thus, The Valiant Welshman, presumably produced by an Englishman living in this melting pot of London, has
many and various influences, among them Welsh and Scottish. It cannot
therefore be considered solely an Anglo-centric piece. However, difficulties do arise when studying the Celtic influences on English language plays
without knowing the languages and cultures contributing to them. And
thus, to a certain extent, David J. Baker is right in believing that nothing
more can be said about language without thoroughly knowing the languages that produced the literature under consideration.
In his article, “Britain Redux,” Baker tolls the death knell for British
historiography, arguing that, especially because of translation, such work
has run its course and is at a standstill.17 He cites Patricia Palmer as one
who best articulates the problems:
What was especially “disturbing” to her was that critics felt licensed
by current practices, whether “postcolonial, New Historicist, or
‘New British,’” to “imagine” that they could open up a “dialogue”
“from within” English only texts. “I would argue,” she said, ‘that
the old colonial monologue is being replicated by a predominantly
monophone scholarship armed with the well-meaning but
dangerous conviction that by listening with finely honed skepticism
to the colonialists’ outpourings—and only theirs—we can somehow
hear the voices of the colonized as well.’ And that, I think, was the
conceptual stopping place for British influenced Spenser studies, at
least insofar as they took their impetus from British historiography.
Palmer’s critique was simply unanswerable.18

Given Palmer’s words and Baker’s interpretation, The Valiant Welshman,
the Scottish James, and the Formation of Great Britain would seem to
contribute to the problem. Viewing The Valiant Welshman, as I do,
an English work by an Englishman, who writes about Wales and about
Scotland through Wales, I show English perspectives to monoglot English
speakers. Baker is concerned that such cultural and linguistic translation
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may fail to uncover nuances of difference and asserts that this perspective
has “run its course.”19
Before Baker and Palmer, John Kerrigan sounded a similar concern.
On “languages” in his “Introduction,” to Archipelagic English, he writes,
“discussion can only be complete when fully polyglot.” However, he is also
realistic and ever hopeful, finding “acceptable” what he calls a “piecemeal,
collaborative project, involving scholars from quite different backgrounds,
some more polyglot than others” who will uncover English texts. 20
While I agree that translation is a real difficulty, I also believe that
we gain something by focusing on obscure or neglected texts that enlarge
the culture and extend the boundaries of what it may have meant to be
Welsh, Scottish, English, or “British” in the early modern period, even if
the perspective comes not from the Welsh or Scots but from the Anglocentric author of a play. The Valiant Welshman, the Scottish James, and the
Formation of Great Britain acknowledges the obstacles it faces but also
demonstrates how this English drama by an English playwright addresses
the problems of transnational perspective and translation by including a
Welsh-speaking character and thus expands the listening audience and the
limits of sound and identity in the play. We learn more about England
if we uncover its relationship with other peoples and cultures interacting
with it. The Valiant Welshman is a play far removed from Wales, ancient
or early modern but it still reveals something of the Welsh character and
the beliefs held by an intersection of peoples living in London—Welsh,
English, Scots, and Irish—that were sufficiently prominent for this English
playwright to try to reproduce them on stage.
In light of David Baker’s and Patricia Palmer’s assessments of
New British historical approaches to literature, ultimately, The Valiant
Welshman, the Scottish James, and the Formation of Great Britain is not
about Wales. Rather, it is about the vision of Wales the English had, presented at a time when some were calling on an imagined kind of Wales
to offer a model of Anglo-Welsh union that England and Scotland could
adopt. With its regional, national, geographical, and especially linguistic
diversity, The Valiant Welshman mixes and fuses the peoples and cultures
that formed the Great Britain of James’s desires and it merits consideration for these very incongruities.
My work considers an English author, but I approach R. A.’s play
from a more Celtic angle, influenced by the Scots James VI and his writings as well as Welsh cultural ideas, to better understand how a Welsh and
Scottish perspective joined to foster the formation of Great Britain. By
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foregrounding a Welsh voice, The Valiant Welshman uniquely contributes
to the early modern period and the formation of Great Britain, even if
that contribution is produced by an Englishman and viewed in The Valiant
Welshman, the Scottish James, and the Formation of Great Britain through
the eyes of a ddysgwyr, or Welsh learner, and American scholar
***
The Valiant Welshman offers one early modern perspective on Wales and
demonstrates how its ancient history and current cultural persona could
be used to foster and promote James’s unionist agenda. Losing power,
status, and control were all arguments against a united Great Britain.
Chapter 1, “Be dumbe you scornefull English”: Caradoc and the Voice of
Union”, addresses these union concerns. It explores the history of James’s
attempts at unification and illustrates how The Valiant Welshman draws
from some of James’s own parliamentary speeches to do so. Chapter 2, “R.
A.’s Valiant Welshmen,” is the first of three chapters that discuss methods
of assimilation to foster the growth of a new Great Britain. The Valiant
Welshman pays homage to Henry Frederick in the character of Caradoc,
the play’s hero. However, the play features Caradoc not simply as double
for the prince but as a character who embodies characteristics of James
VI and I as well, complicating the message of union the play endorses.
Caradoc, the valiant Welshman himself, serves as one model of valor to
encourage a sense of unity for Great Britain, showing that the English,
Welsh, and thus by association, Scottish, are not all that different from one
another, especially in their interest in preserving the isle. Beside Caradoc
stands Morgan who at first embodies stereotypes of the Stage Welshman,
a favorite of the early modern audience. Morgan’s language removes him
from the rest of the characters in the play, no matter whether they are
Welsh, English, or Roman. His voice heightens Caradoc’s own proper
English speech and excludes Morgan even further, but also challenges the
anglicization of language and its byproducts. Chapters 3 and 4 consider
these two characters and their methods of becoming accepted for who
they are. Chapter 3, “Caradoc the Valiant Englishman?” examines how
Caradoc belies English expectations and becomes the perfect Welsh hero
needed to promote James’s unionist agenda while at the same time the
playwright outwardly erases many Welsh traits in him, especially his language. Chapter 4, “Morgan the Valiant Welshman,” details how Morgan,
the Earl of Anglesey, upholds the culture of the Welsh people, standing
alongside Caradoc and embodying all his heroic traits, excepting one,
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his speech. Through the characters of Caradoc and Morgan, The Valiant
Welshman explores some of the complexities of what it means to be Welsh
in the early modern period.
Alan MacColl observes that once the union of 1707 occurred, the
English dealt with it more easily than expected. Granted they had had
over one hundred years to come to terms with it and, as MacColl writes,
it required “no great conceptual adjustment, allowing them to maintain as
they still do, their centuries-old habit of equating Britain with England.”
The 1707 union also was beneficial for the Scots who went on to explore
Scottish nationalism “alongside a wider British patriotism.”21 But what of
the Welsh? The union proposed in the early part of the seventeenth century, modelled after Wales’s union with England in the sixteenth, and realized in the eighteenth, left out Wales in the long run, although it initially
nodded to Wales and granted, if not required, its voice and participation,
even though the establishment of a Great Britain was to usurp Welsh
meaning and identity altogether. Thus, a larger theme of The Valiant
Welshman is this erasure of Welshness (and by association, Scottishness)
for Britishness. But “Britishness,” that seemingly welcoming, inclusive, allencompassing term meant to bond and blend those who live on the isle
really advances and emphasizes the English. In the play, the term “British”
names only what in the early modern period was England, so the term
is never inclusive but always reductive, simply showing the centrality and
permanence of the English. By the end of the play, the term “Britain” has
morphed into a name to indicate anyone living on the isle, as if foreshadowing what would eventually happen, with the Welsh, Scots, and English
all considered “British.” As MacColl has observed about the Scots, the
ultimately-realized Great Britain opened up roads for nationalist thinking. The same may be said for Wales whose identity was usurped to create or claim Great Britain in the first place. Questions of individual and
national identity are discussed in chapter 5, “What’s in a Name? Wales
and James’s Great Britain,” which surveys the naming that occurs in the
play to show how James’s chosen name, “Great Britain,” includes and distinguishes all.
The plays written during the Jacobean era, The Valiant Welshman
among them, often impress a sense of Britishness on an otherwise obstinate, reluctant, unaware, or even ignoring audience. R. A.’s play challenges
that definition through the use of language and geography. Of the union
plays or those that feature Romans in Britain, The Valiant Welshman is
the only one that includes a Welsh-accented character. Macbeth dabbles
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with Scottish identity but includes no scripted Scots-sounding characters on stage. Other Romans-in-Britain plays—Bonduca, Cymbeline, A
Shoemaker, A Gentleman—include Wales but offer no Welsh-speaking
characters on stage. In these plays, the physical space of Wales is figured as
a refuge, an escape, but not a locus of power. Thus chapter 6, “R . A.’s Welsh
Correction: The Valiant Welshman and Jacobean Drama,” compares R. A.’s
play to other plays of the period, and demonstrates the unique Welsh perspective it offers.
***
The words of Welsh poet R. S. Thomas that begin this introduction evoke
the dual-edged consequence of union. Many Welsh during Henry VIII’s
time were enticed by the garden of England, only to find “Under the sun’s
features / Sinews of stone, / The curved claws,” a place unwelcoming, hostile, a place where they did not fit in. The invitation to enter is a gift itself,
but to enter one must “conduct [one]self / In accordance with the regulations.”22 For Henry VIII, the rules were detailed, straightforward and
numerous. His Acts of Union of 1536 and 1543 documented exactly how
one of the public should behave in his English garden. One essential rule
was to speak no Welsh. The Welsh could play in this garden, but they had
to play in English, by English rules. James, an invited guest to the garden
himself, soon found that he, too, had to follow regulations and require
others to do so. Whether Welsh or Scots, those invited and entering the
garden of England were to respect conventions, to keep off the grass and
not touch the flowers, or in other words, behave like good Englishmen.
R . A.’s play The Valiant Welshman addresses the union debate,
demonstrating how to live in the garden as one—in unity—rather than
as merely one of the public. Alas, this was something James in his quest
for union never learned. For the characters in The Valiant Welshman who
work to preserve the garden, Caradoc stands as gardener, ready and eager
to weed and cultivate, devoting his military skill and rhetorical expertise
to protect Wales and preserve the garden of Britain.
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Chapter 1

“Be dumbe you scornefull English”:
Caradoc and the Voice of Union

O

NCE HENRY TUDOR WON the battle of Bosworth and
established a Welsh presence by blood in the political center of
England, Welshmen flocked to London. The Welsh were also visible on
the Elizabethan stage. In his survey of the Stage Welshman, Irishman, and
Scotsman, J. O. Bartley calls Welsh characters “the nearest and most intimate of foreigners ... more of a member of the family than the Scot and less
of a foreigner than the Irishman.”1 With the death of Elizabeth I in 1603
and Scotsman James VI’s accession to the throne of England, France and
Ireland one would think that the Welsh stock character might be replaced
with the Scot. However, during the reign of James VI and I more Welsh
characters populated the Jacobean stage than they had the Elizabethan.
One reason more Welsh characters appeared once a Scottish king
possessed the English throne was to promote the new king’s own agenda
of a unified Britain. Why Wales? Union for James meant that along with
the union of crowns in the person of James himself, a union of kingdoms
would also occur, which meant unification of law, geography, worship, or
as he, himself said, “one worship of God, one kingdom entirely governed,
one uniformity in laws.”2 Enter plague, a postponed English Parliament,
biased attitudes on both sides, not to mention the whole Irish question,
and James’s dream of a unified isle became a fantasy that would not materialize for another hundred years. The parliamentary union of Great Britain
finally occurred in 1707. Despite attitudes, grumblings, deferments, and
setbacks, the union James wanted, which he knew would be a slow steady
process, began taking shape during his reign. Norman Davies in The Isles
notes how large scale James’s plan was, remarking that “[this] degree of
unification has never been achieved to the present day.” 3 The English
Parliament rejected James but, never daunted, he still sought a Great
Britain and saw that appropriating Wales and its ancient history was one
way to achieve it.
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In 1603 with the Union of Crowns and the new king’s proposed
Union of Parliaments, James believed the Union of Great Britain to be
a foregone conclusion. The Scottish Parliament ran smoothly and efficiently for James VI, and he never thought the English equivalent would
be different, but the English Parliament was a unique beast altogether.
A plague outbreak delayed the first meeting of the English Parliament
to March 1604, when, James assumed, the Union he proposed would be
easily accepted as a reasonable arrangement. Skeptical of the king’s proposal, no vote would happen that day. Instead, charged with producing
an “Instrument of Union,” a joint commission that included some Welsh
MPs reviewed the king’s proposal. 4 This joint commission returned to
the English Parliament in November 1606 with their recommendations:
establish free trade, naturalize English and Scottish subjects, accept AngloScottish extradition, and repeal hostile laws in Scotland and England. No
recommendation for a united parliament emerged.
After his first speech to the English Parliament in 1604 went
nowhere, James approached union again in 1607. On March 31, 1607,
James called for “a perfect Union of Lawes and persons, and such a
Naturalizing as may make one body of both Kingdomes under mee your
King ... And for Scotland I avow such an Union, as If you had got it by
Conquest, but such a Conquest as may be cemented by love, the onely sure
bond of subjection or friendship,”5 one that God had sanctioned, for as
James announced in 1604, “hath hee not made us all in one Island, compassed with one Sea?”6 Conrad Russell writes that the union of England
and Scotland in 1603 was an “imperfect” one, a joining of “two sovereign
states under a common authority.”7 England’s relationship with Ireland
could have been a possible model for union, but England’s wars with and
conquest and subjugation of its sister nation were not patterns the Scots
sought to follow. The “perfect union” was that of England and Wales.
James modeled his unification of England and Scotland after England
and Wales, two states consolidated into one and considered perfect at the
time in English circles because it modeled peaceful coexistence between
nations. However, this union was really imperfect, arrived at through subjugation rather than negotiation.
In his book, Kingdom or Province? Scotland and the Regal Union,
1603–1715, Keith M. Brown examines the political and social climate
that led to the Anglo-Scottish union of 1707 and shows how challenging a
process that was, as English and Scots looked at one another with hostility.8
Thus, Wales was brought in as an example. Under Tudor jurisdiction, Wales
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was a model, “compliant and assimilable rather than resistant and wild.”9
Presumably, the kingdoms of James’s proposed Great Britain would be similarly compliant, amiable, and therefore “equal” legally with one another.
However, Brown shows this “equal” relationship to be something other than
equal. Although ruled by the same monarch as England, Ireland followed its
own laws. Scotland, too, was to consider itself equal with England, especially
since the Union of Crowns put it on equivalent footing with England itself,
but Scotland shared with Wales a feeling of being “an unimportant adjunct
of England.”10
Russell reflects that “perfect” unions “tended to result from conquest” 11 as was the case with England and Wales. In 1536 Henry VIII successfully incorporated Wales and the Marches into England, erasing the
former distinction between the Principality of Wales and the Marches
who were now under complete English jurisdiction and represented in
the English Parliament. For James and other unionists, the 1536 Act of
Union of England and Wales may have been considered “perfect,” but it
was a union created from conquest rather than from mutual necessity or
agreement, originating from Edward I’s conquest of Wales in 1282. With
the death of Llywelyn ap Gruffudd, the last full-blooded Prince of Wales,
Welsh autonomy ended and what followed, the annexation of Wales under
the Statute of Rhuddlan (1284), successfully brought Wales under English
law. From that time, Wales maintained its identity, working against the
primary culture to preserve its self, especially its language and very being.
With the Tudors on the throne and the effects of Henry VIII’s Acts
of Union in place, for many, Wales was hardly separate from England, only
perhaps in language, accent, and customs, on stage an amusing neighbor
or distant cousin who helped bring the Tudors to power in the first place.
According to the English, England and Wales were one big happy family.
Henry VIII’s union went fairly smoothly only because the Welsh aristocracy, Bosworth blind,12 saw the prospect of union as positive for Wales.
Henry VIII united Wales and England legally, but not culturally, although
he tried to linguistically. One principle in his first Act of Union attempted
to “extirp” Welsh. Henry denied the language political access and legal
presence, but this tenet failed to eliminate the language. Of course,
Henry’s Acts of Union did not stop the Welsh from speaking Welsh, but
Welsh became the language of the fringes and not the language of power.
Henry VIII’s model of union served James up to a point. When
Henry VII took the throne, Welshmen flocked to London for preferment
but their monarch was Welsh, having used Wales and Welsh associations
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to gain the throne.13 After the death of Elizabeth and the coming of Scots
James VI to the English throne, the big happy family grew again in land,
culture, and accent. With James, the Welsh welcomed Henry VII’s greatgreat-grandson and allied themselves with the Stuart reign as they had
done the Tudor. Kind towards the Welsh, James was ready to use Wales
too, but James, unlike Henry VII, was still James the VI of Scotland as well
as James I of England, France, and Ireland and given his initial position
and allegiance, he experienced much opposition to his plan. Union and
assimilation with the Scots was potentially a frightening thought, but it
had happened in the recent past with the Welsh, incorporated into the
realm of England under Henry VIII; however, in 1603, those who would
be assimilated were now in charge. Adaptation was challenging, especially since England in 1603 felt a little like Wales in 1536. With James
on the throne and in power in both Scotland and England, the English
were in the position of the Welsh during the early Tudor period as Henry
VII and then Henry VIII successfully subsumed or incorporated Wales
into England. In 1603, England was too big for assimilation to occur, but
the threat of the Scots taking English jobs, land, and power was real and
was what had happened to the Welsh in the not too distant past under
Henry VIII. England was the “confirmed bachelor” according to Russell,
not obliged to share anything “since King John had lost Normandy in
1204.”14 Thus union was difficult to swallow. When the Tudors occupied
the throne, and the effects of Henry VIII’s Acts of Union were in place,
assimilated Wales seemed like the estranged wife. By 1603, Wales was no
longer the only other partner; as Stewart Mottram indicates, Wales was
part of the ménage à trois15 rather than of a dual partnership for rule of the
realm. Thus, from the English perspective, Wales revered as a model for
unification was not all that reassuring.
How does a small nation, living close to England preserve its own
way of life? By the time James VI of Scotland took the English throne, the
Welsh were familiar aliens in what had been their own country, uniquely
liminal, part but not part of England itself, having been annexed in the
thirteenth century and incorporated in the sixteenth. If Wales was a
model for union, Scotland and England, however, noticed the shortcomings of union, particularly the curtailment of cultural identity in order to
create political stability. At the time of Henry’s Acts of Union, Wales, the
smaller of the two becoming one, gained some but lost out as well. In the
early seventeenth century, with the tables turned—the Scots superior and
the English in the inferior position—the English were more suspicious,
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concerned about what might become of them, despite their numbers and
established laws. With James’s accession, the Scots found themselves in a
similar situation to the Welsh, asking the same question. For the Scots, it
helped that the leader of the small kingdom was also the king of the larger
one. The threat of loss kept England, the larger of the two, apprehensive
and finally uncooperative in sanctioning James’s union plan. Ultimately,
the English refused union because it would do nothing for them. By comparison, Wales in 1536 and 1543 had no choice in the matter.
James tried to promote Britain and did so in numerous ways despite
the problems he faced in the English Parliament in trying to unite Scotland
and England. After this first appearance in the English Parliament, James
did what he could to further union and a British branding campaign of
sorts ensued. To begin with, he established a common currency, including
a “unite” worth 20 shillings.16 New coins for the kingdom were inscribed
with the words, “King of Great Britain, France and Ireland.” To assuage
feelings and offer inclusion, James renamed the Anglo-Scottish border
country “the Middle Shires.” The British flag, a precursor to the now familiar Union Jack, originated as another way for James to promote union.
To symbolize the two joined kingdoms, James created a common flag, the
“Great Union” on April 12, 1606, a combination of the Scottish flag, the
emblem of St. Andrew, a white saltire on a blue field, and the English flag,
the emblem of St. George, a red cross on a white field.17 James also envisioned himself as the new Caesar ruling a British empire.18 He was dubbed
“James I, Emperor of the whole island of Britain and King of France and
Ireland” on his accession medal and was named “James I, Caesar Augustus
of Britain, Caesar the heir of the Caesars” on his coronation medal.19 On
October 20, 1604, without the approval of the governing body of either
Scotland or England but instead “by the cleernesse of our Right,”20 James
proclaimed himself King of Great Britain, France and Ireland, Defender
of the Faith. By “prerogative power” the king could change his name but
not unite two kingdoms.21 His efforts were subtle, and not so subtle, ways
of promoting Britain while trying to establish a constitutional union, one
that was essentially dead as of the 1607 English Parliament. Although
the legal union was lost by 1607, James himself held out hope, not abandoning his ambition to secure legal status for union until 1616. “For the
Common Law, you can all beare mee witnesse, I never pressed alteration
of it in Parliament; but on the contrary, when I endeavoured most an
Union reall, as was already in my person, my desire was to conforme the
Laws of Scotland to the law of England, and not the law of England to
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the law of Scotland,” admits James in a speech to the Star Chamber, on
June 20, 1616. He continues by saying, “It was a foolish Querke of some
Judges, who held that the parliament of England, could not unite Scotland
and England by the name of Great Britaine.”22 The Valiant Welshmen was
staged and published in a world of hope.
Although James’s drive for a “perfect Union” ended politically and
his unification plan failed, discussion of it continued in art and in life.
For James, the Cambro-Celtic past led to an Anglo-Scottish present and,
after 1603, playwrights turned not to the near English past, a period that
promoted the Tudor reign, but travelled further back to Roman times
for subject matter, a time when there was a Britain to endorse James’s
unification plan. Theatrical commentary, if not endorsement of union,
appeared in plays like King Lear and Macbeth, but more plays discussing union emerged surrounding Prince Henry Frederick’s investiture in
1610, well after formal discussions of union in the English Parliament had
ended. Henry Frederick’s investiture brought a renewed interest in things
British, but more importantly brought Wales again to the forefront and
the Welsh character under scrutiny. Writers during this period appropriated the stories of Wales and manipulated them for their own purposes.
For instance, Stewart Mottram sees literature of the early Stuart period
supporting James’s interest in an Anglo-Scottish union. Michael Drayton’s
Poly-Olbion (1612), Holland’s translation of William Camden’s expanded
Britannia (1610), and William Browne’s Britannia’s Pastorals (1613)
foster discussion of union, brought again to bear with the investiture of
Henry Frederick. These works emphasize the “warlike” qualities of the
Welsh and the magnificence of this earliest of Welsh blood from British
stock.23
A more immediate forum for union discussion was the stage. Maybe
to alter English attitudes, partly to erase anti-unionist sentiment or to
support James’s unionist interest fostering British identity outside the
English Parliament, several plays and court masques helped spread James’s
pan-Celtic message and promote through this public spectacle of unity a
positive vision of Great Britain. Plays like Fletcher’s Bonduca, an historical
romance that features not Bonduca but another version of Caratacus as
its hero and a successful Rome, and Shakespeare’s Cymbeline, which combines an Italian, Roman and British geopolitical landscape, even including a trip to Milford Haven, endorse an idea of Great Britain that James
wanted to foster in his people, with Wales as one component of this propaganda. These plays are tangentially Welsh at best, featuring only passing
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references and brief nods to Welsh culture and people, failing to represent Wales in any recognizable fashion to the early modern audience.24
The Valiant Welshman is different. While these works discuss the concept
of Great Britain, R. A.’s play jumps into the union discussion with both
feet. It challenges anti-union attitudes, confirming Wales through its culture, with a setting which features harps, magic, Welsh accents, and a bard,
its geopolitical landscape where Wales unites all, and through its Welsh
hero, revealing that Wales fostered worthy heroes. Through his creation of
Caradoc, R. A. primarily defends James’s unionist agenda and joins others,
both playwrights and poets alike, in fostering the ancient British ideal and
focusing on Wales to promote the concept of Great Britain.
What better way to reestablish Welsh prominence in the unionist
dialogue than when the Prince of Wales was on people’s minds? However,
along with the investiture came associations with those “obscure and barbarous”25 Welsh people who were potentially besmirching the name of one
who would be king, Prince Henry Frederick, himself.26 As John Kerrigan
observes, “English views of Wales combined an acceptance of its symbolic
importance with mistrust and condescension ... In the English imagination, even more than in reality, Wales was poor, infertile, linguistically
alien, and run by a down-at-heel gentry.”27 Little on the stage redeemed
these negative views of the Welsh. Real objections came that smacked of
prejudice similar to the invective the Welsh heard themselves once they
flocked to London after Henry Tudor’s triumph at the Battle of Bosworth.
Like the Welsh gentry before them, the Scottish nobility had a tough
choice—be ignored and lose power or submit to Anglicization.28 Many
Tudor Welsh descending on London tried their best at Anglicization,
following Henry VIII’s Acts of Union which essentially required them
to deny their Welsh culture. Still, despite their efforts, the Welsh were
deemed rustics and hill people.29 Similarly, the Scots were ridiculed for
their uncivilized manners and crude conduct. For example, numerous
people write of the contrast between the lavish Tudor court and the shabbiness of James’s own. Some, like the Countess of Cumberland and her
daughter Lady Anne Clifford, guests of Sir Thomas Erskine, had lice. 30
The Scottish courtiers were considered “dirty and uncouth,” 31 and no
English member of Parliament wanted to unite with the barbarian who
until recently had been seen as the enemy. 32 John Kerrigan notes that
even into the 1620s, “Scotsmen appear in the lists of aliens drawn up in
London.” 33 The English thought the Scots, “violent, uncivil, poor and
rapacious;” Keith M. Brown acknowledges that such a stereotyped view
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was long held and “one wonders if it ever has been laid to rest.”34 It was
bad enough that the English held low opinions of their neighbors, but the
Scots themselves had problems with each other. Additional unrest within
the Scottish border hindered union. Sir Christopher Piggot remarks “Let
us not join murderers, thieves, and the roguish Scots with the well-deserving Scots. They have not suffered above two Kings to die in their Beds,
these two hundred Years.”35 King James himself was vulnerable to criticism
as well. Sir Anthony Weldon wrote of the king’s bad habits, both personal
and administrative, from his mouth dribbling, his cursing and his codpiece fiddling, to his extravagant spending and favoritism.36 Proud of their
own country, the nationalist Scots were just as enraged over a prospective
alliance with the English so that few on either side of the border could
be called British Unionists.37 Exasperated with those on both sides of the
issue, James lectured the English Parliament, but his tactics and extravagance at the English Parliament’s expense did little to help his case for
union. In fact, this rhyme circulated, pinpointing James’s role in the kingdom and further encouraging anti-Scottish sentiment in England:
The Scotchmen are but beggars yet,
Although the begging was not small.
But now a Parliament doth sitte,
A subsidy shall pay for all.38

The English cared little for the opinions of their ancient neighbors, old
enemies, and now new countrymen.
The Celtic models of alterity Londoners saw on stage did little to
change attitudes toward these new citizens. The predominant other was
the Stage Welshman—a character linguistically challenged, superstitious,
emotional, ready to eat leeks, caws pob, and drink metheglin.39 No wonder
many English were upset about being associated with the Welsh. With talk
of union and investiture occupying the culture, the Welsh stock character
served neither Stuart narrative. James wanted his subjects to see Wales as
a strong nation with a long history and rich culture. Anti-unionists like
Spelman and others considered the Welsh a band of barbarians. One way
to reconcile these competing views of Wales was to find a true Welsh hero.
Shakespeare tried his hand at the dichotomy of stalwart ancient Britain
where warriors were worthy and valiant yet at the same time barbarous,
untamed heathens, by creating Arviragus and Guiderius in Cymbeline, the
catch for Shakespeare being that these “barbarous” Welsh were not really
Welsh at all, sons to Cymbeline himself, simply raised like Tarzan in “wild
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Wales.” Other theatrical Princes of Wales on the London stage included
Lluellen from George Peele’s Edward I, whose head ends up impaled
on a spear, and Owen Glendower from Shakespeare’s I Henry IV, who
historically resists capture, thwarts the English and establishes his own
parliament but who in Shakespeare’s drama plays magician, occupies
one scene only and fails to join in battle, an ineffectual, absent warrior.
Neither of these stories erased Welsh stereotypes to promote the unionist
message.
According to the Venetian ambassador, James “call[ed] himself
King of Great Britain and like that famous and ancient King Arthur …
embrace[ed] under one name the whole circuit of the island.”40 This mention of King Arthur in conjunction with English and Scottish rule is
no surprise. Arthur gets a line in Y Gododdin, the Cambro-Caledonian
poem from the sixth century, but it is Geoffrey of Monmouth who brings
Arthur to prominence. James, however, required a specific Wales to market the vision of himself as James I, Emperor of the whole island of Britain,
James I, Caesar Augustus of Britain, and King of Great Britain. Employing
Welsh sources to promote English interests was big business in TudorStuart England. For the Tudors and Stuarts, the Welsh, through their history, language and culture, were the successors to the Ancient Britons, and
to claim to be British, union supporters needed to reform visions of modern day Wales. The Welsh in power at the start of James’s reign promoted a
heroic Wales and fostered union. In fact, Welshman John Herbert, Second
Secretary of State between 1600 and 1610, did his best to serve his new
king and unite Anglo-Scottish governance.41 Within and outside the government, work was needed to change people’s views and gather support
for a new Great Britain.
For James, in his quest for unification, Wales stood as model: “Doe
you not gaine by the Union of Wales? And is not Scotland greater than
Wales?”42 he asked in 1607, certain that the story of Wales was essential
to the formation of early modern British identity. England’s union with
Wales in the sixteenth century was regarded by James as a positive vision
of union and a model for Scotland to follow in the early seventeenth century. Playwright R. A. draws on this ancient Cambro-Caledonian connection to produce his drama The Valiant Welshman and support the king.
Caradoc’s character fulfills what James VI and I was arguing for in and
out of the English Parliament, what other unionists were promoting, and
what other playwrights were trying to achieve with their art—the joining
of English, Scottish, and Welsh.
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Seeking a story to tell to impress the new Scottish monarch, R.
A. could have found a pan-Celtic saga that incorporated all the peoples
on the island. But the play is called The Valiant Welshman. In fact, R. A.
strangely avoids Scottish history and culture altogether in his subject matter. Welsh-Scottish or Cambro-Caledonian relationships during the early
modern period are limited, but the ties between Wales and Scotland go
back to one of the earliest epics from the island of Britain, Y Gododdin, a
long poem composed by the sixth century Welsh poet Aneirin about the
battle of Catraeth or Catterick, in southeast Scotland. Even the history of
this masterpiece emphasizes the union of nations. In terms of geography,
the poem may be considered Scottish, as it documents the failed battle
between the Gododdin tribe and the invading Saxons on Scottish territory. However, the poem is written in Medieval Welsh and features the
Brythonic people, the Gododdin, also known as the earliest Britons, the
Welsh. Cambro-Scottish connections existed, as ancient British history
and Holinshed’s Chronicles reveal.
However, R. A. chooses against the route of William Shakespeare
who paid tribute to the newly crowned James, writing Macbeth in 1606. If
we believe R. A.’s note “To the Ingenuous Reader” that accompanies the
1615 printed edition, the playwright indirectly praises the Welsh, relating
how he came upon the story of Caradoc in the first place, saying essentially
that he was searching for a good story and all the English ones were taken.
From the start, the playwright seeks a “British” story to place on the stage
and acknowledges that “Amongst so many valiant Princes of our English
Nation, whose lives have already even cloyed the Stage, I searched the
Chronicles of elder ages, wherein I found amongst divers renowned person, one Brittish Prince ... and therefore being borne in Wales, and King of
Wales, I called him the valiant Welshman.”43 In this note, it seems as though
R. A. turns to the story of the Welsh prince Caradoc almost by default
because there were no more English (or Scottish?) princes to dramatize.
R. A. was certainly reading Roman Historian, Cornelius Tacitus, whose
Annals he references in his note (A3r). Henry Savile’s English translation
of Tacitus came out in 1591, but the Roman historian became more popular during James’s reign. R. A.’s note to the reader has an antiquarian feel,
borrowing from ancient British chroniclers, Geoffrey of Monmouth and
Gerald of Wales who, presumably, R. A. was reading alongside Holinshed.
R. A. finds a story of the Ancient Briton, Caratacus, in the fourth book
of volume 2 of Holinshed.44 Yet, the story of Caradoc or Caratacus is one
of Scotland as well, drawn from ancient sources, told by Hector Boece in
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The Description of Scotlande (1526) and included as part of volume 5 in the
1587 edition of Holinshed’s Chronicles45 where he is known as Caratake.
R. A. overtly ignores the Scottish connections to promote a Welsh version he pieces together from both. For example, Hector Boece’s Caratacus
aids Gyderus, King of Britis against the Romans and speaks “so pertlie”
in front of Claudius.46 R. A.’s hero also rescues the King of Bryttaine and
speaks up against the Roman Emperor, Claudius, but declares his Welsh
identity in the play. John Kerrigan notes that “Welsh intellectuals had particularly tense relations with the Scots. It was resented that Hector Boece,
for instance, had argued that Caratacus and Boadicea were Caledonian
leaders.”47 If that is the case, then R. A. had pro Welsh leanings and used
the play to sanction and validate Holinshed’s Welsh story rather than
Boece’s Scottish one. R. A. may have drawn from stories of both Scotland
and ancient Britain but, as Cull observes, the playwright is adamant about
establishing Caradoc’s Welsh heritage, and this insistence “adds to the puzzle” of source material for the play.48
The playwright could have told the story about a Welsh prince featuring Welsh names and Welsh history but no other Welsh characteristics,
or any story, really, to promote union; a play Welsh in name and subject
matter only would have entertained an audience. However, R. A.’s play
is deliberately and unapologetically Welsh. Thus, R. A. is primarily concerned with first revoking Celtic stereotypes on his way to promote union.
R. A. approaches the difficulty of reconciling a vision of Wales as barbarous and brave by capitalizing on the current interest in pre-conquest storylines, appropriating and recreating the story of a truly valiant Welshman
rather than a fearless Scot.
The Valiant Welshman markets James and his union through the
character Caradoc the Welshman and reverses Welsh stereotypes to counteract anti-Welsh sentiment. R. A. embellishes this tale giving Caradoc
many opportunities to reveal his valor and remind the audience not to
underestimate the Welsh. The play targets English attitudes and defies
English expectations of the other, whether that other is Wales, as presented in the plot, or a Wales that may represent Scotland.
The play’s very title defies English expectation. The Valiant Welshman
is not a comedy as many audience members might have expected, trained
as they were to view the stock Stage Welshman as purely comic. Instead
the play delivers a true valiant Welshman and reforms stereotypes of the
Welsh frequently seen on the early modern stage, mostly through the
efforts of the hero who defends Wales and serves James’s unionist agenda.
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The play endorses a sterling, honorable, worthy model of Welsh power. In
his debates with others, his clear martial outlook, and his social conduct,
Caradoc promotes union while defying the stereotype of a Welshman at
every turn. Neither a warmongering, brutal barbarian, nor a backward,
inept soldier, honorable Welshman Caradoc challenges an opponent to
hand to hand combat rather than risk the loss of many lives in full-fledged
battle (see act three, scene three). Caradoc is crowned King of Wales, but
ever the avenger, sets out to save his land from a serpent (see act four, scene
one). While Caradoc succeeds in killing the serpent, reminding the audience that George is not the only one who battles dragons, the defeated
Romans return to fight the English. But Caradoc’s magic is none other
than courage and bravery, not what the others expect. At one point in the
play, Caradoc is caught reading, a thoughtful, introspective, scholar warrior. Here again, in the play as in the union debate, the expectations of the
other are not borne out. Throughout the play, Caradoc himself challenges
other’s expectations and through his deeds elevates the Welsh character
in the minds of his audience so that by the end of the play, the audience
might not mind being associated with these “obscure and barbarous”
Welsh. Caradoc mentions nothing about caws pob or leeks, nor does he
say anything like, “Look you, cousin, by Sheshu,” or other Anglo-Welsh
expressions heard elsewhere on stage in The Valiant Welshman and other
plays of the early modern period.49 Instead, he exhibits nobility equal to
that of other celebrated stage heroes. In fact, through Caradoc’s many worthy accomplishments, the play challenges the negative debate about the
Welsh and redeems the Welsh character to show that the English should
unite with such a worthy, learned, kind, benevolent people. Here the play
mimics what was happening in the unionist debate. Although the Welsh
were being called “barbarians” and “wastrels,” others, like this playwright,
were reminding the English that, as Caradoc puts it, “[the Welsh are] not
what [we] seeme” (D3r). And as the play is a thinly veiled metaphor for
England and Scotland, by association, the Scots were not the threat that
some English thought they were.
The Valiant Welshman addresses the union debate from the start,
first by confronting English attitudes directly. Fortune descends from
heaven and names her subject, “Behold, I bring a King of Cambria: /
To whom great Pyrrhus, Hector poised in scales / Of dauntlesse valour,
weighes not this Prince of Wales” (A4r). Even before the audience has a
chance to react to Fortune’s claim, Fortune admonishes them, scolding
the “blacke mouthe[d]” English who “Have dim’d the glorious splendor
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of those men, / Whose resolution merites Homers penne” (A4v). Fortune’s
reprimand functions much like James’s own comments to the English
Parliament in 1607 as he tried to shame them into compliance by scolding
them for insulting the Scots:
If after your so long talke of Union in all this long Session of
Parliament, yee rise without agreeing upon any particular; what
will the neighbour Princes judge, whose eyes are all fixed upon the
conclusion of this Action, but that the King is refused in his desire,
whereby the Nation should bee taxed and the King disgraced?
And what an ill preparation is it for the mindes of Scotland toward
the Union, when they shall heare that ill is spoken of their whole
Nation, but nothing is done nor advanced in the matter of the
Union it selfe? But this I am glad was but the fault of one, and one is
no number: yet have your neighbours of Scotland this advantage of
you, that none of them have spoken ill of you (nor shall as long as I
am King) in Parliament, or any such publique place of Judicature.50

Next, like James himself, who continued to berate the English
Parliament into submission, the Bardh51 continues the rebuke, imploring
the audience to listen to Caradoc’s story. The rebuke, “Shut up and listen
to a Welsh story,” repeated twice within the first sixty lines of the play,
confirms not only the existence of “black mouthed” critics in the audience
and in the public sphere ready to condemn any attempts to celebrate the
benefits of union but also the need to tell triumphant rather than comic
stories of Wales. Certainly R. A.’s play filled a void.
Hushing the English, the Bardh continues to set the scene and
recalls unionist language: “Before faire Wales her happy Union had, /
Blest Union, that such happinesse did bring” (B1e). In fact, the phrasing
of “happy Union” echoes the phrasing of “perfect union” that James himself used.52 The happy union of Wales exists in the geography of the play
as well and addresses the grumbling of James’s subjects, both English and
Scottish, as they navigated their latest relationship under a new rule. In
the play, the three Welsh kingdoms, North, South, and the Marches, the
very kingdoms joined under Henry VIII’s Acts of Union uniting Wales
with England, work together to remove usurpers and sustain the whole
isle of Britain against Rome.
Caradoc’s parentage alone bonds him to the union debate as
Caradoc’s father, Cadallan, the Prince of March, governs the land associated with unification, a land Caradoc inherits. The Welsh Marches
were seen as a symbolic meeting place for “Britain’s three nations and a
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metaphor for their ‘perfect Union’ under James.”53 The Welsh Marches
were a borderland blending and uniting peoples, customs, and ideas.
Governing the Marches, Cadallan understands the requirements of unity
as well and greets Octavian, King of North Wales, with words James would
like his own Parliaments to consider:
Cadallan comes drawne by that powerfull awe
Of that rich Adamant his soule adores.
The needles point is not more willing to salute the
North,
Man joyfuller to sit inshrinde in heaven,
Then is my loyalty to aide my King.
I know, dread Liege, that each true man should know,
To what intent dame Nature brought him forth:
True subjects are like Commons, who should feede
Their King, their Country, and their friends at need.
(B2r)

Here Cadallan compares “true subjects” to “Commons.” For
Cadallan, true subjects are like Commons, common lands, shared resources
used to feed, nourish and support all. The playwright’s use of “Commons”
also recalls James’s own House of Commons, and if viewed through the
lens of union, Cadallan’s words define the function of the Commons.
The Commons and especially the House of Commons should share, offer
unquestioning loyalty and allegiance and serve the needs of their king and
country for the good of all living on the island. Like Caradoc throughout
the play, Cadallan models James’s own wish for those who rule and are
ruled, that “True subjects are like Commons, who should feede / Their
King, their Country, and their friends at need” (B2r). So too, for James
and his model of Great Britain.
Cadallan loses his life in the battle but his sons, Caradoc,
Constantine, and Mauron, prevail, restoring the rightful leader, Octavian,
who rewards Caradoc with his daughter, Guinevere, and his title of King
of North Wales after his death. Thus, another version of union is achieved.
Later, in act two, scene one, the Romans exact tribute from Gederus, the
King of Bryttaine, who enlists help from the Welsh. Having successfully
ousted the usurper and reinstated the rightful heir to the throne of North
Wales, newly crowned and newly wed Caradoc leaves bride and kingdom
to assist Gederus in his fight against the Romans. Caradoc hears the call
of what is referred to as Bryttaine in the play but what is more accurately
figured geographically as early modern England.
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The naming of Bryttaine,54 especially as another geographic and
political entity, separate from Wales, in this play so tied to discussions
of union is significant. Generally, in the Roman plays of the early modern period, Jacobean Wales was performed as Cambria, Wales, or ancient
Britain. The Valiant Welshman is no exception, with even the play’s subtitle, The True Chronicle History of the Life of Caradoc the Great, King of
Cambria, now called Wales, altering and renaming Wales. It seems the
names the characters use for Wales and the Welsh are plentiful and at
times interchangeable, and these multiple namings of Wales may confuse
an audience. As Andrew Escobedo has indicated, “The Valiant Welshman
indiscriminately mixes Britons (the general inhabitants of the island),
the Welsh (who live on the western portion), and the comic-relief Welsh
(the perennially apoplectic Morgan, earl of Anglesey, who speaks with a
thick accent that even the other Britons sometimes cannot understand).
The play sometimes speaks of its hero, Caradoc, as a Welshman and sometimes as a Briton; at one point, Morgan puzzlingly refers to ‘England.’”
However, this “dizzying array of anachronisms”55 as Escobedo dubs them,
promotes the theme of union the play embodies.
It was a Welshman, Sir William Maurice, MP from Caernarfonshire,
who first called James King of Great Britain, and it was he who resurrected the union debate in February 1610 but was quickly booed away.56
The English Parliament was again summoned for more scolding, but
this was the end of union for another 100 years. This naming of Britain
the play broaches was a volatile topic in Jacobean England. For many, a
united Parliament governing both England and Scotland was difficult to
fathom but more challenging was the name for this newly united kingdom. Agreeing with Welshman Maurice, James proclaimed that Britain
was “the true and ancient Name, which God and Time have imposed
upon this Isle, extant and received in Histories, in all Mappes and Carates,
wherein this Isle is described, and in ordinary Letters to Our selfe from
divers Forriane Princes ... and other records of great Antiquitie.” 57 The
Venerable Bede declares in his eighth century work, Ecclesiastical History
of the English People, “at first this island had no other inhabitants but the
Britons from who it derived its name.”58 Geoffrey of Monmouth in his
History of the Kings of Britain (1136) names “Britain, the best of islands ...
inhabited by five different nations, the Britons, the Romans, the Saxons,
Picts, and Scots; whereof the Britons before the rest did formerly possess the whole island from sea to sea.”59 James’s words expressed what the
Welsh already knew, that they were Welsh and British. Thus, the name
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“Great Britain” helped to elevate their own status so they could be “partners in a state which represented the union of three nations.”60 Indeed, as
Gwyn A. Williams observes, within a newly forming Britain Wales could
profit, with England “devis[ing ] a new and useful identity” while Wales
“recover[ed] a respectable and central” one.61 Most subjects would agree
that a rose by any other name would smell as sweet, but a people by any
other name would lose land, rights, and privileges.
The English Parliament argued, and judges agreed, that English law
would be undone if the name “Great Britain” was accepted. However, the
king would not cease his quest. Writing to Sir Robert Cecil in November
1604 he expressed his interest in union and did so repeatedly.62 Apart from
the legal implications of calling a united England and Scotland “Great
Britain,” many English loathed the name for purely emotional and sentimental reasons. The Welsh saw themselves as British but, for the English,
grappling with a Scottish king on the English throne and the prospects
of union itself, being renamed British was even more difficult to endure.
The English took little comfort in knowing that, as Holinshed wrote, “The
Welshmen are the verie Britains in deed.”63 As Sir Edwin Sandys, a vocal
opponent of James, speaking in the Parliament of 1607, put it: “so that
we cannot be other than we are, being English we cannot be Britaynes.”64
Sandys and others could not grasp the possibility of dual identity the
name “Great Britain” offered. The opposition was vehement: deliberately
Sir Henry Spelman wrote “If the honorable name of England be buried
in the resurrection of Albion or Britannia, we shall change the goulden
beames of the sonne for a cloudy day, and drownde the glory of a nation
triumphant through all the worlde to restore the memory of an obscure
and barberouse people, of whome no mention almost is made in any notable history author but is either to their own disgrace or at least to grace
the trophyes and victoryes of their conquerors the Romans, Pictes and
Saxones.”65 In other words, the English refused to recast themselves as the
barbaric, obscure, all but forgotten Welsh.
For Andrew Escobedo, the Romans-in-Britain plays popular early in
James’s reign counteract these negative attitudes toward Wales by “vaguely
offering the Welsh community as a national heritage (as does Henry V)
rather than as the remnants of a non-English people defeated by invading
Anglo-Saxons.” However, in Escobedo’s reading, ancient Welsh heritage
lies forgotten and Wales is further incorporated. “Ancient British resistance to Roman invasion roughly corresponds to modern English resistance to foreign aggression. These plays [Cymbeline, The Valiant Welshman,
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A Shoemaker, A Gentleman] blend British and English in order to encourage the audience to think of the Britons as ‘we.’”66 The “we” R. A.’s hero,
Caradoc, advances in the play is a slightly different we, with the agent who
effects such community one who is resolutely Welsh. For Caradoc, we are
one isle of peoples united for the common good, but we are not incorporated, absorbed, or combined.
In The Valiant Welshman, R. A. stages a united isle, a “Great Britain”
which James addressed in his accession speech:
Do we not yet remember, that this Kingdome was divided into seven
little Kingdomes, besides Wales? And is it not now the stronger by
their union? And hath not the union of Wales to England added a
greater strength thereto? Which though it was a great Principalitie,
was nothing comparable in greatnesse and power to the ancient
and famous Kingdome of Scotland . . . Hath not God first united
these two kingdoms, both in Language, religion, and similitude of
manners? Yea, hath hee not made us all in one Island, compassed
with one Sea, and of itself by nature so indivisible, as almost
those that were borderers themselves on the late Borders, cannot
distinguish nor know or discern their own limits?67

Time and again throughout the play Caradoc manifests the meaning of union which, for James, was a separate but mutual solidarity, as
James wanted to preserve Englishness and Scottishness. The results of this
geographic indivisibility to which James speaks are dramatized in the play
as Caradoc befriends and fights for really anyone worthy of service who is
living on the whole island. As Caradoc seeks to right wrong and reinstate
official leaders, he is an indiscriminate savior, helping all who are just—
whether Welsh, English, or Roman. The play exhibits one advantage of
union, that of alliance. Raised to assist, Caradoc aids even those whom he
defeats. The play begins with the Welsh supporting others. In act one, scene
two, hearing that the usurping Monmouth has battled the King of North
Wales, Cadallan, the Prince of March and father to Caradoc, comes to the
king’s rescue. Similar examples of military unity continue throughout the
play as, ever the avenger, Caradoc saves others. By developing moments of
partnership in the plot, the playwright crystallizes on stage one benefit of
union James addressed: “[I]f we were to looke no higher than to natural
and Physicall reasons, we may easily be persuaded of the great benefits that
by that Union do redound to the whole Island: for if twentie thousand
men be a strong Armie, is not the double thereof, fourtie thousand, a double the stronger Armie.”68
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Act two scene one illustrates this communal approach to rule when
Gederus, King of Bryttaine, sends word to Octavian, King of North Wales,
that Rome is fast approaching. Before the messenger even relays his message, Octavian cordially asserts this vision of unity within the whole isle:
[T]hen freely speake the tenor of thy speech,
And wee as freely will reply to it.
Thy Master is a Prince, whom wee affect,
For honourable causes knowne to us:
Then speake, as if the power we have to graunt,
Were tied to his desire. (C3r)

Without hearing the messenger’s entreaty, Octavian already perceives Gederus’s person and cause to be worthy and has practically granted
the Bryttish king his aid, thus exemplifying the benefits of union James’s
words embody: “hath hee not made us all in one Island, compassed with
one Sea?”69 Such lines emphasize the sentiment that those inhabiting the
island of Britain are all one and should function as one, politically and
militarily.
In the play, a sense of unity travels beyond Welsh borders as the
Welsh work with one another and with the Bryttaines to secure and protect their island, thus embodying Cadallan’s earlier entreaty to serve others
when needed (B2r). However, Cadallan’s words take on another meaning
if viewed from the perspective of James’s desired union. Throughout the
rest of the play Caradoc goes to great lengths and resists derogatory comments and treatment for the good of the whole isle, which is what James
VI and I subjected himself to and envisioned himself doing as champion
of union. If North Wales aids Bryttaine, then King Gederus “vows to tye
/ Himselfe to Wales, in bonds of amity” (C3v). For Gederus this move is
one of protection, but for James too, the union of Scotland and England
yielded military strength as well. The general obedience that others give
Caradoc is the same respect and submission James expected from those,
both English and Scottish, inhabiting his island. The play reinforces the
idea that a benevolent union benefits all.
Tellingly, any critics of union are cast as villains. Codigune, bastard
son of Octavian, the King of North Wales, watches in disgust as his halfsister, Guinevere, marries Caradoc and through this union unites North
and South Wales. Repulsed by what this union means for him, Codigune
“curses” their “Hymeneall iollity,” “ececrate[s]” their souls and spurs his
own wits to “Machiavilian blacknesse” (C1v). He threatens:
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Welshman, stand fast;
Or by these holy raptures that inspire
The soule of Polititians with revenge,
Blacke projects, deepe conceits, quaynt villanies,
By her that excommunicates my right
Of my creation, with a bastards name,
And makes me stand nonsuted to a crowne;
Ile fall my selfe, or plucke this Welshman down. (C1v)

Pluck down, he does, by first poisoning his own father, kidnapping
his own sister, and threatening Caradoc with war. Codigune’s lines even
suggest he has the soul of a “polititian.” The bastard Codigune seeks a pure,
unadulterated North Wales and although his means of maintaining it are
cruel, his interest in preserving his family’s North Wales and not uniting
it with South Wales surely resonated with the anti-unionists. For instance,
Nicholas Fuller, speaking to the English Parliament in February 1607,
related two parables against union, especially focusing on the economic
drawbacks to such an arrangement: “One Man is owner of two Pastures,
with one Hedge to divide them; the one Pasture bare, the other fertile and
good. A wise Owner will not pull down the Hedge quite, but make Gates
and let them in and out etc. If he do, the Cattle rush in Multitudes, and
much against their will Return.”70 Fuller also warned not “to mingle Tow
Swarms of Bees under one Hive, upon the sudden.”71 Codigune’s character
expresses similar disadvantages to union:
its thus decreede,
Who shares with them, must for the booty bleed.
Ech Planet keeps his Orbe, which being resign’d,
Perhaps, by greater lights would be outshinde. (E2v)

For Codigune, union may also bring sacrifice and the potential
erasure of identity; this bastard villain has a point, one shared by many
English in James’s kingdom. The threat of losing power, status, and control
loomed large in the minds of many and ultimately prevented the formation of a united Great Britain.
Another anti-unionist character, the Earl of Gloster, questions the
intentions of outsiders who come to “aid” Bryttaine. Gederus the King of
Bryttaine, seeks Welsh help to subdue the Romans and initially welcomes
Caradoc and his men. Gederus soon receives a letter from Gloster, who
clouds Gederus’s opinion of Caradoc and forces him to rethink uniting
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with this Welshman. Because Gloster is dubbed “Natures master-piece of
envious plots, / The Cabinet of all adulterate ill / Envy can hatch” (C2r)
the audience knows not to believe anything Gloster says; however, he
warns his brother, “not to trust the gilded outsides / Of these strangers”
and so Gederus agrees to “trust a friend, afore an unknown foe” (D1v),
something the English themselves believed about the Scots coming to their
court. Before Protestant Elizabeth’s accession to the English throne and
the Scottish Reformation of the 1560s, the English viewed the Scots not
simply as a poor and primitive people but as a long-standing enemy with
ties to Catholic France. In 1603, England was too big for Scotland to subsume it, but the threat of the Scots taking English jobs, land, and control
was real, and may be alluded to in Gloster’s words of warning regarding
Caradoc. While the Welsh may have sought positions at court during the
Tudor period, with many of them gaining little hold, in Stuart England,
James and his large Scottish contingent posed a viable threat to the English
court and the English Parliament as well, with members concerned for
their power, influence, and voice, not to mention their property.
As one would expect, after 1603, Scots influenced the character and
the leadership of the English court making it more Scottish than English.72
Jenny Wormald argues that James himself realized that a “Great Britain”
was a remote possibility and came to the English Parliament not necessarily committed to imposing British identity on the four distinct peoples
of the island but instead interested in capitalizing on the idea of “Great
Britain” to achieve what he really wanted, “a very real and undeniable presence” of Scotsmen throughout power in government and court.73 Whether
or not this was his plan, James achieved his Scottish presence. A Scottish
influx at court accounted for two-fifths of the available positions, and “the
crucial bedchamber was virtually a Scottish domain.” By 1614 the number
of Scots had increased to six of seven gentlemen of the bedchamber and all
of the grooms.74 This Scottish monopoly in personnel, especially officers of
the bedchamber, gave the Scots, not the English, direct and intimate access
to the king. Fear of influence was real for the English observing James’s
court and for characters like Gloster and Codigune who express their concern about outsiders entering and perhaps gaining control of their kingdom. However, the playwright effectively quells these anti-unionist beliefs
by placing them in the mouths of bastards, villains and traitors.
Caradoc’s undeterred attitude deflects criticism and captures James’s
own obstinate pursuit of union. Tainted by Gloster’s opinion, Gederus,
King of Bryttaine, sends Caradoc and his band to “yon hill” (D1v), effec-
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tively keeping them from battle. Although he objects to Gederus’s treatment of him, Caradoc deliberately pushes his complaints out of his mind,
saying,
Fond King, thy words, and all the treacherous plots
Of secret mischief, sinke into the gulfe
Of my oblivion: memory, be dull,
And thinke no more on these disgracefull ayres,
My fury relisht. (D2r)

Caradoc dismisses Gederus’s criticism, sinking negative ideas into
obscurity so that he may focus on the greater threat before them all, that
of Rome. He must forget petty unkindness; Bryttaine needs him and he
must fight. Here Caradoc models James himself, who rises above English
backlash to pursue union and his own vision of Great Britain. Both figures,
real and fictional, work for the greater good. Undeterred and restless to
join the conflict, Caradoc fights disguised, prefacing his entry into battle
with these words:
Within these noble veynes,
There runnes a current of such high-borne bloud,
Achilles well may father for his own.
These honourable sparkes of man we keep
Descended lineally from Hectors race,
And must be put in action. Shall I stand,
Like gazing Figure-flingers on the starres,
Observing motion, and not move my selfe?
Hence with that basenesse. I that am a starre
Must move, although I move irregular. (D2r)

Naming Hector and Achilles at the same time as noting his “irregularity,” Caradoc understands who he is and what he may accomplish
despite what others may think of him. R. A.’s use of “irregular” references
the stars’ uneven intervals and asymmetrical paths, all associations that
befit Caradoc’s difference yet promote his value nonetheless, acknowledging that this Welshman moves in the erratic “irregular” motions of stars
themselves, but that he is as worthy as the most famous of ancient warriors, among them Hector and Achilles and should be revered as such,
something James, one of England’s most intellectual and able kings, but
discounted by his critics, could understand as well.
Caesar acquires and continues the anti-Scottish rhetoric of the
English and mimics the union debate, as enemy and compatriot alike share
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negative opinions of Caradoc, and playwright links Bryttaine and Rome
against an enemy Scotland/Wales. In particular, Caesar’s rhetoric sounds
like the Imperial English, contemptuous and aloof in their dealings with
their new Scottish compatriots. In act two, scene four, in his encounter
with Caradoc, at first, Caesar fails to see the worth in this Welshman
and takes Caradoc for granted, incredulous that Caradoc could compete
with the likes of Rome and be such a forceful and magnificent warrior. To
preserve the Kingdom of Bryttaine, Caradoc routs the Romans, captures
Caesar himself, and commands him either to yield or lose his life. Caesar
tries to talk his way out of capture mainly because he would suffer “publick
infamy” and “endless shame” if Rome hears that he was captured by a common soldier (D2v). Caesar’s negative attitude toward Caradoc is similar to
those attitudes the Jacobean English held of the Scots, and especially of
their leader, the newly crowned King of England, attitudes James targeted
and challenged with vehemence, defending himself, his Scottish subjects,
and his Scottish nation. “Some thinke that I will draw the Scottish Nation
hither, talking idlely of transporting of Trees out of a barren ground into
a better, and of leane cattell out of bad pasture into a more fertile soile.
Can any man displant you, unless you will? Or can any man thinke that
Scotland is so strong to pull you out of your houses? ... [Y]et have your
neighbours of Scotland this advantage of you, that none of them have
spoken ill of you (nor shall as long as I am King ) in Parliament, or any
such publique place of Judicature.” 75 Annoyed, James consoled himself
that his Scots would not stoop so low as to criticize the English. Like
James, Caradoc, too, remains honorable, not deigning to follow Caesar’s
tactics.
To persuade Caradoc into reconsidering, Caesar bribes him by
promising to provide three times the ransom for himself if Caradoc
spares his life. To counteract the Stage Welshman’s reputation for parsimony, a trait shared by the Scots, Caradoc speaks fifteen lines against
riches and reminds Caesar and the audience that “the wealth we crave, /
Are noble actions, and an honoured grave” (D2v). Caradoc risks much
in this fight—first, condemnation from the Bryttaines for breaking his
promise and fighting in the first place, then defeat at the hands of Caesar
himself. Finally, once triumphant over Caesar, Caradoc must contend
with Caesar’s patronizing attitude toward being defeated by a “mere commoner.” Honorable man that he is, Caradoc chooses not to end Caesar’s
life; nor will he accept the ransom for prisoners of great status typical of
the time. Instead, he declares:
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Give me some private token from thy hands,
That’s generally knowne unto thy friends,
That if by chance I come to Rome,
I maybe knowne to be your friend. (D2v)

Caradoc wants to be Caesar’s buddy. Here, like Caradoc is to
Caesar, James VI is to the English people. He has “captured” the crown,
much to the incredulity of many; instead of acting the tyrant or abuser
to those he now rules, James wants to make friends with his new subjects.
This is his unionist message. Significantly, the token of friendship Caesar
gives Caradoc is a golden lion to be worn around his neck. England’s coat
of arms included lions and Scotland’s coat of arms also featured the rampant lion; thus, through this jewelry exchange the playwright emphasizes
connections between Rome, England, and Scotland. Caradoc wearing the
lion around his neck unites Caradoc with Caesar, Wales with Rome, and,
more importantly, Scotland with England.
Indeed, in this scene between Caradoc and Caesar, Caradoc may
be read as a cloaked Scotland with Caesar a stunned England, where elsewhere Gederus’s Bryttaine stands for England. The play may pose incompatible narratives as it offers shifting and alternative ways to read early
modern England, sometimes cast as Bryttaine in the play and sometimes
as Rome. One problem of associating Rome with England is the long history of animosity between the two. Although England broke with Papal
Rome, ancient Rome is figured in The Valiant Welshman as an enemy as
well, and its enemy status links both Rome and Bryttaine to early modern
England in the play. Caesar and Gederus share attitudes towards Caradoc
because both view Caradoc and Wales as threatening. This seemingly
dual reading of England as both Bryttaine and Rome was not necessarily
problematic for the early modern reader or playgoer, nor need it be for
us today, as it adds layers of meaning. In his article, “‘Examples Are Best
Precepts’: Readers and Meanings in Seventeenth-Century Poetry,” John
M. Wallace has shown that the early modern audience may have intentionally advanced multiple readings. Wallace argues that an author’s work
was based on “general truths rather than specific references to individual
persons and events.” Anyone writing allegories or fables felt a “rhetorical
responsibility to make his example as vivid and varied as possible.”76 Thus,
this style invited multiple readings and many “possible and ‘non-exclusive’
readings”77 of the same places and peoples within a work. While R. A.’s play
is not necessarily a fable or allegory, Wallace’s ideas may be applied to the
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multiple ways of looking at England in the play. Historian Jenny Wormald
observes that James had “an idea” of Britain, of a “vague and undefined
‘Britishness’” that served him well.78 R. A. offers a similarly vague and various England in his play where sometimes Bryttaine is England and sometimes Rome is England. Whether Bryttaine or Rome figures early modern
England, throughout the play, R. A. presents Caradoc and Wales as separate from either.
The captured Caesar adopts the persona of England under James VI,
arrogantly speaking for England herself; Caradoc and James VI, recently
awarded power, are told to “Know, that thou hast no common prisoner /
But such a one, whose eminence and place / Commands officious duty”
(D2r–D2v). Caradoc’s use of disguise protects his identity, but in choosing a “meane habite” (D2 v) as Caesar names it, the playwright aligns
Caradoc with the Scots, these uncouth, primitive people. Later echoing
English disbelief and anti-unionist sentiment, the Romans of the play
complain: “[I]t is a shame to Rome and us, / That have beene counted
famous through the world, / For matchlesse victories and feates of armes
/ That such a petty Iland should repulse / So huge an army of the Romane
strength” (F1v). With a Scottish king on the English throne, the English
were as astonished as Caesar to find worthy Scots in their midst. In the
end, the union of England and Scotland was an apparent affront to the
English themselves. How could they unite with such a group? The English
were perceived as notoriously bad playmates, not wanting to subsume
the Scots into their midst as they had done with the Welsh. The Valiant
Welshman speaks to this English egoism. Like Wales in the play, Scotland,
too, embodied in the new monarch, James, is honorable and comes to support and befriend rather than undermine and obliterate the English. And
herein lies another reason why Caradoc’s is the story R. A. tells to foster
the idea of union. In Caradoc, we see a Welshman who befriends others,
such as Caesar when he is in need, and this friendship and good turn prove
to be important later for Caradoc. Because of Caradoc, the Romans are
defeated. However, even as he defeats the Romans, Caradoc still befriends
one, namely Caesar himself, revealing that leaders may show force and
benevolence all together, a message James wanted all of his subjects, old
and new, English and Scottish, to understand.
R. A.’s The Valiant Welshman promotes union through the theme
of battle and also explores union through scenes of marriage and friendship. With Caradoc’s marriage to Octavian’s daughter, Guinevere, the
theme of union is played out geographically, socially, and administratively.
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Marriage unifies territories and peoples, and in the play, this marriage not
only unites two people, the Prince of March with the Princess of North
Wales, but also combines lands, uniting much of Wales under one leader,
Caradoc. James VI and I drew upon the metaphor of marriage to describe
the union of England and Scotland to form Great Britain. In his first
speech to the English Parliament he vows:
What God hath conjoyned then, let no man separate. I am the
Husband, and all the whole Isle is my lawfull Wife; I am the Head,
and it is my Body; I am the Shepherd, and it is my flocke: I hope
therefore no man will be so unreasonable as to thinke that I that
am a Christian King under the Gospel, should be a Polygamist and
husband to two wives; that I being the Head, should have a divided
and monstrous Body; or that being the Shepheard to so faire a
Flocke (whose fold hath no wall to hedge it but the foure Seas)
should have my Flocke parted in two. But as I am assured, that no
honest Subject of whatsoever degree within my whole dominions,
is lesse glad of this joyfull Union than I am.79

In addition to figuring himself the husband and the isle his wife,
James also sought actual marriages to endorse his idea of Great Britain.
Once James took the throne, there was a “flurry” of Anglo-Scottish unions
with James working as court matchmaker to blend Scots and English.
James succeeded in marrying eleven Scottish gentlemen to English wives.
However, English gentlemen were not as keen as their Scots counterparts
on such “mixed” marriages, blending families and nations. The English
were especially reluctant to marry their daughters to Scots, with some
not interested in having Scottish sons-in-laws.80 Marrying into the dominant culture was one thing but marrying out of the dominant culture
was quite another. This behavior to solidify national union through marriage is reminiscent of what occurred with the English and Welsh in the
Tudor period. Under the Tudors, Henry IV’s punitive measures against
the Welsh were still in place, stemming from Owain Glyndŵr’s revolt in
1400. Statute 4, entitled, “Englishmen Married to Welsh Women Shall
not Bear Office in Wales” was officially on the books, but it was rarely
enforced and finally abolished during James’s reign.81 Thus Welsh gentry
married into English households once Henry VII came to the throne, but
attitudes towards such marriages were mixed. Rather than English wives
and Welsh husbands, the preferred unions were between English gentlemen and Welsh gentlewomen, which increased estates and social connections.82 Despite negative attitudes toward marriage, the play’s marriage
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between Caradoc and Guinevere, where two Welsh kingdoms unite to
form one, models the happy union of Wales and England. More analogous
is the marriage between Prince Gald, brother to the King of Bryttaine,
substitute for the early modern English of the play, and Voada, sister to
Caradoc, ruler of Wales. As John Kerrigan has shown, R. A. partially takes
the story of Voada from Hector Boece’s Historie of Scotland but makes her
more “British,” or as in R. A’s play, more Welsh. For Kerrigan, the playwright establishes a purity of character with Caradoc and also his sister
Voada marrying a Bryttaine and being captured and potentially raped
and violated by a Roman.83 The marriage of Gald and Voada, or in this
case Bryttaine and Wales, models the perfect union of Celt and English,
Scotland and England to create Great Britain and form a united isle.
The play fosters Anglo-Scottish relations through strong friendships as well. For example, R. A. includes in Gald, brother to the King of
Bryttaine, an Englishman who speaks the highest praise of Caradoc. In
his initial encounter with Caradoc, Gald views him with some skepticism,
and remarks, “The Romane Eagle hangs her haggard wings. / And all the
Army’s fled; all by the strength / And opposition of one common man,
/ In shew, not farre superiour to a Souldiour, / That’s hyred with pay, or
prest unto the field” (D3r). Gald, like many Stuart Englishmen, expects
little from a Welshman, but his lines express his surprise that a soldier
of little importance has conquered the Roman army. Revising this snide
remark, Gald is so amazed by Caradoc’s feats and enamored of Caradoc’s
worth, that he praises Caradoc and vows to serve him. Gald says,
All my thoughts
Are wrapt in admiration, and I am deepe in love
With those perfections, onely that my eye
Beheld in that fayre object ...
Say vertuous Prince, may Gald become so blest
To follow thy fayre hopes, and linke his soule
In an united leage of endlesse love ...
How like Pigmalion, do my passions dote
On this fayre picture! Will you accept me Prince?
(D3r–D3v)

Throughout this exchange, the playwright not only elevates the
character of the Welshman as a person even the English fall for, but also
pushes the unionist agenda. Fan, groupie, lover, Gald vows to follow this
leader and his language, at once homoerotic, chivalric, romantic, is also
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that of union; he wants “To follow thy fayre hopes, and link his soule /
In an united leage of endless love” (D3v). In response to Gald Caradoc
accepts him not as a supporter but as an equal, and Caradoc reminds him
that together their shared power is great. In language encouraging union,
Caradoc accepts Gald with these words:
And may as yet this Embrio of our loves
Grow to his manly vigor: tis love alone,
That, of divided soules, makes only one.
Who then adores not love, whose sacred power
Unites those souls, division would devour? (D3v)

For Caradoc, love builds union, and his language echoes that of
James himself. In a letter to the Scottish Privy Council James declared that
Scotland and England should “join and coalesce together in a sincere and
perfect union as two twins bred in one belly, love one another as not two
but one estate.”84 Similar to the union of Caradoc and Gald, James desires
that the whole isle unite in love and respect for each other under the same
king.
The Valiant Welshman ends with two more visions of union on
stage. The model of unity that displays Welsh valiance and worth comes
in act five, scene four when the Welsh decisively defeat the Romans. On
stage, we see not one but three battles simultaneously. The linguistically
challenged Morgan kills Cornewall; Gald, the sympathizing Englishman
gone “native,”85 now Caradoc’s brother-in-law, kills the usurping Welsh
bastard Codigune; and Constantine, Caradoc’s brother, kills the Roman
Standard Bearer. All three lead and triumph together, defeating the usurpers in Wales. These three battles occurring on stage at once create a visual
equality important for the play and its promotion of the union message.
In addition, this triple battle reminds playgoers of the triple national
empire on the isle of Britain James is working to establish and, at the
same time, this triple battle between Wales and Rome showcases many
visions of Wales and goes far to counteract stereotypes as all three warriors
triumph. Winning one of the three battles, Morgan succeeds in restoring Wales to its former place of power alongside other kingdoms on the
isle, especially since those of the north, represented by Venusius of York,
come late to the battle and a weakened Bryttaine, though participating in
the confl ict, called on Wales for help in the first place.86 With Morgan,
Constantine, and Gald triumphant and Wales doubly powerful and fighting for a diminished Bryttaine, another battle takes place. Constantine, the
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Roman-named Welshman and brother to Caradoc, defeats the Roman
Standard Bearer, and then he faces another Roman opponent, Marcus
Gallicus, who has been Caesar’s messenger and man on the ground
throughout the play. Substitutes for their leaders—Constantine for
Caradoc, and Marcus Gallicus for Caesar—they fight and kill each other,
erasing any connection to Rome in name (Constantine) and in power
(Marcus Gallicus, a surrogate for Caesar) on the isle, leaving two united
powers, Wales and Bryttaine, in charge. What is left ? A defeated Rome
and a superior Wales joined with Bryttaine in control of the whole isle.
These final battles dramatize that through union Wales and Bryttaine, or
Scotland and England, may achieve mutually beneficial success.
The Valiant Welshman could end with the Welsh successful at home
and against Rome. However, Caradoc’s story reveals his rhetorical as well
as his military power. Thus, Caradoc’s winning moment comes in a verbal
match and a battle of wills with the Romans on their own territory, one
that offers another dramatization of unity. A David and Goliath story, the
play’s final scene depicts Caradoc’s triumphant stance against Caesar. Their
confrontation also represents that of Scotland confronting England and,
perhaps more specifically, James challenging the English Parliament itself.
Prior to the three battles that establish Welsh power, Caradoc has been
sold out to the Romans but promised safe passage to Rome for himself
and his family. They are taken to Rome, paraded before Caesar and commanded to kneel at his feet. The rest of his family submits, but Caradoc
refuses to bow, and in his response to Caesar we witness Welsh defiance,
something Caesar does not expect. Caradoc exclaims:
I was not borne to kneele but to the Gods,
Nor basely bow unto a lumpe of clay,
In adoration of a clod of earth.
Were Cesar Lord of all the spacious world,
Even from the Articke to the Antartick poles
And but a man: in spite of death and him
Ide keepe my legs upright, honour should stand
Fixt as the Center, at no Kings command
.......................
Thinks Cesar, that this petty misery
Of serville bonds, can make true honour stoope?
No, tis inough for sicophants and slaves,
To crouch to Tyrants, that feare their graves.
I was not borne when flattery begd land,
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And eate whole Lordships up with making legs.
Let it suffice: were Cesar thrice as great,
Ide neither bow to Rome, him nor his seate. (I3r–I4v)

With these defiant words, Caradoc challenges Caesar’s leadership and
calls him more tyrant than king. In both message and delivery Caradoc’s
rhetoric echoes that of James. In his accession speech, James says,
That it becommeth a King, in my opinion, to use no other Eloquence
than plainnesse and sinceritie ... For I doe acknowledge, that the
speciall and greatest point of difference that is betwixt a rightfull
King and an usurping Tyrant is in this; That whereas the proude and
ambitious Tyrant doeth thinke his Kingdome and people are onely
ordeined for satisfaction of his desires and unreasonable appetites;
The righteous and just King doeth by the contrary acknowledge
himselfe to bee ordeined for the procuring of the wealth and
prosperitie of his people, and that his greatest and principall worldly
felicitie must consist in their prosperitie.87

Criticizing Caesar for his tyrannical rather than kingly conduct,
Caradoc risks much, but his candor pays off. Caesar is both astonished
and impressed that such a one as Caradoc, a mere Welshman, would
dare challenge him. Caesar then spots the lion, a token of friendship, he
gave to Caradoc years ago in battle. Here again, Caesar is incredulous
that Caradoc and the soldier who captured him are one and the same.
Caradoc reveals this to be true. In friendship, Caesar grants Caradoc and
his family liberty, and Caradoc returns triumphant to rule Wales in peaceful union with Rome. Kerrigan sees Caradoc “agree[ing] to live in peace
with Rome without losing his freedom.”88 Enemies become friends and all
live happily ever after. Such is the story James wanted to tell of his united
kingdom—enemy England and Scotland become friends and function
as one. Valiant, amiable, forgiving, Caradoc unites all and achieves the
union James envisions—not Welsh, English, or Scots, but everyone working together to preserve the honor and integrity of the isle of Britain. In
fact, in his speech to the English Parliament on March 31, 1607, James
lists “the Commodities that come by the Union of these Kingdoms ...
Peace, Plentie, Love, free Intercourse, and common Societie of two great
Nations”89 which sound much like the “everlasting peace and unity” (I4v)
that Caesar proclaims at the end of the play, established through Caradoc’s
leadership. The Valiant Welshman demonstrates that in the ancient past,
Welsh and English worked together to help one another, so that “we were
all British,” protecting the isle itself.
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R. A. in The Valiant Welshman balances power, equalizing the two
main parties fighting for the isle. In doing so The Valiant Welshman both
commends the union and evaluates what that new Great Britain may look
like, especially if we read the play as an allegory for union where Wales is
Scotland and England is Rome. The Valiant Welshman challenges the contemporary stereotypes of Jacobean Scots by upholding a positive vision of
difference, with Caradoc figuring Scotland and Caesar figuring England.
Caradoc, both Bryttish and Welsh, is one hero the English might not
oppose. Indeed, R. A. puts a positive spin on Wales in his defense of it while
promoting the unionist idea. One message is this: the Scots, like the Welsh
of the play, are neither border barbarians nor buffoons but capable, prudent
warriors. What audiences may admire as Welsh—Caradoc’s methodical,
cautious, considered weighing of options, his kindness to enemies, his desire
to work together—speak to Scotland and promote James’s unionist vision.
However, the play offers another message as well. The union
between Wales and Rome, or Scotland and England, at the end of The
Valiant Welshman is amicable, and Felix Schelling calls Caradoc a “morally unconquered hero.”90 Still, one wonders what each Celtic neighbor
loses in the merger. Caradoc the valiant Welshman builds his fame on
challenging usurpers, first restoring Octavian, then Caradoc himself. The
play ends with Caradoc taking control of an island away from the usurping
hands of the Romans, who are never too far away from governing Wales,
even though Caradoc, this valiant Welshman, returns triumphant to rule.
Although Caradoc fights for the whole isle of Britain and demonstrates
his sense of equality and leadership ability, he submits to a higher power,
that of Rome itself. Although powerful, Wales may be misled into believing that Caradoc is in charge. The audience must remember that Caradoc
has not quite earned his power; Rome has bestowed it upon him. So too,
the powerful win out in James’s imagined Great Britain. In fact, the connection between unionist supporters and Welsh culture mirrors the relationship between Caradoc-ruled Wales and Rome at the end of the play—
Wales under Caradoc’s rule seems independent but serves Rome. Like
Wales in the play, contemporary Scotland may join with England which
may work to preserve Scotland’s culture and customs, but Scotland is no
match for England’s already well-established political system and, accordingly, the Scots will conform to English practices and English rule. And
that is what happened, despite James’s desire for a Great Britain. Even if
it had been achieved during his lifetime, James’s united kingdom, Great
Britain, would ultimately have served England.
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James’s proposed union of Scotland and England was impossible
for the English Parliament to accept. There should be no surprise here.
The English traditionally have not mixed well with others, especially others who share their island. James’s model for union was that of powerful
England and weak Wales under Henry VIII’s rule, but this paradigm had
its drawbacks when imposed on mighty England and strong Scotland
under James VI and I’s rule. Henry VIII’s union worked partly because he
subsumed the lesser Wales and led both nations involved, with Wales having no powerful voice to represent it or object to the “amicable Concord
and Unity”91 imposed upon it. For James, such a marriage to form Great
Britain failed because, although James took the lead and, like a good husband, wanted “to conforme the Laws of Scotland to the law of England,”92
putting the island’s needs first, his intentions fell flat and were still distasteful to those who did not believe in the marriage at all.
To commemorate his accession to the English throne, James designed
a new royal coat of arms joining aspects of the English coat of arms, which
featured two lions, and the Scottish coat of arms, which included two unicorns. A nursery rhyme popular at the time comments on his creation and
succinctly sums up James’s success in establishing “Great Britain;”
The lion and the unicorn were fighting for the crown
The lion beat the unicorn all around the town.
Some gave them white bread, and some gave them
brown;
Some gave them plum cake and drummed them out of
town.

James’s union was as fictitious as the unicorn itself. Despite all his
work to formulate a unified nation, during James’s reign, “Great Britain”
would never come into existence and James had to be satisfied with “two
Isles and three kingdoms.”93
Early in The Valiant Welshman, Octavian, the King of North Wales,
praises Bryttaine, calling it, “a Nation free and bold. / And [one that]
scorne[s] the bonds of any forrayne foe; / A Nation, that by force was
ne’re subdude, / But by base Treasons politikely forst” (C3v). “A Nation
free and bold” is exactly how James wanted others to see his Great Britain.
However, in this play, and for James’s unionist agenda, Britain is not made
“free,” “bold,” or “great” without Wales.
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Chapter 2

R. A.’s Valiant Welshmen

T

HE VALIANT WELSHMAN MAY serve James’s union interests
and echo his words in support of union, but R. A.’s play was performed by the Prince’s Men; thus, we must also consider how the prince
himself inspired R. A.’s composition. In 1610, Prince Henry’s Men performed The Valiant Welshman at their home, the Fortune, presumably as
part of Henry Frederick’s investiture festivities. During this time, Henry
Frederick’s investiture recalled visions of Wales, especially its ancient past,
something Henry’s father, James VI and I wanted in people’s minds as he
united both kingdoms under one king, a united kingdom his son would
inherit. By 1610 however, political discussion of union had been all but
quashed and the union of parliaments would not occur for another hundred years. Yet Wales was prominent, in pageantry, poetry, drama, and
debate, along with England and Scotland.
Because The Valiant Welshman honors the Scottish, soon to be
King of England, newly crowned Prince of Wales, it is perhaps no wonder
that the playwright chose the story of a famous Welsh prince to showcase
Henry Frederick’s abilities and attributes. Henry Frederick was the first
Prince of Wales to be invested since the first Tudor prince. Along with
investiture, these two princes also shared a tragic history. Henry Frederick
and his English predecessor, Arthur, were doomed Princes of Wales; both
were filled with the high hopes of their people, but both died young,
never to inherit the crown. Arthur Tudor, Henry VII’s son, was named
prince in 1489 and invested in 1490. After his untimely death, his brother,
Henry, later King Henry VIII, was named Prince of Wales in 1504 but not
invested. Henry VIII’s son, Edward VI, would be king for a short time but
was never invested as Prince of Wales.
Henry Frederick was one of many non-Welsh princes of Wales to
inherit this title, the last Welsh-blooded Prince of Wales being Llywelyn
ap Gruffudd, later dubbed Llywelyn the Last, a name marking his heritage
and his history, who died in battle against Edward I of England in 1282.
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After his successful conquest of Wales, Edward I appropriated the title
“Prince of Wales” for his own son and since then the title has been given to
the male heirs to the English throne.1 The Welsh recognize another Welshblooded prince, Owain Glyndŵr, who in 1400 claimed the title “Prince
of Wales” in his rebellion against another English king, Henry IV. The
playwright’s choice of a Welsh story to pay tribute to Henry Frederick, the
new Prince of Wales, is a pleasant recognition of the country.
Marisa R. Cull and Tristan Marshall have argued that Caradoc is
patterned after Henry Frederick, Prince of Wales and the parallels between
the two offer a fitting tribute to the new prince. Cull calls Caradoc a “theatrical double” for the Prince of Wales, embodying many characteristics of
this Scottish/English heir to the throne.2 Marshall explains that the playwright’s rendering of king and prince combines to create union. “[R. A.]
has his cake and eats it, the nobility of the Welsh prince aligned with the
British monarch, mirroring the strength of Prince Henry joined to the recreated Britain brought together by his father. Ultimately, the message of
the play is that this nobility of Caradoc’s warfare in the service of Bryttaine
leads to peace through his strength[.]”3 Certainly the two princes share
many traits. Cull sees in Caradoc Henry Frederick’s “shrewd military skill,
a disdain for corrupt politics, and a stalwart refusal to placate the enemy.”4
Caradoc’s exile to a hill rather than acceptance into battle resembles
Henry Frederick’s own lust for battle and desire to be part of the action.5
Marshall also sees Henry’s interest in battle as similar to that of Caradoc.
Henry Frederick was a fine horseman and accomplished at the tilt.6 Henry
Frederick wanted to become Lord High Admiral, as Marshall notes, and
lobbied hard for England to make war with Spain. Caradoc is even called
“this worthy Sunne / That shines within the Firmament of Wales” (D1r), a
line that Marshall associates with Henry Frederick.7 Henry disliked bribery and R. A. writes a Caradoc who will not be bought. In the play, the
captured Caesar will pay Caradoc to let him go; “Ile pay my ransome in
a treble some,” but this Welshman “scorns thy gold” (D2v). Through the
character of Caradoc the play honors Henry Frederick and disseminates
a vision of what Great Britain will be, a place of union, conformity and
commitment to the isle itself, something that failed to happen not simply
because of the failure of the unionist vote in the English Parliament but
because Henry Frederick died prematurely in 1612 at the age of 18, leaving the kingdom, eventually, to his brother Charles, and we know what
happened there.
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If we push an allegorical reading of The Valiant Welshman and
associate Caradoc with the son, Henry Frederick, then who is the father?
Caradoc mirrors Henry Frederick, so who mimics James VI and I? Early
in act one the usurping Monmouth kills Caradoc’s biological father,
Cadallan. Although he has little stage time, Cadallan’s short presence
binds him with James VI and I. It is Cadallan who speaks of union, echoing James’s own words. Like James, Cadallan unifies to preserve his kingdom, joining North with South Wales and the Marches with Bryttaine to
stem the encroachment of Rome. For James, too, the union of England
and Scotland would bring with it the added preservation of the whole isle.
When Cadallan dies, Caradoc becomes king. That was the plan for James
VI and I and Henry Frederick, Prince of Wales. Author of the Basilikon
Doron and eminent advocate for the divine right of kings, James expected
Henry Frederick to become Henry IX of the united kingdom of Great
Britain.
Caradoc resembles Henry Frederick, Prince of Wales, whereas
Cadallan exhibits traits of the father, James VI and I, the pairing perhaps
for whom the play was written and performed. The parallels between
James and Cadallan, Henry Frederick and Caradoc end here, however, and
this nice, tidy correspondence between father figure and accomplished
son contained in R. A.’s drama breaks down. What complicates this reading of Cadallan as a substitute for James and Caradoc as a surrogate Henry
Frederick is that Caradoc’s character is also a stage version of James and
furthers the king’s unionist agenda.
Unlike Henry Frederick, primed for war with Spain, Caradoc,
presents a more cautious soldier; despite his military expertise and preparation, he chooses to negotiate rather than seek out battles himself. He
says he will talk first then fight if he must, ever the thoughtful, if on occasion reluctant, warrior. For example, in act three, scene two, after helping save Bryttaine from Roman hands, Caradoc returns to a fractured
Wales, where Codigune has poisoned his own father, Octavian, usurping a
title bequeathed to Caradoc. In response to Codigune’s actions, Caradoc
declares “But I am armde with patience. First with words / Weele seeke
to conquer; and if not, by swords” (E2r). “Patience” is his mantra as he
instructs Morgan to “Be patient, Cousin” and calls for patience himself in
dealing with Codigune: “Sweet Patience, yet instruct my toung awhile /
To speake the language of a temperate soule” (E2v). In fact, he is more of a
peacemaker and vows to fight Codigune “in single Monomachy, hand to
hand” rather than have multitudes perish (E3r). Similarly, James brokered
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peace with Spain to avoid the needless loss of life that would come from
war. Other tactics demonstrate Caradoc’s reserved approach to military
action. For instance, instead of confronting Rome head on, Caradoc first
hides (H2r) and, instead of preparing for the battles to come, Caradoc is
found “reading” (H4v), something James might do but not his son, Henry.
Henry would rather ride than read and he certainly would not be caught
reading when war was looming. According to Roy Strong’s biography, the
prince was not bookish like his father and shared little with him. Henry
Frederick commanded the tiltyard while James preferred the chase, Henry
Frederick studied military strateg y, while James sought peace. Henry
Frederick was the artistic one, encouraging the arts, while his father was
uninspired.8 In these respects, Henry Frederick shares more with the quick
to act Morgan, ready to “beate out her praynes” and quit “whimbling,”
than he does with Caradoc.
Along with pacifism, which James considered an asset, there is a certain naïveté in Caradoc that also aligns him with James, whose blind hope
in union itself helps connect the two. An incredulous James is taken aback
that the English do not want to be united with Scotland. His astonished
rhetoric may be found in this 1607 speech to the English Parliament. “I
am no stranger unto you: for you all know I came from the loynes of your
ancient Kings. They of Scotland be my Subjects as you are. But how can I
bee natural Liege Lord to you both, and you strangers one to the other?
Shall they which be of one alleagance with you, be no better respected of
you, nor freer amongst you, than Frenchmen and Spaniards?”9 Caradoc,
too, is naïve in his dealings with others. The problematic scenes with
Caradoc, when he is too mindful, caught reading, pondering on dreams,
or unable to fully understand why Rome is at his doorstep may mimic a
passive James. For instance, in act three, scene one, Caradoc apologizes
for being so “dull” (E1v) and later, in act four, scene one, when a Roman
messenger arrives with an ultimatum—give the kingdom to the usurper
Codigune or there will be war—Caradoc seems distracted. He is dismissive or ignores the messenger as a political ploy, or perhaps he does not fully
comprehend what is being asked of him (F3v–F4r).10
James’s other notorious traits, his royal favoritism and his ideas on
witchcraft, also appear in the character of Caradoc. The Gald/Caradoc
relationship, although not initiated by Caradoc, captures the personal
speech of an intimate bond. In the play, Gald, brother to the King of
Bryttaine, adores Caradoc. Claiming to be “deepe in love” with Caradoc,
the mesmerized Gald leaves the field immediately after battle,
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To interchange a word or two with him.
And see, in happy time he walkes alone.
Well met, brave souldiour: may a Prince be bolde
To ask thy name, thy nation and thy birth? (D3r)

Gald essentially stalks Caradoc and delivers an early modern equivalent of “what’s your sign?” Caradoc answers, humbly describing how he
has saved Bryttaine. A smitten Gald vows to “link his soule / In an united
leage of endless love” (D3 v). Caradoc accepts Gald’s affections quickly
and deeply, and discusses the pair’s own union of souls in purely platonic
terms, or his words may be charged with more homoerotic intention.11
Gald’s words of adoration could be read as something coming from a doting fan of worthy Prince Henry, but the parallels better fit the king who
played favorites.12 Considering Caradoc’s potentially emotional response
and knowing that James himself entertained favored courtiers around
him, we might read Gald’s commitment to the king as one of a chosen
insider and intimate as well.
James’s association with witches manifests itself in R. A.’s play too,
with Caradoc putting into practice some of the witchfinding techniques
James addressed in his own work. In his 1597 Daemonologie, James claims
that “[t]he fearefull aboundinge at this time in this countrie, of these
detestable slaves of the Devill, the Witches or enchaunters, hath moved
me (beloved reader) to dispatch in post, this following treatise of mine,
not in any wise (as I protest) to serve for a shew of my learning & ingine,
but onely (mooved of conscience) to preasse thereby, so farre as I can, to
resolve the doubting harts of many; both that such assaultes of Sathan are
most certainly practized, & that the instrumentes thereof, merits.”13 In the
play, a shepherd disrupts Caradoc’s court seeking help; a witch has conjured a serpent who is ravaging the land. With uncharacteristic swiftness,
Caradoc exclaims, “A Serpent? Where? whene? how came it thither? / Ile
not demurre, Shepheard, leade on the way” (F4r), abruptly leaving court
and bride to rid his kingdom of serpent and witch. Caradoc is seemingly
as passionate as James regarding eliminating witchcraft. From witchcraft
to favorites to passivity, these characteristics that Caradoc possesses make
him not so much a double for Prince Henry Frederick but a character who
resembles the king.
Caradoc may act like James but his character sounds nothing like
him. Caradoc speaks pure, clear, “kynges English,” 14 as does his father,
Cadallan, who creates and then preserves the new union with his life. Both
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father and son sacrifice to protect their home and sound alike in doing so.
James’s fiery verbiage, his commonplace language, his characteristic colloquial and earthy expressions, especially in his speeches regarding union,
sound not so much like Caradoc, but more like Morgan, the play’s only
linguistically challenged character.
In other aspects of speech, James admits to his own verbal fluency, especially his facility with language. He spoke Greek, Latin and
French, and remarked that “They gar [made] me speak Latin ere I could
speak Scots.”15 This utterance alone reveals his problem. James was a man
of great learning and ability who spoke with an accent. Keith M. Brown
admits that “[T]he question of language and the association of accent
with authority was an important one,” but also that “there is no evidence
of Scottish noblemen being self-conscious about how they spoke.”16
However, the number of comments on the king’s language and the
language and customs of the Scots coming to England after James’s accession to the English throne suggests that accent was noticeable. Francis
Bacon wrote that James VI and I spoke “swift and cursory, and in the full
dialect of his country.” 17 How kind to the king Bacon is; in other words
James spoke with a noticeable accent. Highly intellectual, James also
played favorites, spent too much money, and slobbered when he spoke.18
Sir Anthony Weldon went further in disparaging the king by describing
“his tongue too large for his mouth, which ever made him speak full in
the mouth” and which may, in fact, be a reference to the king’s Scottish
accent. John Manningham, a member of Elizabeth’s court, visited a
recent female transplant from Edinburgh to learn more about the new
king. Manningham commented that she was “a gallant tall woman” but
disliked her “lisping, fumbling language.” From her he learned that the
king liked to swear and observed that the highly educated Scots she and
the king spoke were nothing more than “simply a bastardized English and
one few were familiar with.” 19 English churchman and historian Thomas
Fuller observed, “His Scotch tone he rather affected than declined; and
though his speaking spoiled his speech in some English ears, yet the masculine worth of his set orations commanded reverence if not admiration
in all judicious hearers; but in common speaking as in his hunting, he
stood not on the clearest but nearest way.”20 In her article, “The Pioneers
of Anglicised Speech in Scotland,” Marjory A. Bald surveys the king’s
writings and speeches, concluding that even though James anglicized his
written work, “especially in orthography and syntax, [i]t is probable that
to the end he spoke with a Northern accent.” James “retained a national
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distinction by employing words of a Scottish flavor.”21 Replace “Scottish”
with “Welsh,” and Bald’s line could easily describe Morgan.
Indeed, a new, foreign king with unfavorable ideas was easy prey
for critics, but no early modern source comments on Henry Frederick’s
accent which suggests that James’s Scottish brogue was thick and conspicuous. As the language clause in Henry VIII’s Acts of Union demonstrates,
the English were not very accepting of those who sounded different than
they did. 22 Despite his being king of Scotland and England, James was
at a “serious social disadvantage” because of his accent.23 His colloquial
expressions recorded for posterity amuse readers today but were most
likely mocked in private and dismissed in public as coming from someone
without command of the “King’s” English. Possibly, the king’s speech hindered his union dreams. Christopher Highley observes that the “unfamiliar idioms and accents of the king and his Scottish followers surely made
claims about a community of language between England and Scotland
ring hollow.”24 Jenny Wormald writes that James was one of the best kings
England/Scotland/ the British Isles has ever seen.25 Pauline Croft calls
James’s reign “one of the most crucial” and “arguably the most formative”
in British history26 and claims that James’s early commentators were either
too far removed from James or too biased against him to provide a full
picture of what he was like.27 Despite the king’s abilities, James’s early critics helped form an attitude against him in England that influenced the
English Parliament, a body that would reject any movement toward union.
James, himself, encouraged “plain speech” or “earthy” speech. In his
Basilikon Doron, his personal instruction book for his son, he instructs
Henry Frederick about leadership, especially about the language of leadership. James believes, “In your language be plaine, honest, naturall, comely,
cleane, short, and sententious ... But let the greatest part of your eloquence
consist in a naturall, cleare, and sensible forme of the deliverie of your
minde, builded ever upon certaine and good grounds; tempering it with
gravitie, quickenesse, or merinesse, according to the subiect, and occasion
of the time; not taunting in Theologie, nor alleadging and prophaning
the Scripture in drinking purposes, as ouer many doe.28 Tellingly, James
first writes the Basilikon Doron in his native tongue, Middle Scots, and
then rewrites this instruction to his son in English, “eradicating all the
vestiges of the Scots vocabulary and forms that had characterized earlier
versions.” 29 In fact, his text was Anglicized, published and distributed
in many languages, including Welsh.30 Christopher Highley notes that
despite the king’s desire for plain, clear discourse, once James came to
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England, he himself failed to follow his own instruction.31 John Kerrigan
points out the double-sided nature of the Scots in power. One view suggests that Scots was the earliest English, a theory that gave the Scots—
their language and accent—more clout. However, their spoken English
garnered them scorn while their position required respect.32 In her article, “James VI and I: Two Kings or One?” Jenny Wormald discusses the
English view of James, considered the capable King of Scotland pre-1603
and the “Wisest Fool in Christendom” after his accession to the English
throne.33 She writes that James’s “northern and southern subjects shared
one attitude: both treated this man ... as their king, dividing him as far as
possible into two separate individuals.”34
R. A. capitalizes on these dual responses of ridicule and reverence
towards James VI and I as he forms the characters of Caradoc and Morgan.
Although contemporary critics remarked on James’s speech, no playwright
would dare mock the ruling monarch so blatantly as to place a politically
astute yet linguistically challenged, highly accented main character on the
stage, knowing that the early modern audience equated “Welsh” with comedy. In this play, meant for an English-speaking and Anglo-leaning audience, the playwright understood that the social, cultural, linguistic and
political power of Wales cannot be held by the same person. Thus, R. A.
accepts the challenge of writing a play featuring a Welsh lead and splits his
Welsh prince into two, offering two characters, the entertaining Morgan
and the accessible Caradoc. The Dragon has Two Tongues, the title Glyn
Jones gives his study of the English language literature of Wales,35expresses
the linguistic ethnicity of Wales from Edward I’s conquest to the present
day and could be applied to the characters in The Valiant Welshman.
Through Morgan’s Welsh-accented English and Caradoc’s pure, untainted
English, the Jacobean Welsh dragon has two tongues as well. Tolerable
traits, important for the image of unity that James and others proclaimed,
like peaceful negotiations, a reticence to action, a drive to rid the isle of all
that might harm it, are present in the main character, Caradoc, while any
traits that clouded the message of union are excised from him. The primary
mark of culture is language, and that is “utterly extirp[ed]” from Caradoc’s
character. Other characteristically “Welsh” traits, those not so palatable
ones that made assimilation more difficult, like culture, language, and military aggression, are dismissed in Caradoc and distributed to the Welshaccented Morgan. Cull acknowledges that Caradoc is “no naked tribal
heathen, nor is he a foolish, accented and boastful stage Welshman—a
stereotype fully exploited in the character of Morgan, who although
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tremendously capable as a soldier, functions most often as a comic distraction for the play’s more serious developments.”36 However, her reading of Morgan could easily apply to the dual opinions his subjects held of
James VI and I. Not necessarily a play to honor Henry Frederick, in The
Valiant Welshman R. A. patterns two Welsh heroes after the linguistically
challenged monarch, James VI and I. In doing so he creates commendable
Welsh leaders, one worthy of praise for his leadership and linguistic skills,
the other perceived to be comic but also valiant.
Through language, accent, and location, Morgan and James VI and
I share much. Extending this royal family parallel, we might note that not
only his thick Scottish accent, but also his northern upbringing link James
to Morgan. Both originate far from England, furthest from the center of
rule, and as far removed geographically, culturally and linguistically as
well. James and Morgan come from the periphery to the center of their
respective locations. Morgan is the Earl of Anglesey, as far north and west
as you can go in Wales and presumably one of the most Welsh areas of
Wales, in contrast to the Marcher homeland of Caradoc. James is first
James the VI of Scotland before also becoming James I of England. Thus,
both king and character speak with regional dialects. Although he speaks
English, Morgan spouts off throughout the play using Anglo-Welsh pronunciations and phrases familiar to early modern theater-goers. With his
“Hark you,” and “Cod’s blood,” Morgan’s expressions fail to conform to
the standards James himself requires from correct usage, “eschewing both
the extremities, aswell in not using any rusticall corrupt leide, as bookelanguage, and pen and inke-horne termes: and least of all mignard and
effoeminate tearmes.” 37 In contrast to Caradoc’s “airy words” (B4 r),
Morgan’s language may be considered “plaine, honest, naturall,” not quite
“cleane” but “rusticall corrupt leide.”38 James, too, came to London and
brought his Scottish brogue with him, to the consternation of many
an English ear. Also, both use their flaming tempers to deliver forceful
speeches to their audiences. James spewed to the English Parliament, and
Morgan declaims to Caradoc and his court whenever he can, and his fiery,
overbearing speech sounds much like James’s own words to the English
Parliament. In his first speech to Parliament, James follows his own advice
to his son and delivers plain, honest discourse: “[I]t becommeth a King,
in my opinion, to use no other Eloquence than plainnesse and sinceritie.
By plainnesse I meane, that his Speeches should be so cleare and voyd of
all ambiguitie, that they may not be throwne, nor rent asunder in contrary
sences like the old Oracles of the pagan gods.39 His method worked for a
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while until the English Parliament resisted James’s call for union, and he,
again, retaliated with words, sincere, yes, but not so plain. Alan Stewart
notes that the English Parliament was “not impressed by [ James’s] bombast,”40 a line applicable to Morgan as well. James’s letter to Parliament
reads, that they could yield “by the away-taking of that partition wall,
which already by God’s Providence in my blood is rent asunder, to establish my throne and your body politic in a perpetual and flourishing peace;
or else contemning God’s benefits so freely offered unto us, to spit and
blaspheme in His face by preferring war to peace, trouble to quietness,
hatred to love, weakness to strength, and division to union; to sow the
seeds of discord to all our posterities; to dishonour your King.”41 With
incredulity and rage similar to that of James, Morgan exclaims the following after learning that Cadallan, his countryman, is dead at the hands
of Monmouth: “Monmouth! Iesu Christ! did hee send her uncle to Saint
Peters and Saint Paules, and not suffer her cousin Morgan to bid her Nos
Dhieu? harke you, Cousin. Ille seeke her out be Cad. Farewell, Cousin, Ile
make her pring packe her Nuncle with a venshance” (B3v).
In addition to their similar verbal traits, both James and Morgan
cultivate court culture and artistic heritage by producing masques and
drawing on bardic tradition. The popularity of the Stuart nuptial masque
was great. The Stuart Court masque, as Roy Strong and Stephen Orgel
have pointed out, was one of the hallmarks of James’s court, continuing in
popularity through the reign of Charles as well. In the early years of James’s
reign, court masques included Ben Jonson’s “The Masque of Blackness”
(1605) as part of the Queen’s Twelfth Night festivity, Jonson’s, Hymenaei
(1606), celebrating the marriage of the Earl of Essex and Frances Howard,
and Thomas Campion’s Lord Hay’s Masque (1607), in honor of James,
Lord Hay’s wedding to Honora, the daughter of Lord Denny.42Mimicking
reality, the Welsh court in The Valiant Welshman celebrates the nuptials of
Caradoc and Guinevere with a masque orchestrated by Morgan himself.
Morgan’s hand in arranging the nuptial masque also unites his character
with Henry Frederick, for the prince was instrumental in planning his
own masque, the Barriers, as part of his investiture celebration.43
With their remoteness in language, geography, and artistic pursuits, both the fictional Morgan and historic James share alterity and gain
reputations for being savage, backward, uncouth, different. Although by
English contemporaries James was regarded as a buffoonish bore who
rarely washed and dribbled when he drank,44 his talents and traits as leader
made him a king who remained in power for fift y years.45 Thus, he is hardly
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the foolish king that some would like to portray him. Morgan, too, challenges people’s attitudes towards him and is not the clown of the play but
instead presents much valor in an odd package. James’s range of expression,
eloquent to incoherent, sounds like the mix of language that Morgan’s
character also embodies. From his powerful militarism to effective stage
management, all through a strong Welsh accent, Morgan, depicts a surrogate for James and his message of union and power as well.
Although Morgan may not speak the language presumably spoken
by the rest of the characters, especially the Welsh characters, on stage, he
might be worth listening to. This was true of the new monarch as well.
James, with his Scottish accent and honest speech, demanded an audience.
And that is what he wanted, but his colloquial speech and odd presence
did not quite match what the English wanted in their king. This baggage
of nation, the unfamiliar and sometimes unintelligible Scots accent, customs and culture, only promoted difference and provoked in the English
establishment an interest in separation from rather than union with
Scotland. We are not alike, the Scots and the English proclaimed, as James
himself had to admit, with his northern upbringing and thick Scottish
brogue. Morgan embodies what the English were afraid of when they
saw and heard a Scottish king on the English throne. But this dissimilarity need not impede the union. What Morgan achieves, as does the more
palatable Caradoc, is to uphold the empire and preserve the island. The
Valiant Welshman asserts that despite difference, there is diversity that can
be mutually beneficial.
James VI and I, this split king, promotes the blending and mixing
of peoples to achieve union. As early as 1599 in his Basilikon Doron he
writes:
But beware of thrawing or constraining them thereto; letting it
bee brought on with time, and at leisure; specially by so mixing
through alliance and daily conversation, the inhabitants of every
kingdom with other, as may with time make them to grow and
welde all in one: Which may easily be done betwixt these two
nations, being both but one Ile of Britaine, and alreadie ioyned in
unitie of Religion and language. So that even as in the times of our
ancestours, the long warres and many bloodie battels betwixt these
two countreys, bred a naturall and hereditarie hatred in every of
them, against the other: the uniting and welding of them hereafter
in one, by all sort of friendship, commerce, and alliance, will by the
contrary produce and maintaine a naturall and inseparable unitie of
love amongst them.46
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“To-day we are one people, one in action, one in resolve, and one
in sacrifice. Please God we may soon be one in triumph.” 47 These words
come from an historical successor to R. A.’s Caradoc, another Welshman
in power, David Lloyd George, British Prime Minister from 1916 to 1922
who, like Caradoc, united the island against a common enemy, in his case
Germany. Lloyd George’s sentiments capture those of Caradoc and James,
but in accent he sounded more probably like Morgan and James.48 In fact,
his accent, like that of James, sounded nothing like that of the majority of
those he was governing. The Valiant Welshman demonstrates that a model
union is one that embraces the multiple, accepts difference and tolerates
variety, the very union that James sought. James wanted one kingdom and
his message was one of inclusion and acceptance, but ironically, he was the
ultimate outsider. Like the Stage Welshman, it is James the king himself,
who has an accent.
Reflecting the contemporary political landscape of James’s court,
R. A. splits James in two, into Caradoc and Morgan, and this dichotomy
establishes two valiant Welshmen of the play. The nobility of Caradoc’s
warfare as well as the might exhibited through Morgan’s actions, on the
battlefield and in his speech and cultural pursuits, lead to union and
peace and provide two positive examples of difference in a newly forming
Great Britain. We shall see the effects of these approaches in the following
chapters.
Caradoc moves through, beyond and with, traversing various
boundaries, cultures and peoples. Through his character, the playwright
demonstrates another model for union, one in which mimicry of the
leadership provides authority. Caradoc’s story shows that heroism, blending in through speech and action, and acting up when needed within
bounds may also bring power. He operates within the ideological codes
of the dominant culture and as such has a unique opportunity to disrupt
Roman hegemony. Morgan disrupts too, through more obvious and audible means. Alternately, Morgan speaks his mind, performs his duty, and
is rewarded with power as well, becoming the primary Welshman defeating the Romans at the end of the play. Morgan may seem non-threatening
because of his Anglo-Welsh usage; however, his actions, especially his warrior conduct, equal to that of Caradoc’s, present a different story and by
the end of the play we see him too as a formidable force.
The play reinforces this dual identity, with a very Welsh version
in Morgan and another acceptably Welsh one in Caradoc, with its doubled endings. In the combat scene of act five, scene four, Morgan wins one
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of the three staged battles and succeeds in restoring Wales to its former
place alongside other kingdoms on the isle. The Valiant Welshman could
end here, a triumphant encounter with the Welsh successful at home and
against Rome. However, The Valiant Welshman’s story is one of redeeming
language and not just military prowess, and is thus a battle the linguistically challenged Morgan cannot win. Thus the play culminates in a grand
aural fest. The ending of the play sees what was a boundless Wales, standing up to Rome, succeeding for a moment, only to be confined, bound,
by Rome itself, again. Morgan, however, the other valiant Welshman,
resists Rome and succeeds without bounds. While Caradoc shines at the
end of the play linguistically and thoughtfully winning over Caesar, it is
in act five, scene four where another valiant Welshman claims equal status with Caradoc. Just as the play presents alternative yet similarly worthy
visions of Welsh valor, it doubles its ending, offering two positive views
of Wales, one where victory is found through linguistic prowess and reason, the other through strength and military might—Anglicized Wales
and Ancient Wales, acquiescent Wales and resistant Wales, Caradoc the
Valiant Welshman and Morgan the Valiant Welshman.
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Chapter 3

Caradoc the Valiant Englishman?

T

HE VALIANT WELSHMAN IS not so much a play paying tribute
to Henry Frederick as it is a play advocating union, disguised as a play
honoring the prince. James’s own union message alone got him nowhere
in his wish for Great Britain. The story of a character like James but not
quite like him who unites through qualities the public esteemed in Henry
Frederick, who looks a little like the king but sounds nothing like him, is
a story that many would like to have been true. This is the story that R.
A. stages in The Valiant Welshman—a valiant, worthy, English-accented
and English-speaking hero unites his people and saves his isle from harm.
What sets Caradoc apart from other heroes is not only his valor but his
speech—both his diction and voice. Venusius of York comes around to
liking Caradoc because he is well-spoken, well read, and Caradoc’s way
with words, especially when he challenges Caesar at the end of the play,
keeps him from death and his people from destruction. Language validates
Caradoc, but his language, as we have seen, so definitive of his character
and his story, is not the Welsh language, nor an accented Anglo-Welsh
spoken by his counterpart, Morgan, but the palatable English language
pleasing to English ears. The alluring and charismatic language he speaks is
English. Michael Neill reflects that Benedict Anderson was right in saying
that “language has rarely been accepted as a sufficient defining condition
of nationality,” but Neill contends that the mobilizing power of language
was first understood in the Renaissance.1 Language defines a people either
separating or solidifying one from another. “[A]s the Welsh language is
the central point for differentiating between the Welsh and English (even
for those who no longer speak the language), inevitably the status of the
Welsh language is and has always been a symbolic reflection of the status of the Welshman as such” writes Bobi Jones in “The Roots of Welsh
Inferiority.” He continues, “And as language expresses all aspects of life and
is related to the whole mind of the Welshman, what happens to the language naturally affects the morale of the Welsh people and their attitude to
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their country as a whole.”2 Even today, the Welsh language is deeply tied to
Welsh identity. If we apply Jones’s thoughts on the Welsh language to the
fictional character of Caradoc, we might agree that R. A. creates a valiant,
accomplished, benevolent hero who seems Welsh in name only. Caradoc’s
Welsh name and his story commemorate this ancient hero of Wales, but
readers and audiences learn that there is no connection between Caradoc
and the Welsh language to identify Caradoc as Welsh. Caradoc the valiant
Welshman risks much and works tirelessly to maintain power, authority
and peace for the whole of Wales. He defeats Caesar, unites Wales, saves
Bryttaine, and rids the isle of serpents; valiant, yes, but Welsh?
If we accept that The Valiant Welshman promotes James’s quest for
union, we may wonder what union message a plain-speaking, Englishaccented Welsh hero might bring. James wanted an inclusive union, one
that did not neglect or overpower one of its members and in fact emphasized that England and English would take primary position in a joined
kingdom. 3 For some, Caradoc is the type of innocuous benign Welsh
hero palatable for the English, who were afraid of the threatening Scots
ready to take over their country. And as much as James said this would not
happen, the English did not believe him. Through Caradoc, R. A. poses
many questions relevant to union that those in James’s two kingdoms were
pondering: Do you abandon language, accent, customs, and embrace the
primary culture? Do you remain who you are and accept derision and
ridicule? Do you hide some of your cultural traits for approval? We have
seen how R. A. may divide and dissect James VI and I and Prince Henry
Frederick, inspirations for Caradoc and Morgan, removing disagreeable
characteristics from one character and giving them to another.
Accent equals power on stage and elsewhere, so R. A. writes his
hero without one, that is without a discernable Welsh accent but with
an acceptable English accent. A Welsh Caradoc without Welsh traits of
any kind raises other questions about ethnicity, power and position in the
early modern period. To create a strong, serious Welsh hero, R. A. still
develops Caradoc’s Welsh identity, one informed by but not dependent on
Welsh language usage or accent. An English accent offers Caradoc political power, but his use of English conceals his Welsh identity. In Caradoc,
R. A. forms a Welsh character who has not discarded his Welsh tongue
and traits for power, a Welshman who speaks the language of the powerful
yet remains content with his Welsh self. The audience finds a Caradoc who
is really a prince in training, like the Tudor Welsh moving to London or
the Jacobean Scots moving south, who learns how to negotiate language,
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authority, and heritage through the course of the play. In Caradoc’s constructed identity, his speech, diction, and accent have been altered so he
can lead a life in the superior culture. In The Valiant Welshman, that superior culture is Rome, an imperial Rome that sounds, and at times acts, like
imperial England. For early modern Londoners watching the play, even
though a Scottish king now inhabited an English throne, the dominant
culture was still that of England.
Discussing Shakespeare’s Henry V, Andrew Escobedo says, “When
King Henry, in his perfect English accent, tells his ‘good countryman’
Fluellen that he is Welsh, he tries to derive Englishness from Britishness
while still asserting England’s superiority to modern Wales and to the other
members of the Celtic fringe who assist the king’s imperialist efforts.”4 A
similar type of ethnic appropriation occurs in the character of Caradoc,
although in reverse. R. A. appropriates Englishness from Welshness, presenting a little bit of both on stage; thus, his English Welshman Caradoc
mimics English culture. Mimicking those around you and thus pretending to be who you are not sounds false and inauthentic, and especially
not what R. A. would have his valiant Welshman do, but if we consider
Caradoc as a product of a post-colonial world, then his actions might
make more sense. Chris Williams, R. R. Davies, Gwyn A. Williams, and
Kirsti Bohata all discuss Wales as a colony of England and hold varying
views on its colonial status.5 Although they disagree on when that colonial period ended, Gwyn A. Williams thinks that the Welsh nation was
born out of the “colonialism which choked it.”6 Chris Williams, answering
the question whether or not contemporary Wales may be viewed as postcolonial, agrees that its colonial standing ended in the sixteenth century
when it became part of the advanced imperial state of England itself.7 R.
R. Davies sees that Owain Glyndŵr, revolt in 1400 was a “classic example
of anti-colonial rebellion,” and behaviors the Welsh in the early modern
period exhibited were some of the long-term effects of its post-colonial
relationship with England.8 These growing pains of fitting into a new role
as no longer colonial or post-colonial but incorporated state inform R. A.’s
creation of Caradoc and Morgan. Wales and its post-colonial status is also
one reason James drew upon Wales in the first place to support union. In
Wales, he saw a former colony of England dealing with its role as incorporated state, which became an example for Scotland. Although not a colony
of England, Scotland shared with Wales its status as a disparate people
and nation also concerned about its relationship with England. The Scots
people and nation feared the same relationship, an incorporated state
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joined with an imperial powerhouse. How the characters in the play deal
with their post-colonial predicament may suggest how the Scots could
welcome inclusion in a newly forming British state. While, in the play,
Caradoc and his united Wales are independent but nonetheless threatened by Rome, to participate on the larger stage of power, that wielded by
Rome, he must imitate the powerful. Thus, mimicry is a typical response
for R. A.’s character, Caradoc, who functions in the play as a Welsh postcolonial mimic, masking his heritage to gain acceptance into the culture of
power. Caradoc imitates the successful and models behaviors of the early
modern Welsh gentry relocating from Wales to London during the Tudor
and Stuart periods, as well as of those Scots moving to England early in
James’s reign. Thus, through Caradoc’s English language usage, actions,
and accent, R. A. offers a stage model of assimilation and mimicry for the
Scots finding themselves at home or not at home in England.
Welsh people relocating to London during the Tudor period were
admonished to “Speak no Welsh.” Scots coming to England after James
I’s accession to the English throne suffered through similar dismissive
comments directed at their accent and thus their standing in society, even
though a Scottish king held power. For example, although one of James’s
favorites, Sir Robert Carr, learned Latin from the king, Lord Thomas
Howard joked, “I think some one should teach him English, too, as he
is a Scottish lad, he hath much need of better language.”9 “They have an
unhappy tone which the gentry and nobles cannot overcome, tho’ educated in our schools, or never so conversant with us; so that we may discover a Scotchman as soon as we hear him speak” commented one traveler in Scotland.10 Although this observation applies to the Scots, it could
very easily apply to the Welsh as well, especially as power and authority
are so tied to accent. Conscious of their language usage and accent, many
Welsh tried to eliminate their mother tongue as much as possible to live in
and amongst the English, gaining employment and preferment. William
Wynn, squire of Glyn, in Merioneth, admonished his son, Cadwaladr,
bound for Oxford to “specke no Welsh to any that can specke English,
noe, not to your bed-fellows, and thereby you may ... freely specke English
tongue perfectly. I hadd rather that you shuld keepe company with studious honest Englishmen than with many of your own countrymen,
who are more prone to be idle and riotous than the English.”11 Thomas
Madryn, captain for the Earl of Essex, apologized in 1598 saying, “If I
have in any wise offended you, either in speaking false English or other
wise in my simple manner of speech, I beseech you to consider that I am a
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Welshman.”12An anonymous commentator observes, “The gentry and others neglect and ignore the Welsh language; for most of the gentry cannot
read or write Welsh, which puts them to shame. This causes the English to
suppose and claim that the language is feeble, poor and valueless, without
reward ... Also some of the Welsh are so tasteless and shameless, that after
one year in English, they claim to have forgotten their Welsh before they
have learnt English. This vanity and childishness in the Welsh causes the
English to suppose the language worthless.”13 Humanist Gruff ydd Robert
writes on behalf of the Welsh language itself: “Sometimes my ear is full
of pit to see many who were reared to speak me laying me aside, trying
to reject me, and embracing a new language before knowing it. For you
will find some people, who as soon as they see the Severn, or the belltowers of Shrewsbury, and once hear an Englishman say ‘Good morrow,’
they begin to let their Welsh fall away.”14 A Monmouthshire gentleman,
William Jones, required his children to be “browght up according to the
maneres and condicionez of the norture of Inglonde.”15 After the Acts of
Union, Welsh people settling in London or other English places learned
quickly that they had to alter themselves in some way for acceptance, and
the Scots moving south after the Union of Crowns found themselves in
a similar position. Christopher Highley notes that on accent alone, the
English denied “northern newcomers authority and respect.”16 Keith M.
Brown observes that Scots who advanced in English society consciously
removed traits that made them Scottish. “The underlying English agenda
at court was that for the Scots to be acceptable they had to become more
like Englishmen.”17
Welsh or Scottish language usage and accent denied these Celtic
others standing and opportunity in society. On the English stage, Welsh
usage and accent denied characters status. Welsh language signaled weakness and comic relief and had no place in the heroic drama of Wales,
England, or a newly forming Great Britain. A longing for caws bobby and a
penchant for harp music do not a hero make. For his Welsh hero to achieve
power and acceptance R. A. knew Caradoc needed to assimilate and adapt
to be admitted into the English cultural imagination or else he became
the play’s comic relief. If we review language usage by Stage Welshmen,
we find either that correct usage promotes them in society or its absence
denies them entry into circles of influence. Effective use of language makes
William Shakespeare’s Glendower a formidable opponent against Henry
IV. At first, accent and incorrect usage keep Sir Owen ap Meredith from
courting Gwenthyan in Dekker, Chettle and Haughton’s Patient Grissil.
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And in The Valiant Welshman, correct, clear, and brilliant language saves
Caradoc from death at the hands of Caesar. Beyond the stage, proper language usage and accent equaled authority as well.
Caradoc is not the Stage Welshman that J. O. Bartley and others note was popular with an early modern audience,18 nor could he be,
especially since he is the central figure of the play. Most likely, by creating a Welsh hero who speaks no audible or identifiable Welsh or AngloWelsh, R. A. was reacting to the norm on the early modern stage. Judging
from I Henry IV or The Merry Wives of Windsor, it seems that William
Shakespeare had an ear for Welsh accents but not Scottish ones. Indeed,
the actor playing Caradoc might, as Christopher Highley has suggested
about Macbeth,19 assume a Welsh accent to deliver his lines. However, in
The Valiant Welshman something different occurs with language. R. A.
proves himself capable of scripting Anglo-Welsh speech for the actor playing Morgan to pronounce but he scripts no other phonetic spellings for
other characters. Thus, clearly R. A. wants only certain Welsh characters
to speak with Welsh-accented English rather than all characters in the
play who are ethnically Welsh, or he would have written an Anglo-Welsh
pronunciation or a Welsh phrase or two for the character of Caradoc to
say, thus connecting him audibly and orally to his native Welsh heritage.
Instead, R. A. concentrates on Caradoc’s language, especially his English
language usage, which successfully moves him to power but comes under
scrutiny and provokes much discussion in the drama as his story unfolds.
And rightly so. This speech is the vehicle through which he performs
mimicry and achieves prominence.
At first, Caradoc is indistinguishable from other heroes, yet by
the end of the play, standing up to Caesar and speaking his mind in pure
English he shows Caesar that “I am like you.” And this act of mimicry
is what is required for Caradoc to hold any power at all on the island.
Throughout the play, R. A. marks the growth of Caradoc’s language skills
through various encounters with ethnically Welsh and non-Welsh characters. Caradoc’s expressions garner some scorn from ethnically Welsh characters, Morgan, Codigune, and Monmouth, all Welsh “insiders” who may
detect a note of inauthenticity in Caradoc’s speech, but Caradoc accepts
criticism from his own countrymen which he uses to adapt his own speech
and adopt an alternative discourse, one that marks him as Welsh but still
allows him entry into other locations of influence. At first, Morgan educates this prince on how to behave and be both Welsh and acceptable.
Caradoc also learns from some villains of the play, namely Codigune and
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Monmouth, two men who perform mimicry and know how to move in
and out of Welsh circles. Through their criticism, Caradoc excises remnants of Welsh speech to be accepted into English culture.
In terms of character, authority, and identity, most revealing is
Caesar’s validation of Caradoc’s speech at the end of the play. In his confrontation with Caesar, Caradoc unites his powerful words and actions
to be recognized for the valiant Welshman he is. His language, his anglicized, non-Welsh accented language elevates him, and therefore Caradoc
is dubbed a “Valiant Welshman” not by his own countrymen but by one
who marks the bounds of identity, Caesar, himself. Recognition comes
not only because of Caradoc’s military prowess but also because he speaks
in perfectly accented English. Caesar is not the only one impressed with
Caradoc’s speech. Venusius, duke of York, praises Caradoc’s language.
Disguised as a messenger, Caradoc hears these words of praise about himself from Venusius:
Fame hath not left a man, more fit for talke
Or disputation in bright honours scholes,
Then is thy noble Master. (H2v)

What Venusius likes best about Caradoc is his “talk.” Caradoc has
achieved success in speaking in a way others deem appropriate and acceptable; however, those who praise Caradoc’s speech are those who are outsiders to Wales.
Early in the play, the usurping bastard, Codigune, battles the rightful Octavian, King of North Wales, for control, and criticizes Caradoc’s
speech;
This Welshman is all superficiall,
Without dimensions, and like a mountaine swels,
In labour onely with great ayry words. (F2r)

Codigune names Caradoc “a Welshman” and reveals the incongruity in Caradoc’s language and action. For Codigune, Caradoc speaks air
without substance, something others might accuse the comic Morgan of
doing unless they understood him. A “mountain” man himself, Codigune
associates Caradoc with a mountain, drawing on a favored yet pejorative description of the Welsh as “mountain foreigners.” For example,
Pistol calls Sir Hugh Evans a “mountain-foreigner” in The Merry Wives
of Windsor (1.1.161); Fluellen accuses Pistol of calling him a “mountain squire” in Henry V (5.1.35). In Cymbeline, Cloten calls Belarius,
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Guiderius and Arviragus “villain mountaineers” (4.2.71) and before he
fights Guiderius, he calls him a “rustic mountaineer” (4.2.100). Jonson’s
Welsh characters in For the Honour of Wales, assign a more positive view of
the Welsh mountains as they declaim Welsh mountain names to begin the
antimasque.20 Another villain, the usurper and Welshman, Monmouth,
also ridicules Caradoc’s “airy words” (B4r). At the end of act one, scene
three, Monmouth and Caradoc confront each other with Caradoc heralding the fight by saying, “Turne thee, Usurper, Harpy of this Clime /
Ambitious villaine damned homicide” (B3v). Dependent on classical references, Caradoc’s words are like a humanist text rather than a warrior’s
threat. In message and meter Caradoc’s lines lack impact and Monmouth
tells him so in a language lesson complete with homework assignment:
Thou givest me cordials, and not vomits now:
Thy Physicke will not worke:
..................................
Reade Machiavell
Princes that would aspire, must mock at hell. (B4r)

Even Monmouth detects that Caradoc must act and hears in him
something manufactured, ineffectual, and inauthentic for a warrior
prince. Thus, crafty Monmouth condemns Caradoc’s speech, ridicules
him for being too soft, and gives him a reading assignment; according
to Monmouth, to be a model leader Caradoc must sound much more
threatening and take lessons from another “prince,” learning from the
best, Machiavelli himself. Monmouth’s criticism may demonstrate how
Caradoc’s character successfully pursues mimicry to gain power within
the hegemonic culture, something he achieves through his language usage
at the end of the play. Monmouth starts his assessment by calling Caradoc
a fool especially because he speaks in “airy words” and “too milde consonants,” that cannot wound, and his name-calling brings instead “ioy
intolerable” (B4r). Monmouth also criticizes Caradoc’s diction saying “thy
kind salutes / Of villainy, and ambition, best befits / The royall thoughts
of Kings” (B4r). Monmouth’s line is not meant as a compliment, but for
Caradoc who seeks the best route to authoritative political power it might
well be since he desires approval as a highborn well-spoken legitimate
ruler.
Granted, this criticism comes from the enemy, Monmouth, who
hears Caradoc’s words as jokes. However, Caradoc’s countryman and ally,
the Welsh Morgan, also hears problems with Caradoc’s language and rep-
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rimands him for it. Morgan encourages dynamic, convincing behavior
alongside colorful, if forceful, language. For many, in contrast to Morgan’s
blunt, colloquial, and entertaining rhetoric, the loquacious Caradoc is
challenging to listen to. Morgan’s words cannot be considered “airy” but
are substantial, even bawdy or base. However, Morgan’s discourse presents
another approach to power, one unafraid of embracing culture and all the
traits that accompany it,21 but one that the thoughtful Caradoc cannot
pursue if he wants to lead. Rhetorical repartee, what brings Caradoc to
victory over Caesar, is a battle of linguistic prowess that Morgan could
never win. Without proper pronunciation, Morgan lacks influence. For
early modern England, appropriate, acceptable accent equaled power, and
in the play, Morgan functions like too many “others” on English soil—
Welsh, Scots, Irish—whose ethnicity was detected as soon as they opened
their mouths.
The Welsh themselves, Monmouth, Codigune, and even Morgan,
all condemn Caradoc’s rhetoric and encourage him to join word and
action. As all three reveal, Caradoc must substantiate his words with performance. Action accompanied by commanding words earns Caradoc his
title. However, his speech, so revered and celebrated at the end of the play
takes Caradoc a long time to acquire. Through much of the play Caradoc
peppers his speech with traditional rhetoric and trivial words but, by the
end, he learns and, through word and deed, becomes the right kind of
Welshman to have around.
What transformation has he undergone and how has he become
a valiant and acceptable Welshman by the end of the play? By listening,
learning, and adapting, R. A.’s Caradoc mimics the dominant culture to
maintain power. While his countrymen, villain and friend alike, provoke
in him brevity in speech and swiftness in action, Caradoc finally is caught
“reading” in act five, scene two. At first, this stage direction, “The Generall
drawes the Curtaines, and finds Caradoc a reading” (H4v), further characterizes Caradoc as the methodical, careful, passive warrior. However, we
might wonder, what is he reading? Maybe he has listened to Monmouth
and is reading The Prince,22 learning from Machiavelli how to be a Prince
of Wales. By adopting and perhaps studying Machiavelli, Caradoc continues his acceptance of assimilation into the dominant culture and learns
how to negotiate that landscape.
Reading may educate this prince, but Caradoc takes another step
towards assimilation. He curtails his speech throughout the course of the
play to gain acceptance without forfeiting his Welsh identity. As his ver-
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bosity decreases, his rhetorical style and listening abilities change as well,
and he begins to sound and act more appropriately for an English audience. A turning point for Caradoc’s character comes when he negotiates
with others outside Welsh territory where Welsh cultural traits, especially
those associated with the language, like accent, diction, and rhetorical
style, may prove detrimental rather than beneficial.
With legions of Romans ready to fight Bryttaine for not paying tribute, Gederus asks Caradoc for help. Caradoc spends almost twenty lines
discussing how he is a man of war and how battle can prove his worthiness
and bring him honor. However, the length of his speech betrays him and
shows him to be a talker rather than a fighter. Midspeech, Caradoc catches
himself and says, “Then let not me be bard: / The way to honour’s craggy,
rough and hard” (C4r). In this self-critical examination, Caradoc reflects
on his tendency for poetic allusions rather than action and changes his
approach. Perhaps Monmouth has taught him something or, maybe,
Caradoc has heeded his countryman’s demand to “Hark you me” and has
started listening to Morgan.
More must be said about Caradoc’s critical, “Then let not me be
bard.” What his admirers may not realize in Caradoc’s expansive diction is that his speech channels bardic poetry. At every possible moment,
Caradoc orates on battle, leave taking and honor, and as the play continues, Caradoc’s speech grows more extensive, a hindrance as critics find his
verbosity a problem. Caradoc recognizes the limits of his heritage, that
loquaciousness will hamper his success and that he should heed his countrymen’s advice, to “Reade Machiavell” (B4r) and “leave your whimbling”
(B2r). Caradoc’s seeming rejection of the bards recognizes their function
in Welsh society, as figures close to the prince who guide, counsel, and
impart history and cultural heritage.23 For an English audience, Caradoc
should not “be bard” in the early modern English sense of the word, one
who knows and relates all the mystical and cultural knowledge of a people
and poetically embellishes his heroic and elegiac messages. Marisa R. Cull
finds in Caradoc a “more polished version of Welshness” and he “reaps all
the benefits—but none of the liabilities—that a Welsh pedigree offers.”24
One liability is Anglo-Welsh speech, which Caradoc does not use, but his
rhetorical style might be another liability. Positioned in act two, scene
one, just after an ambassador from Bryttaine has come to ask Wales for
help,25 “Then let not me be bard” feels like a conscious choice Caradoc
makes to move toward acceptable English behavior. Here he breaks from
Wales. Caradoc separates himself from that which denies him acceptance
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into others’ courts, and in part, that means traditional Welsh behaviors
and ethnically Welsh speech, Welsh-accented English, and any remnants
of Welsh culture his English language usage might reveal.
Caradoc’s rhetoric brings contemporary Wales in the wake of the
Acts of Union into focus. In his avowal to abandon bardic habits, Caradoc
stands as a testament to the achievement of Henry VIII’s Acts of Union
themselves. The Acts were “utterly to extirp all and singular the sinister Usages and Customs differing from the same”26 requiring those who
desired power to eliminate traces of Welshness, which Caradoc seems to
have done, rejecting Welsh language, accent and cultural characteristics
to become an exemplary Welshman. Who would reject this well-spoken,
yet powerful Welshman, Caradoc, the “Welsh” hero, welcomed, lauded,
and proclaimed especially for his speech, ready to fight for the isle? R. A.
gives the early modern London audience a palatable Welsh prince who
is acceptably Welsh, speaking in appropriate, Latinate English, a speech
sufficiently anglicized to sound not very Welsh, in fact, not Welsh at all.
Cull calls Caradoc “a Welshman that need not be assimilated,” one whose
Welshness is “easily absorbed into the English cultural imagination.”27As
such, Caradoc becomes an ideal model for James who might follow his
example and not “be bard” by removing Scottish remnants so that he
might gain more clout with an English Parliament.
The theatrical memory of another Prince of Wales may have influenced R. A.’s construction of Caradoc who seems to have attended the
Glendower school of assimilation. Creating a character who speaks,
moves, negotiates and lives through the medium of English, R. A. follows
William Shakespeare, whose Glendower in Henry IV, Part I speaks English
as well as anyone but also speaks Welsh on stage. This linguistic dexterity—
Welsh and not Welsh—fails to confuse or diminish Glendower’s Welsh
identity. Certainly, many parallels exist between The Valiant Welshman
and I Henry IV, written more than a decade earlier, especially in terms of
a Welsh presence; both plays include some of the same characteristically
Welsh traits regarding language, magic, witchcraft, and power; in particular, the similarities between Caradoc and Glendower are too strong not to
be discussed.
In I Henry IV, Wales may be considered a force to be reckoned
with, a pleasant diversion, comic relief or a downright annoyance.28 To
present Wales, Shakespeare draws on the historical Owain Glyndŵr (ca.
1349–1415), anglicized to Glendower in many editions of the play, who
claimed the title Prince of Wales. Famed savior of the Welsh people, y mab
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darogan, or son of prophesy, Owain united Wales, broke ties with England
and established his own Welsh Parliament. This other Welsh prince on
the early modern stage negotiates between Welsh and English worlds,
maintains his Welshness and offers a vibrant Welsh presence while at the
same time speaking in a language all can understand. Shakespeare’s bilingual Glendower moves easily between English and Welsh, and this facility with language shows that Glendower is comfortable in both worlds.
The character knows his audience and speaks what each audience on stage
requires—bombast for Hotspur, Welsh to his daughter, Lady Mortimer,
and Welsh in translation for the audience. Yet through the English words
he uses, he emanates Welshness, or rather an alternative stage Welshness
for an early modern English audience.
Specific lines also connect Caradoc and Glendower. Caradoc’s
view that “I that am a starre / Must move, although I move irregular”
(D2r) recalls Glendower’s own irregularity. Within the first few lines of
I Henry IV, Westmorland names him “the irregular and wild” Glendower
(1.1.40),29 a description which R. A. borrows to stress the two characters’
similarity, that through difference and variation, they claim command.
Like Glendower, Caradoc carries other Welsh traits popularized on stage.
For instance, Caradoc and Glendower share associations with magic and
witchcraft. Glendower conjures music from nowhere (3.1.220–22) and
claims he can “call spirits from the vasty deep” and can “teach” Hotspur
“to command / The devil” (3.1.51, 54). Also, Glendower’s description of
his birth evokes magical and mystical associations:
At my nativity
The front of heaven was full of fiery shapes,
Of burning cressets; and at my birth
The frame and huge foundation of the earth
Shaked like a coward.
...................................
The heavens were all on fire, the earth did tremble. . . .
The front of heaven was full of fiery shapes,
...................................
These signs have mark’d me extraordinary;
And all the course of my life do how
I am not in the roll of common men. (3.12–41)

Although summoning no spirits, Caradoc is predisposed to the
mystical world where he sees specters and reads dreams. In act three, scene
two, prophesying the “sad news” of not only the loss of his kingdom, but
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also of his father-in-law and the abduction of his wife and sister, Caradoc
foretells:
Each empty corner of my faculties,
And understanding power, swell with dreames
And dire presaged of some future ill:
Gastly and fearefull specters haunt my sleep.
And, if there be, as Heathen men affirme,
Some godlike sparks in mans divining soule,
Then my propheticke spirite tells me true,
That some sad news attends my steps in Wales. (EIv)

Like Glendower, Caradoc, too, employs magic. In act four, scene
one Caradoc is called away from his wedding feast to battle a serpent
and eliminate its creator, a witch. Morgan does the dirty work of disposing of the witch, throwing her into the fire, while Caradoc calls on the
magical; armed with a “precious soveraigne herbe” (G1r) Caradoc uses its
power to defeat the serpent. He also spares Bluso, the witch’s son, on the
condition that he use magic for good in aid of others (G1v). 30 Amazed
at what this Welshman can accomplish, Marcus Gallicus exclaims, “Sure,
this Welshman works by Magicke spels” (F2r), sounding like Shakespeare’s
King Henry IV, who describes Glendower as “that great magician, damned
Glyndŵr” (1.3.82). Like Glendower, Caradoc holds the title “Prince of
Wales,” recalling the ancient Britons as well as medieval Welsh princes, a
title the English kings historically hijacked, by bestowing it on their firstborn males, but a title the characters Caradoc and Glendower reclaim as
Welsh in their respective plays. Although anglicized in name, Glendower
is no English Prince of Wales, and Caradoc is first Welsh son to Cadallan,
Prince of March, then named Prince of North Wales, and finally Prince of
Wales through his efforts to unite the Welsh. Like Glendower, Caradoc
was also “raised at the English court” the anglicized Marches, as heir to the
Prince of March, significantly the border country between England and
Wales, a contested territory under Elizabeth’s rule, a grey borderland of its
own, and a most English of Welsh places. In fact, we first meet Caradoc’s
family in Shrewsbury, a border town and home to the Prince of March,
presumably where Cadallan, Caradoc and the rest of the family reside.
Caradoc’s association with this English market town in the Marches may
anglicize the Welsh prince, but Caradoc’s contact with an English location
solidifies his connection to Glendower even further. Both Welsh princes
were raised at English courts but still proclaim their Welsh identities.
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Along with English connections, Caradoc and Glendower share a
tolerance of others that their compatriots and fellow countrymen do not
understand. Both patiently suffer ridicule and ill treatment from those
who are supposed to be their allies. As act three, scene one of I Henry
IV begins, Glendower, Hotspur, and Mortimer presumptuously divide the
map of their success, parceling out the island into three sections that correspond to England, Scotland, and Wales. Despite some friction between
Glendower and Hotspur who thinks he is being short changed in the distribution, Glendower ultimately agrees to alter the flow of a river to satisfy Hotspur. Glendower’s consent to the terms may seem misguided, as
does Caradoc’s own approval of actions that seem out of line. For example, in act three, scene three, Caradoc’s mercy towards Codigune, who has
murdered his father and taken the throne, resembles the mercy he shows
towards Caesar, whom he has captured in act two, scene four. Both scenes
foreshadow the end of the play where this time Caradoc is the captive, and
his captor, Caesar, listens to him. Is Caradoc merciful and valiant, willing to listen rather than slay? Is Caradoc a follower, a yes man, bowing
to larger powers? Or is he mimicking yet maintaining Welsh traits just
below the surface, undetected by those who fail to listen carefully to a
Welshman? In both scenes, Caradoc listens to the enemy, negotiating with
him rather than punishing him. Codigune negotiates with Caradoc to
let him off lightly and spare his life, which is exactly what Caesar himself
attempts when he battles Caradoc and loses. In both cases Caradoc has
the upper hand but listens to his captives rather than his own countrymen,31 allowing them room to negotiate. However, Caradoc finds himself
in Codigune’s and Caesar’s shoes by the end of the play, a captive demanding a hearing, so how he deals with both captives may influence how he,
himself, is dealt with by his captor. Caradoc and his people eventually feel
the effects of his benevolence, and his actions may function as a larger
message about Wales and Union. Caradoc’s “golden rule” approach works
in his favor and sounds like James’s own tactic for forming Great Britain.
Cull calls Caradoc a “cautious and considerate leader” and charts the
warmongering and restraint embodied in Caradoc, making him “a king
of which the English could be proud,”32 but these very traits the English
admire are what Morgan and others object to. Indeed, Caradoc’s measured
militarism and his willingness to negotiate first and fight if necessary make
him an honorable, prudent, acceptable English warrior. For R. A.’s Welsh
creation, Caradoc, that is the plan. By fighting when required and complying when necessary, he preserves Wales. Similarly, by accepting Hotspur’s
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changes, Glendower, too, may be described as an acceptable English warrior. His patience with Hotspur maintains his standing with the rebels,
elevates his character in contrast to the unreasonable Hotspur, and helps
him remain alive by the end of the play, a formidable force that Henry IV
must continue to contend with. The last lines of the play feature a reference to Glendower.33 Caradoc’s ability to “speak English as well as you”
fails to negate his Welshness. Instead, his exclusive English usage and his
decisions that at first do not seem to favor Wales confirm him as the right
type of Welshman to have around.
Like Glendower, Caradoc also suffers derision not for what he
says but for how he says it. Both Glendower and Caradoc like to talk and
share a loquaciousness associated with the Welsh bards. In I Henry IV
the Northern English Henry Percy cannot abide by Glendower’s talking.
Patterned after Glendower, Caradoc, too, is a talker. Although at times
Caradoc sounds like the resolute Stage Welshman Fluellen who obeys
the “disciplines of the pristine wars of the Romans,”34 he, too, exasperates
those around him with his speech. For instance, Codigune’s remarks further the comparison between Caradoc and Glendower.
This Welshman is all superficiall,
Without dimensions, and like a mountaine swels,
In labour onely with great ayry words,
Whose birth is nothing but a silly Mouse. (F2r)

Codigune criticizes Caradoc’s rhetoric, discounting his lofty discourse by comparing it to an incidental rodent, sounding like Harry Percy
in I Henry IV who dismisses Glendower’s own magical powers, complains
about his language and lack of substance, and questions the import of his
birth.
GLENDOWER: I cannot blame him: at my nativity The front of heaven
was full of fiery shapes, Of burning cressets; and at my birth The
frame and huge foundation of the earth Shaked like a coward.
HOTSPU R: Why, so it would have done at the same season, if your
mother’s cat had but kittened, though yourself had never been
born. (3.1.12–18)
Hotsp ur, the accented northerner isolated in politics and voice,
but one whose first language is English, ridicules Glendower and his
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language, saying he “think[s] there’s no man speaketh better Welsh”
(3.1.48), a line that seeks to stifle rather than praise Glendower but fails to
silence Glendower or his daughter. In contrast, Glendower speaks, allows
Hotspur space for his comments and criticisms and accepts Hotspur’s
ridicule. Shakespeare, too, gives space to the English speaker, providing
Hotspur’s character with many lines criticizing Glendower when his character is off stage and featuring Glendower in only one scene, thus isolating and silencing the Welshman theatrically. Hotspur’s words of ridicule
against Welsh resonate in Caradoc’s theatrical world as well. Caradoc
gains power and by blending in, he preserves one type of Welsh self in an
ever-anglicized world, especially through his command and consistent use
of English. Significantly, like Glendower, Caradoc speaks English. More
importantly, “I can speak English … as well as you” boasts Glendower
(3.1.18). And so can Caradoc. Both characters speak in pure, unaccented
English.
One difference exists between Caradoc and Glendower, however,
and that is in their choice of language to speak. And herein lies another
reason why Caradoc’s is the story R. A. chooses to tell to foster the idea
of union. Caradoc speaks and acts “English” and is a step more removed
from Welshness than is the obviously bilingual Glendower, for the playwright makes sure Caradoc’s English usage is so pure that he speaks no
definably Welsh expression.
In Shakespeare’s play Glendower demonstrates his bilingual abilities on stage, speaking English as well as Welsh;35 whereas Caradoc masks
his Welsh language by speaking none of it at all. Glendower is a double
threat in Shakespeare’s play, able to move in English and Welsh circles
with ease, English educated and Welsh-speaking. Caradoc seems to be a
similar threat minus the bilingualism but may be criticized for his inauthenticity of character, a Welshman who is not very Welsh. Some may
argue that Caradoc is a “domesticated” or assimilated Welshman who
forgets or neglects Welsh traits, blending into the dominant culture to
maintain power. If Caradoc is perceived as Welsh due to custom, diction,
accent, and culture, his ideas and approaches are less likely to be accepted
by the dominant power, but if he sounds and seems like the rest of those in
power, then his ideas and his presence become harder to dismiss. And that
is the kind of valiant Welsh hero the playwright presents, a Caradoc who is
and is not part of the dominant culture. R. A.’s Welsh hero is not a barbarian but an ancient Briton, well-spoken, with a history of valor, someone
with whom the dominant culture might want to associate.
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Viewing the play through a post-colonial lens, readers might see
that Caradoc practices mimicry as he unites Wales, staves off the Romans
and saves “Bryttaine,” while at times being considered a “Bryttaine” himself. Homi K. Bhabha quotes Jacques Lacan who asserts, “The effect of
mimicry is camouflage ... it is not a question of harmonizing with the
background, but against a mottled background.” With the idea of camouflage associated with mimicry, Bhabha adds that colonial mimicry comes
from the colonist’s desire for a “reformed, recognizable Other, as a subject
of a difference that is almost the same, but not quite.”36 In hiding Welsh
characteristics, especially in his choice to not “be bard,” Caradoc is able to
gain access and is ultimately recognized for who he is, a true Welshman.
Mimicking the Bryttish, Caradoc becomes like them, and although his
actions at first seem to deny his Welsh cultural heritage, from the view of
the Welsh who seek a position of power, those actions make sense.
Shakespeare presents a similar mimic in the character of Glendower,
a mimic who more blatantly demonstrates his otherness through Welsh
language usage. Like Glendower, what Caradoc accomplishes, is the kind
of post-colonial mimicry of assimilation that makes him like but not like
those around him. Glendower, with Welsh traits and English speech, is
fearsome, a formidable threat to Henry IV. His anglicized name, seemingly English accent and language skills camouflage his Welshness for
anyone who wants to see the Welsh in him. But Glendower’s Welshness
presents itself boldly, threateningly, sometimes comically, or indecipherably in Shakespeare’s play depending on what each audience member
wants to understand. Mirroring Glendower, Caradoc, this clearly Englishspeaking Prince of Wales threatens as well. At first, Caradoc’s ability to
speak to Caesar, initially on the battlefield and later in Caesar’s court,
frees him and establishes him as a worthy force that Caesar recognizes at
the end of the play. However, Caradoc, with his hidden Welsh and unaccented English is the ultimate post-colonial outsider, insider. For these
two stage Welsh princes, their ability to speak “English as well as” others
threatens the English who want their others backward and unintelligible;
such an enemy is easier to defeat. Thus, in both plays, Shakespeare and
R. A. present two models of Welshmen—both valiant, both assimilating
the cultures of power, and both threatening, one because he can “speak
English as well as you” and the other, because he can speak English and
only English “as well as you.”
An historical equivalent to the mimicry Lacan and Bhabha discuss
may be Sir James Hay, a Scottish courtier who Sir Anthony Weldon relates,
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gained “greater affection and esteem with the whole English nation than
any other of that [Scottish] country by choosing their [English] friendships and conversations, and really preferring it to any of his own.”37The
key to Hay’s success in English circles was his conscious choice for “better language”38—“better” for James’s court and for Caradoc’s story as it
was unaccented English. In Hay’s choosing to speak an unaccented form
of English, he neither forfeits nor neglects his cultural heritage. The
same may be said of the English speaking yet ethnically Welsh character
Caradoc.
In The Valiant Welshman, the character of Caradoc offers an
approach to leadership, one in which native culture is not forfeited for
power and acceptance. Although he speaks in pure early modern English,
Caradoc has not lost his Welshness. In fact, his English language usage
functions as a disguise, a front for his other Welsh qualities that emerge
even though this character speaks in unaccented English. Although
Caradoc speaks no Welsh on stage, like Glendower, he, too, blends without betraying his Welsh culture. In fact, the dominant culture, embodied
in Caesar, not only recognizes his dual identity but names it and reveres it
in the end.
The play’s final scene depicts Caradoc’s successful stance against
Caesar, where he speaks English as well as Caesar and demonstrates why
Welsh traits have been erased from his being. Although Caesar calls
Caradoc Welsh at the end of the play, R. A. offers no examples to show
Caradoc as ethnically Welsh, if we base his ethnicity on language and
accent. Does ease with English deny his Welshness? Not on the stage. It
is no surprise that a playwright writing for an English audience would
foreground Englishness in the character of Caradoc. Why he does so is of
more importance. This Welsh hero undergoes an English self-fashioning;
the playwright creates Caradoc as a Welshman by birth, parentage, and
geography but he intensifies his Englishness so that Caradoc may be a
more acceptable and viable hero on the early modern stage. Caradoc’s
disguise of Bryttishness is not only in the physical garb of the common
soldier he dons to fight the Romans but also in his accent and mannerisms that facilitate his movements among all peoples. Through the ears,
communities form or separate. Before Caesar, for all his power, eloquence
and civility, Caradoc sounds like no Stage Welshman. Caradoc’s language,
so central to his story, is devoid of any native Welsh at all. In accent and
diction, Caradoc does not sound very Welsh, and at first, Caradoc sounds
Bryttish to Caesar, who has the power to sanction what are and are not
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the acceptable sounds of a nation. Huw Griffiths writes of “unisonance” a
term Bruce Smith takes from Benedict Anderson’s Imagined Communities,
“as an important experience forming part of a community’s processes of
self-identification...[H]aving the same experience of sound is something
which helps imagine a community into existence.” In rendering Welsh or
Welsh-accented English, as something bordering on nonsense, the theatre
of early modern England is effectively beating the bounds of the kingdom,
indicating what sounds are, and what sounds are not ‘English.’”39 At the
end of the play, Caesar listening to Caradoc and dubbing him “Welsh”
has a similar effect. Caesar first listens to the purely assimilated Welsh
voice of Caradoc, the type of Welsh voice the English wanted to hear.
Astonished, Caesar exclaims, “So brave a Bryttaine hath not Cesar heard”
(I4r). Caradoc risks much in standing up to Caesar, but he is able to risk
himself because with his English voice he has a better chance he will be
heard. Had he been speaking Morgan’s Anglo-Welsh, Caradoc would not
have advanced so far. Caradoc moves in the circles of the dominant culture because he speaks English and demonstrates that linguistic fluency
does not mean loss of cultural integrity. Listening to Caradoc and learning
from him further, Caesar recognizes Caradoc’s acceptable sounds and corrects himself, removing from Caradoc the hybrid “Bryttish” title in favor
of the pure “Valiant Welshman” by the end. The Welsh character may be
associated with the comical yet mighty Morgan, but it is also the heroic,
well-spoken, unrelenting Caradoc whose speech Caesar acknowledges.
Th is act of recognizing Caradoc for who he really is—a mighty warrior
who speaks well—extends the boundaries of what it means to be Welsh.
Thus, one message R. A.’s play offers an early modern audience, at
court or elsewhere, concerned about losing identity with one king on two
thrones, is that they need not worry. Adapting as needed, as Glendower
does in I Henry IV, and speaking in English as Sir James Hay chooses in
James’s court, the character of Caradoc graduates from the Glendower
school of assimilation. Through language usage, through dress, through
rhetoric, Caradoc exhibits his identity in front of Caesar who accepts
Caradoc and acknowledges his difference, renaming him what he is, and
what he has been all along, a Welshman.
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Chapter 4

Morgan the Valiant Welshman

F

ROM THE EARLY MODERN period and continuing today, theatrical convention in the London theater suggests that the language
characters speak on stage is for the audience’s benefit and entertainment;
further, theatrical convention suggests that speech of foreigners should
be comprehensible to English ears. Given this convention, all characters—Welsh, Romans, and the Bryttish in an anachronistic play like The
Valiant Welshman—who inhabit early modern Britain understand one
another, just as say Macbeth, Banquo, Duncan, and Macduff understand
one another in the Scottish play.1 In The Valiant Welshman, even though
characters come from all reaches of the island of Britain, R. A. makes
no attempt in the script to differentiate between dialects, except for one
character. Act one, scene two introduces the audience to Morgan, Earle of
Anglesey, first through stage directions and then through other characters’
descriptions, and finally through Morgan’s own speech. The stage direction introducing Morgan reads, “Enter Octavian, King of Northwales,
Gloster, Codigunes base sonne, Morgan, Earle of Anglesey, and his foolish sonne with souldiers” (B1v). Octavian, King of North Wales, calls him
“Noble Morgan, Earle of Anglesey” (B1v emphasis added) when he takes
the stage. With such a marker, we expect Morgan to be a noble, worthy
character, as the other Welsh characters have been presented, but then he
opens his mouth. Morgan takes the stage with these words:
Harke you, me Lord Codigune; By the pones of Saint Tauy, you
have prattled to the King a great deale of good Phisicke, and for
this one of her good lessons and destructions, how call you it, be
Cad, I know not very well, I wil fight for you with all the George
Stones, or the Ursa maiors under the Sunnes. Harke you me, Kings:
I pray you now, good Kings, leave your whimbling, and your great
proclamations: let death come at her, and ha can catch her, and pray
God blesse her. As for the Rebell Monmouth I know very well what
I will do with her. I will make Martlemas beefe on her flesh, and false
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dice on her pones for every Conicatcher: I warrant her for Case
bobby and Metheglin: I will make her pate ring noone for all her
resurrections and rebellions. (B1v–B2r)

Swearing by “Saint Tauy,” spouting voiceless plosives and substituting feminine pronouns for masculine ones, of all the characters in this
play filled with Welsh characters, Morgan is the only character to possess
an identifiable Welsh accent. In a play like The Valiant Welshman which
moves from ancient Britain, to York to Rome, mixing ancient Britons with
Romans, early modern Englishmen and Welshmen, calling for a potential
Babel Tower of ethnic tongues and regional dialects, with predominantly
Welsh characters and significantly no scripted variations in these characters’ lines to accommodate their varied regional backgrounds, Morgan’s
Anglo-Welsh is conspicuous to say the least.2 When Morgan speaks, he
sounds like the typical Stage Welshman, even though geographically
and ethnically Welsh characters, Octavian, King of North Wales, and
Codigune, his son, Cadallan, Prince of March and Caradoc himself, speak
without trace of any Welsh-speaking idiosyncrasies so popular on the early
modern stage. Of course, this being a play written in English for a London
audience, the “Welsh” accent is English spelled and scripted to represent
what English ears hear when they hear a Welshman speak English.
In the previous chapter we have seen how the English-speaking
Caradoc works the system and joins with those on the rest of the isle,
preserving one type of Welsh self in an ever-anglicized world. Through
Caradoc’s mimicry, especially through his appropriate English pronunciations and usage, R. A. affords Wales an acceptable voice of union.
However, Caradoc is not the only model of Welshness to follow. To promote a unified Britain, culturally and linguistically, as well as geographically and politically, R. A. furnishes Wales with another voice—through
Welsh song, through the strains of Welsh harp music that summon the
Bardh on stage, and through the sympathetic creation of Morgan, who
preserves the cultural and linguistic power of Wales. R. A. puts a braggart
soldier’s mouth in the body of the talented and fearless Morgan. Speaking
with a dialect of plosive p’s and feminine pronouns to capture the sounds
of Anglo-Welsh, Morgan is a strident, vocal alternate Welshman, one with
the attributes and accent that represent ancient Britain or the Wales contemporary writers, playwrights, and politicians were calling on to advocate for a new Great Britain. Most foreign in a land of various regional
accents, diction, and dialect, Morgan refuses any exclusion that might
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result from his voice. He speaks on and on and will not be subdued,
demanding an audience, never altering his message or changing himself to
assimilate. Certainly, he speaks amusing lines and utters humorous sounds
the Jacobean audience would have appreciated, but Morgan, despite his
accent might not be so easily dismissed as comic. Morgan is nonetheless
just as valiant a figure as Caradoc himself. Alongside the valiant Caradoc
who challenges the Romans with his battle savvy and his own eloquent
words that first make Caesar notice Caradoc, the playwright presents
Morgan and his conspicuous language who reminds the English audience
what it also means to be Welsh.
Playgoers would be familiar with Morgan’s Stage Welshman characteristics and expected to see and hear a clown on stage as soon as Morgan
opened his mouth but here, R. A. departs from what is expected. Once
Morgan begins speaking, he may be figured as the clown of the play, but as
the play unfolds, Morgan’s son, Morion, and not his father, holds that position along with the character designated “The Clowne” in the Dramatis
Personae and featured in act four. In the stage direction describing his first
entrance on stage, Morion is not named but noted as “[Morgan’s] foolish
sonne” (B1v). Later, the aptly named Morion has problems distinguishing
fiction from reality, falling in love with the Fairy Queen from his father’s
own masque.3 Ironically, Morion speaks standard scripted early modern
English and secures laughs through his actions not his language.
Initially, hearing Welsh or Welsh-accented English on stage elicited laughter from the audience because comic mispronunciations and
unintelligible gibberish signified Wales. In fact, Wales articulated on the
early modern stage was relegated to the comic, the female, but seldom the
heroic.
In terms of language usage, The Valiant Welshman is not the first or
only play that includes Welsh characters, traverses Welsh ground, or attempts
to reproduce Welsh speech. Since 1592, with A Knack to Know a Knave
Welsh characters and Welsh locations have maintained a stage presence. In
his work, Teague, Shenkin and Sawney, J. O. Bartley has shown that over 65
plays between 1580 and 1642 included what he defines as “nationalized”
characters, those speaking foreign words or with an accent, or displaying views
and behaviors associated with a specific nationality. The non-nationalized
characters he calls “elevated,” borrowing the term from Aristotle. R. A.’s
Morgan fits into this “nationalized” category, which includes Fluellen in
Shakespeare’s Henry V, Sir Rees ap Vaughan in Dekker’s Satiromastix, Sir
Hugh Evans from The Merry Wives of Windsor, and Griffith, Jenkin, and
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Evan in Jonson’s masque, For the Honour of Wales. Bartley distinguishes these
characters from the elevated ones who demonstrate no nationalized traits at
all, especially in their speech.4 Caradoc, Codigune, and Cadallan from R.
A.’s play, as well as the Welsh Captain in Shakespeare’s Richard II, are such
elevated characters who speak no identifiable Welsh phrase at all, only flawless English. Between 1587 and 1800, the Irish are more often portrayed on
stage than England’s other Celtic neighbors, but the Welsh seem to be the
favorite nationalized character. Bartley counts over thirty plays in the early
modern period that featured a Welsh character, compared to only twentysix with Irish characters and around twenty Scots.5 The Welsh were familiar
and tolerable, on stage and off, compared to the warring Irish and the uncertain Scots and thus established an entertaining presence during the Jacobean
period, and one that embodied associations with the earliest of Britons. The
Welsh characters’ popularity peaked in the 1620s with a steady decline after
that.6 Less appealing, apparent or even staged than the Welshman, the Scot
was rarely seen on the Jacobean stage; as John Kerrigan has noted, “[o]f
Caledonia little was known.”7
The most popular characters were the nationalized Welsh characters
or Stage Welshmen. W. J. Hughes, J.O. Bartley, and Glanmor Williams
list traits of the Stage Welshman and a common trait seems to be discussion of the Welsh menu—caws pob, or cheese on toast, mutton, leeks, all
washed down with metheglin or Welsh mead, a combination of honey,
water and herbs. According to Hughes, the Stage Welshman is “ignorant,
simple and superstitious, has no great objection to being called a thief,
but is deeply insulted when accused of falsehood. He is fond of music and
dancing, infused with true poetic rage, and is at times devoutly religious.
He is hot headed, impulsive, and generous, quick in anger and as quick to
forgive. Finally, he holds strong views on the relative greatness of England
and Wales, and gives expression to them in a manner of speech that leaves
no doubt as to his nationality.”8 Others would add these characteristics
to the Stage Welshman: national pride, choler, superstition, the use of
“cousin” for anyone of acquaintance, strong emotion and sentimentality,
pride of birth, and the importance of genealogy, with particular interest in
claiming descent from the Trojans.9 In terms of status or social standing,
Stage Welsh characters rarely were from the lower classes. For example,
Fluellen and Sir Hugh Evans from Shakespeare’s Henry V and The Merry
Wives of Windsor hold fairly high social status in their respective plays,
with Fluellen a captain fighting France and Sir Hugh named a “Welch
Knight” in the Quarto edition of Henry V.10
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Primarily, language usage distinguished “nationalized” Welsh characters from other characters on stage. Some speak the odd Welsh phrase in
the midst of their Anglo-Welsh. For instance, some Stage Welsh characters
say “Dugat a whee” for “God keep you.”11Above all, the Stage Welshman
speaks and says everything in a stage version of Welsh accented English.
William Shakespeare, Ben Jonson, Thomas Dekker and others all used
variations of spelling to create their language distinctions and included
Anglo-Welsh or scripted inaccuracies to mimic the Welsh language
and accent. The amount of Welsh on the early modern stage is minimal
if we use the amount of French spoken by Katherine of France and her
lady Alice in act three, scene five of William Shakespeare’s Henry V as a
gauge. Lady Mortimer and Owen Glendower from Shakespeare’s I Henry
IV (1596–1597) speak and sing Welsh on stage, but no Welsh lines are
scripted in the play.12 Ben Jonson’s masque, For the Honour of Wales, also
includes a substantial amount of Welsh, 13with the bulk of the Welsh language beginning the play as Welshmen Griffith, Jenkin, and Evan argue;
Griffith exclaims, “Taw, dyn ynfyd! Ydwyt yn abl i anafu pob peth o’th
ffolineb, ag i dynnu gwatwar ar dy wlad,” or “Silence, silly! You may spoil
everything with your folly and make your country a laughingstock,” to
which Jenkin replies, “Gad fi’nllonydd” or “Leave me alone.” The rest of the
masque includes Welsh phrases intermittently.14
Thomas Dekker, Henry Chettle and William Haughton’s The
Pleasant Comedy of Patient Grissil (1600) features the most scripted Welsh
language with around twenty lines of purely Welsh dialogue between
Gwenthyan and Sir Owen ap Meredith, characters patterned after
Shakespeare’s Kate and Petruchio. Their Welsh subplot provides comedy
and helps moderate the story of the obedient and patient wife, Grissil,
mainly because they quarrel in Welsh. Commenting on the pair, one character remarks, “Their love will be like a great fire made of bay leaves, that
yields nothing but cracking noise, noise” (2.1.217–218),15and that noise is
their verbal sparring in Welsh.16 Their dialogue includes not only scripted
Welsh amusing to an audience but also Anglo-Welsh. Sir Owen curses his
wife, but his words are more humorous than threatening because they are
transcribed Welsh pronunciations, and the actor playing Sir Owen would
deliver the lines for full comic effect: “Cods plude is five thousand duckets, hold hold hold, a pogs on her pride, what has her done?” (3.2.267–
69). As can be heard in Sir Owen and Gwenthyan’s dialogue, foreign language spoken on stage, or attempted to be spoken on stage brought high
entertainment value and usually much needed comic relief.
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Welsh-speaking and sounding male characters were humorous and
often the butt of jokes; take Shakespeare’s Sir Hugh Evans, for instance.
Sir Hugh from The Merry Wives of Windsor counsels Falstaff with, “Seese
is not good to give putter; your belly is all putter” (5.5.140). Thomas
Dekker’s cit y comedy Northward Ho (1607), features the Welshman
Captain Jenkins comically teaching a prostitute Welsh. 17 The prostitute, Doll, pretends to be an eligible and wealthy woman introduced to
Captain Jenkins who teaches her how to say “I love you” in Welsh, and
courts her with music, another stereotypical association with Wales.
Thomas Middleton’s city comedy, A Chaste Maid in Cheapside (1613),
also features a Welsh prostitute masquerading as a country gentlewoman
who seeks a husband, preferably a rich one. Her bilingual abilities confound her suitor, Tim. Other Anglo-Welsh and Welsh-speaking female
characters were often humorous as well, such as the Welsh Gentlewoman
of A Chaste Maid in Cheapside and Gwenthyan from Patient Grissil, or
were neglected and forgotten, such as the unintelligible Lady Mortimer
from I Henry IV. The noble Lady Mortimer speaks no English on stage,
just Welsh. Even characters who possess more heroic predispositions, such
as Glendower or Fluellen, exhibit some comic Welsh traits which subvert
their standing in I Henry IV and Henry V. While not necessarily the comic
relief of their plays, they provide comedy nonetheless through their language usage. Fluellen, for instance, praises Henry V’s genealogy by saying
in scripted Anglo-Welsh: “All the water in Wye cannot wash your majesty’s Welsh plood out of your pody, I can tell you that: God pless it and
preserve it!” (4.7.97–99).
Early modern audiences enjoyed the “noise” of the Welsh language
on stage, characters like Gwenthyan and Sir Owen in Patient Grissil,
Fluellen from Henry V, or Morgan from The Valiant Welshman, whose
Welsh accented English and colorful if minimal Welsh phrases satisfied
the English audience but also performed the aural world the contemporary audience was living in. The mingling of foreign language and accent
in these plays echoed the prominent sounds of early modern London, and
plays like The Valiant Welshman mimic the sounds of foreignness the audience would have been accustomed to hearing. Middleton stages an example of the Welsh influx into London in his city comedy A Chaste Maid
in Cheapside with his character called only the Welsh Gentlewoman. The
anonymity in this naming points to how Wales is often treated but still
made partly invisible in early modern culture. The Welsh Gentlewoman
identified as “[a] proper fair young gentlewoman, which I guess / By her
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red hair, and other rank descriptions, / To be his landed niece brought out
of Wales” (1.1.46–48),18 is really no gentlewoman at all but Sir Walter’s
Welsh whore. Her occupation notwithstanding, the Welsh Gentlewoman’s
story, especially her language usage, is a typical one experienced by many
women of the Welsh gentry removed to London and married off to English
gentlemen.19 The Welsh Gentlewoman admits she speaks English “simply”
(1.1.117), but she carries on bilingual conversations with Sir Walter in act
one, scene one and with Tim Yellowhammer in act four, scene one, where
the learned scholar, Tim, tries to court her in Latin. The clash of understanding between woman and suitor, or English speaker and newcomer,
was something familiar in the London streets.
We must be careful about defining Welshness through the Welsh
characters we see and hear on the early modern stage, as the stage or stock
Welshman was not necessarily “typically” Welsh. Huw Griffiths reminds us
that these comically-accented Welsh characters are not accurate representations of the Welsh but instead are “cultural impositions[s] whereby Welsh
people are produced as audibly outside the mainstream” of an anglicized
world.20 Or as Philip Schwyzer writes, these Welsh characters are “paper
Welshman, invented or ventriloquized by Englishmen.”21 Such is the case
for Shakespeare’s Fluellen, Glendower, and Sir Hugh Evans; Ben Jonson’s
Griffith, Jenkin, and Evan; Dekker, Chettle and Haughton’s Sir Owen ap
Meredith and Gwenthyan; and R. A.’s Morgan in The Valiant Welshman.
In this play about Welsh characters written by an Englishman, how well
can we judge R. A.’s ability to characterize and represent a people? Albeit
mediated Welsh, Morgan’s speech mimics the Anglo-Welsh equivalent of
heard Welsh, processed through English ears. What The Valiant Welshman
playwright offers in terms of Welshness, is indeed derivative of what the
English thought the Welsh were like. Thus, associations with harp music,
bards, “caws pobby” and phrases, like “Look you,” are part and parcel of
stage Welshness in early modern England. Given the synthetic nature of
drama, as playwrights create, form, imitate and at times hold the mirror
up to nature, exploring a play like The Valiant Welshman to help define
what it means to be Welsh in the early Jacobean period might be dangerous. This play, like any other featuring characters seemingly representative
of regions, countries or nations, creates a culturally mediated form of that
location. Welsh characters are sometimes doubly and triply removed from
what a playwright observes or imagines to be Welsh (or Scots) from those
people he hears before him in the streets. We must question whether the
London Welsh who inspired these early modern Welsh characters, were
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“real” Welsh, either, as they, too, by coming to London in the first place,
left much of their cultural heritage behind. Advancement was through the
medium of English. An Abergavenny native sent his son to London so that
his English could be “without any corruption from his mother tongue,
which doth commonly infect men of our country, that they cannot speak
English but that they are discovered by their vicious pronunciation or
idiotisms.” 22 Describing Welsh in the early Stuart period, A. H. Dodd
writes of a fluidity of language where the Welshman “might talk English
at Westminster and even write it to his neighbors; in the northwest he still
talked Welsh to neighbors and tenants, and expected his English wife to do
the same.”23 If Welsh people living in England spoke both languages, they
still pronounced English with a Welsh accent. In fact, bilingual speakers
heard difference and comic potential in their own language usage. In the
1567 introduction to the first installment of his Welsh grammar, Dosparth
Byrr ar y rhan Gyntaf i Ramadeg Cymraeg, Gruff ydd Robert speaks of his
own people when he writes, “i cymraeg a fydd saesnigaidd ai saesneg (duw
a wry) yn rhy gymreigaidd” or “Their Welsh is Englishy, and their English,
God knows, is too Welshy.”24
As Gruff ydd Robert admits, the Welsh approach to either Welsh
or English removes them from the mainstream, but for Marianne
Montgomery, in her work Europe’s Languages on England’s Stages, 1590–
1620, the use of foreign language on stage connects English to other.25
Through her comprehensive work examining the sounds of Welsh and
other languages on the early modern stage, Montgomery argues that foreign speech complicates the meaning of national identity and identities in
the early modern period. Foreign languages, however comic, “model productive cross-cultural exchange” and offer “consumable entertainment”
even though they “complicate what it means to speak with an English
tongue and to hear with English ears.” 26 Montgomery’s ideas may be
applied to The Valiant Welshman especially considering James’s vision of
union. What R. A.’s characters say and how they say it enacts the cultural
exchange crucial to understanding and accepting a new model of Great
Britain.
As R. A.’s The Valiant Welshman examines what it means to be
Welsh, or Scots, in the Jacobean period, we might have expected the playwright to have staged more “nationalized” characters, as Bartley names
them, sprinkling the play with Anglo-Welsh and more Welsh phrases
given the language’s popularity on the early modern stage. Compared to
these other plays with some Welsh language usage, The Valiant Welshman
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includes a minimal amount of Welsh, only the infrequent Welsh word or
phrase featured merely in Morgan’s speech, but one character is enough
for R. A. to promote thoughts on Wales. At first, R. A. gives the audience what it wants in the form of a comical Anglo-Welsh speaking character on stage. Although Morgan shares stage Welsh traits with other
Welsh characters, namely his speech, his impetuosity, his interest in Welsh
culture, and his linguistic fillers like “Hark you me,” Morgan is not “ignorant” or “simple.” Marisa R. Cull names him a scene stealer.27 Through
Morgan’s speech, and especially his Anglo-Welsh, R. A. satiates a taste for
Welsh accented English only a little bit. Morgan’s speech is funny, but his
function in the play is not that of clown, nor is his storyline a subplot,
like that of Tim and the Welsh Gentlewoman, or the longer exchange
between Gwenthyen and Sir Owen, meant for a laugh. Instead, the playwright transforms this familiar character type in contrast to other Stage
Welshmen to present an alternative voice advocating union. While R. A.’s
play shares much with other contemporary plays performed at the time,
how The Valiant Welshman handles language and accent offers a unique
“Welsh” voice as alternate to many other plays like it.
Morgan is successor to other stage Welsh characters with more elevated pedigrees, like Fluellen in Henry V for example, who shares with him
a similar social standing and a military acuity. In fact, Henry calls Fluellen
“valiant” (4.7.164). Fluellen is not supposed to be the sole comic relief for
the play; other characters, such as Pistol, fulfil that function, but Fluellen’s
broken English belies his status and provides some comedy.28 Reminiscent
of Fluellen, Morgan, too, is not simply a butt of jokes in the play. In language, status, and abilities, Morgan shares much with Fluellen, but even
this comparison falls short. What distinguishes Morgan from Fluellen is
how these characters are treated by others on stage and in the audience.
Both are challenged for their Welshness, but Fluellen is not maligned
for his pronunciations as is Morgan for his Anglo-Welsh. Despite Fluellen’s
range of speech from the king’s English to a plosive-filled Anglo-Welsh,
only the audience laughs at his language. In one instance, Gower corrects
Fluellen, but on stage Fluellen is not ridiculed for his deficient English.
In a line comical to the audience, Fluellen asks, “What call you the town’s
name where Alexander the Pig was born” (4.7.10) and Gower responds
with “Alexander the Great” (4.7.11), a mild correction to Fluellen’s linguistic inaccuracy but not an answer to Fluellen’s question. Gower’s
response could be played for comedy, but the script offers no criticism
of Fluellen’s misuse. Instead, on stage and in the play, it is Welsh history,
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culture and custom, not pronunciation, that characters ridicule. Pistol and
Gower joke with Fluellen about St. David, leeks, and Cadwallader.
Shakespeare creates in Fluellen a rule follower whose Anglo-Welsh
pronunciations are amusing to the audience and presumably to characters
on stage who listen to Fluellen but who excuse his mispronunciations. Like
Fluellen, none of his countrymen challenges Morgan’s speech on stage.
Characters seem to overlook his bombast and amusing colloquialisms,
nor do they hear anything different in his use of language as R. A. writes
no lines for Morgan’s fellow Welshmen that comment on Morgan’s usage.
It seems that Morgan can say anything and avoid criticism in his AngloWelsh. He becomes enraged, however, when outsiders fail to understand
him.
In act two, scene three, while Caradoc and his friends are with
Gederus, King of Bryttaine to lend their help, a messenger comes from
Wales. Eager to hear about home, Morgan asks “From Wales! I pray you,
good postes and messengers, tell us, how fares all our friends, our Cousin
ap Guinevere ap Caradoc ap Voada.” The Bryttish messenger replies, “I
know them not” and strikes Morgan, who threatens in reply, “Cads bluehood, know not our Cousin? He giue her such a blow on the pate, lle make
her know her Cousins” (D1v). Morgan’s inquiry includes two Stage Welsh
traits. First, he believes that if you know one Welshman you know them all
and he misuses the Welsh patronymic form of “ap” or “ab” son of, to name
many of his friends. The “ap” was a typical favorite on the early modern
stage, made the most of by William Rowley in Match at Midnight who
creates the character Randall William ap Thomas ap Tavy ap Robert ap
Rice ap Sheffrey Cracke. Morgan’s inquiry is amusing in a number of ways,
as it includes a long list of aps and mixes male and female in this naming.
No doubt eliciting a laugh from the audience, Morgan’s line is not amusing to the messenger who dismisses him altogether.
Later, in act four, scene one, “A trumpet within” announces a messenger’s arrival to Caradoc’s court. Caradoc asks Morgan to find out what
the sound means. Morgan admits the Roman messenger, Marcus Gallicus,
mixing his male and female pronouns in his Anglo-Welsh speech, to produce the following exchange:
MORGAN: I pray you, from whence come her?
MARCUS: From Rome.
MORGAN: From Rome! And I pray you, what a poxe ayles her, that you
cannot keepe her at home? have you any Waspes in her tayles? or
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live Eeles in her pelly, you cannot keepe her at home? Harke you
me: I pray you, how toth M. Cesar? toth he neede era parbour?
Looke you now: let him come to Wales, and her Cousin Caradoc
shall trim bis crownes, I Warrant her.
MARCUS: I understand you not.
MORGAN: Cads nayles? Cood people, doth Morgan speake Hebrewes
or no?
Understand her not? (F3v)
The mention of Rome ignites Morgan’s explosive temperament,
and he rails against Rome, but what incites him even more is the Roman
messenger’s inability to understand him. Here again, Morgan speaks as he
always has, but becomes enraged when his form of communication fails.
Morgan is an equal opportunity cajoler and abuser, spouting off whatever
comes to mind for whomever will listen, and expecting all to understand
him. After all, Morgan is speaking English. Fluellen has a temper too, but
it is ignited not just because of his speech. Morgan’s indignation is refreshing and in harsh contrast to the real-life, self-deprecating Welshmen,
apologetic for their language. Unlike other Stage Welshmen, Morgan,
with his Anglo-Welsh, is central and unapologetic regarding his speech.
Instead of creating a laughable character because of his inability to speak
English well, R. A. presents Morgan, a worthy hero who happens to have
an accent. He is also a character who defies exclusion and presumes acceptance despite his language. R. A.’s Wales is a place of blended voices, odd
accents, and flawless English, where inhabitants deal with their neighbors
within and beyond borders. His Morgan, a dynamic Anglo-Welsh speaker,
offers a distinct voice for James’s Britain where sound and status are valued
and equal.
If anything, compared to Fluellen, who is highly regarded by other
soldiers but who serves Henry in a supportive role, Morgan achieves a
higher status as outspoken Welshman. Fluellen gilds Henry’s actions
and supports the king, who is only tangentially Welsh at best. Fluellen
and Henry V share a background, if we believe Henry’s line, “For I am
Welsh, you know” (4.7.96). Morgan, Earl of Anglesey, is even closer to
Caradoc. In fact, the two refer to one another as “cousin” throughout the
play. Whether this label makes them social equals, close friends, or blood
relatives, Caradoc and Morgan share a bond beyond that of King Henry
V and his Welsh Captain, Fluellen. Henry wins much as a character in
Henry V, but Fluellen too gains power and wields authority, triumphing
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over others, especially the English Pistol, who would mock his Welsh
culture. See the infamous leek scene from Henry V,act five, scene one, for
instance.29 Fluellen is an accomplished military man and able leader in
his own right, as discussions with the captains and his analysis of battle
strategies demonstrate. His sense of fairness is also central to his character,
but these traits only highlight Henry’s accomplishments. Like Fluellen,
Morgan too controls, and wields even more power. Much of that power
lies in his language, a Welsh accented English that no one ridicules. He
fights alongside Caradoc and often cleans up after his prince, disposing of
the troublesome witch after Caradoc has killed a serpent (act four, scene
2). Morgan upholds his prince’s principles too but he also questions and
cautions Caradoc rather than simply following him, as Fluellen’s character
seems to do with Henry. There is much valor as well as bluster in Morgan’s
Welshman. Amidst his Welsh-accented English prose, full of colorful
expressions, we hear a martial Morgan impatient for battle. David Lewis
calls Fluellen “‘Cymro o waed coch cyfan,’ a Welshman in every fibre.”30
Lewis’s description, however, might be applied more appropriately to
Morgan who feels no need to proclaim his Welsh identity or wear his leek
upon his Monmouth cap, as does Shakespeare’s Fluellen; in Morgan, R. A.
creates a character who simply is Welsh.
For Stage Welshman Fluellen and others, “Look you,”31 seems to
be a favorite phrase meaning “look here, note this,” or the expression may
function as a more individual request asking, “see me, notice me.” This tag
may even be the Stage Welshman’s disfluent equivalent of “um,” or “you
know.” In other plays the effect of the repeated “look you” is the underlying message that the audience notice, attend to, consider and comprehend
the Welshman. In the wake of the Acts of Union Wales was “looked” at,
especially when England needed Wales, but thanks to the Acts, Wales had
lost its voice, its native Welsh voice, that is, in political circles. The Acts of
Union gave Wales a legal voice but that voice was English. Section 20 of the
Acts specifically names English as the language of power.32 The troubling
“language clause” from the Preamble asserts that because “the People of the
same Dominion have, and do daily use a Speech nothing like, ne consonant
to the natural Mother Tongue used within this Realm,” and because of the
“Zeal, Love and Favour that [Henry VIII] beareth towards his Subjects
of his said Dominion of Wales,” the Acts will “reduce them to the perfect Order, Notice and Knowledge of his Laws of this Realm, and utterly
to extirp all and singular the sinister Usages and Customs differing from
the same, and to bring the said Subjects of this his Realm, and of his said
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Dominion of Wales, to an amicable Concord and Unity.”33 Much discussion has occurred over what was meant by “extirping” the “sinister Usages
and Customs” of Wales that differed from those of England, but one sinister usage may have been the very utterance of the Welsh language itself.
Ties to the Welsh language and culture were challenged under Henry’s
Acts, whose purpose was just as much to curb rebellion through language
restrictions as it was to curtail Welsh speech. While the 1536/43 Acts of
Union were meant to level the Welsh and make all one, almost 100 years
later, linguistic remnants were around, like Morgan himself, imploring the
rest to “Hark you me,” so much so that even tracts like John Brinsley’s A
Consolation for Our Grammar Schooles from 1622 were still trying to control the voice of these others, as Bruce R. Smith has pointed out in his
work, The Acoustic World of Early Modern England. Brinsley prefaces his
pedagogical manual by identifying his audience. His grammar is
More specifically for all those of the inferior
Sort, and all ruder countries and plaeces; namely,
For Ireland, Wales, Virginia, with the Sommer
Ilands, and for their more speedie attaining of our
English tongue by the same labour, that all
may speake one and the same
Language.34

Although the Welsh language suffered under Henry’s Acts, it was
not eliminated completely. Just as Brinsley’s 1622 grammar was meant to
encourage English fluency, Elizabeth I’s Act of Translation in 1563 also
sought to further English language growth. This led to the translation of
the Bible into Welsh, an act that preserved the cultural and literary integrity of the Welsh language itself. However, the initial restrictions the Acts
imposed devalued the Welsh language and helped Wales lose its Welsh
voice nonetheless.
As the Acts of Union silenced the Welsh language in legal and
political circles, playwrights, too, “extirp[ed]” the sounds of Wales in many
plays. Huw Griffiths suggests that Fluellen and Sir Hugh Evans’s “noise”
helps eliminate Welshness and impose English as the dominant language.35
Yet, these same Welsh characters and their “noise,” challenge the very eradication of “sinister” Welsh usages and customs Henry VIII’s Acts worked
to achieve. R. A.’s Morgan follows in this Welsh defiance, sounding like
Fluellen and Sir Hugh, uttering phrases characterized as “typically” Welsh,
including “Look you,” “caws pob,” “by Sheshu,” all delivered through Welsh
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accented English. Morgan’s favorite phrase by far is “Hark you;” derivative of the familiar “Look you,” apparently heard so frequently that it was
mocked on the early modern stage. Morgan punctuates his speech with
variations of this phrase saying just plain “Hark,” sometimes “Hark you,”
or “Hark you me,” which he repeats over and over again. Of the eighteen
times “Harke” is heard in the text of the play, four are spoken by other
characters with the fourteen remaining uttered exclusively by Morgan.
These phrases, so amusing to early modern audiences, originated
from the disfluency heard in the London streets, where non-native speakers tried, sometimes unsuccessfully, to speak flawless English. Like many
of these non-native speakers, Morgan’s character suffers from disfluency,
and his disfluent interruptions like “Hark you,” help him pause and recollect what he is saying, and give his character a more authentic speech
pattern reminiscent of Welsh and Scots in the audience and early modern
society. “Hark you” doubly serves. First, repetition of this phrase makes
Morgan’s character more authentic; also, its imperative nature demands
the audience do just that, listen. The choric “Hark you me” means many
things in the play, and as deliverer of this message, Morgan wants much
from all who will listen. Given the status of Wales during the early Stuart
reign, Morgan’s imperative “Hark you me” becomes a national call for
comprehension and understanding. In a play that actively wants the audience to listen, especially to the Welsh, why does the playwright include
such a character if not to encourage playgoers (and subsequent readers) to
listen more carefully? If audiences listen, really listen to Morgan, beyond
the rambling and cheap jokes that also fill his speech, they hear a character who challenges the static, placid listening audience of early modern
drama, demanding that Wales be not only heard but understood. Wales is
heard through the Anglo-Welsh of Morgan’s speech but may be more fully
understood through Morgan’s actions which provide a broader representation of Wales to the early modern audience. From his military activism, to
his political views, to his training of Caradoc, to his cultural endeavors,
Morgan demonstrates another way of being Welsh, one that preserves the
language and cultural attributes of Wales.
The early modern theater was more aural than visual. In fact, patrons
went to “hear” a play rather than see one. Marianne Montgomery in her
book, Europe’s Languages on England’s Stages, 1590–1620, discusses the
use of Spanish, Dutch, Latin, French, and Welsh on stage, as well as foreignaccented English, observing that such usages on stage help us understand
“how English writers imagined the world.” 36 Wes Folkerth, author of
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The Sound of Shakespeare, interprets the meaning and the contexts of stage
sounds for the early modern audience, encouraging twenty-first century
readers to think of plays as a variety of musical notations that produce a
kind of musical experience. “It is therefore important for modern scholars to pay attention to the tonalities embedded in these texts, to attempt
to hear them, ‘in time’ as it were, with early modern ears.” 37 Wales was
an important concept for the early Jacobean period to consider, manage,
employ for its own uses, or neglect. Expressing Wales, R. A.’s Morgan is
a nagging note, an unrelenting presence that demands attention. In such
a realm Morgan’s imperative “Hark you” intensifier announces a distinctive message—listen to a Welshman. In his article “O, I am Ignorance itself
in this!” Listening to Welsh in Shakespeare and Armin,” Huw Griffiths
describes two ways the English respond to the Welsh language and accent:
there are those “trying to listen” and those “refusing to hear.”38 The distinction Griffiths makes between what the English hear and what they refuse
to hear may be applied to Morgan’s character. To the English audience,
Morgan is probably at first an amusing irritation but he becomes an annoyance that will not cease. If we think of Morgan with Folkerth’s ideas in
mind, Morgan is written as a tonal experience of Wales itself. What does
Morgan add? At first, he seems to represent one in a fairly substantial list of
other Stage Welshmen in the early modern period. In a play that asks playgoers to listen, it is Morgan we listen to, and he compels us to listen to him
at first by his imperative, “Harke You me” but also through his other colorful expressions. Morgan does not speak your language, nor does he speak
the Welsh presumably spoken by the rest of the Welsh characters on stage,
but he might be worth listening to. Examining Shakespeare’s use of Welsh,
Huw Griffiths describes how Welshness “differentiates” and “excludes”
the Welsh from “an English civility.” He draws on Mihoko Suzuki’s work
on “subordinate subjects” to show how staging Welshness challenges this
process. “[W]ithin the act of cultural differentiation brought about by
the performance of Welsh as nonsensical, an emergent subject position—
Welsh—demands to be heard, if not by the English characters on stage,
then by the audience or some members of it.”39 Griffith’s views may easily
apply to Morgan. Morgan has something to say. Once we listen, perhaps
laugh, we might also come to understand his positive message. In fact,
the play’s title, The Valiant Welshman, suggests audiences will be asked to
listen to at least one Welshman, and that Welshman might be Morgan.
Characters and audience might listen to Caradoc, but it is Morgan who
demands to be heard and whose speech fills the aural space of the theater.
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The playwright challenges the listening ears of his audience from
the very start of the play; even before Morgan speaks, the audience is not
just asked but admonished to listen to Wales. R. A.’s prologue begins with
Fortune declaring:
Be dumbe you scornefull English, whose blacke
mouthes
Have dim’d the glorious splendor of those men,
Whose resolution merites Homer’s penne. (A4v)

This charge to be quiet and listen frames the play and is reiterated initially by the play’s first Welsh character, the “silver ton[ed]” Bardh (A4v)
who dramatically rises from his tomb, ascending to the strains of Welsh
harp music. His voice narrates the story of the Valiant Welshman with
the character of Morgan continuing the warning, Cassandra-like, tolling “Hark you me” at every opportunity. The Bardh reveres language and
clearly wants his story to be told without interruption. Within the first
fift y lines of the play, before he recounts the story of Caradoc, the Bardh
rebukes:
This onely doe I crave, that in my song,
Attention guyde your eares, silence your tongue.
Then know all you, whose knowing faculties
Of your diviner parts scorn to insist
On sensual objects, or on naked sense,
But on mans highest Alpes, Intelligence.
For to plebeyan wits, it is as good,
As to be silent, as not understood. (A4v–B1r)

The Bardh understands the importance of comprehension, something Morgan’s character wrestles with throughout the play and that the
Welsh inhabitants of London speaking in English with foreign accents
dealt with on a daily basis. The Bardh’s words also highlight larger themes
for Wales, England, and James’s Great Britain, those of comprehension
and understanding. The Bardh warns that if a person (or a culture or a
kingdom) is not listened to, then he is not understood and is thus silenced.
In the early modern period, Wales struggled against silence, neighbor to
comprehensible England, and James VI and I also struggled against “plebeyan wits” for understanding in his promotion of a Great Britain.
Griffith’s observation that England and the English refuse to hear
the Welsh is played out many times in the play with characters oblivious
to Morgan, but Morgan refuses to be ignored. For instance, in Morgan’s
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scene with the Roman messenger, Marcus Gallicus, discussed above, we
heard how Morgan reacted to the Roman. Indignant, annoyed, outraged, Morgan responds with characteristic Welsh-accented humor that
surrounds a Welsh threat against Caesar’s life, marked by Morgan’s signature “Harke you me.” Yet we might further examine how Morgan’s
message is received. To Morgan, Marcus Gallicus replies, “I understand
you not” (F3 v). Is Marcus Gallicus inept or simply refusing to understand? Is Morgan dismissed as a linguistic deviant, not worth the time to
comprehend, or is he ignored for the accuracy of his words? Morgan is,
after all, a noble Welshman, and Caradoc has proven that he can defeat
Caesar. Earlier in the play, Morion, Morgan’s son has asked his father,
“Why, I pray you, father, when did you heare a Gentleman of Wales tell
lyes?” (E1v). This line most likely generated laughter from the early modern English audience; however, this comic line includes some truth. The
Valiant Welshman asserts the worthiness and honesty of the Welsh people,
with noble Morgan and the Valiant Welshman, Caradoc, as examples. In
the play, Welshmen tell no lies though their words and deeds might be
ignored.
“[T]he performance of the Welsh accent as comically inarticulate,
heard only for its sound rather than listened to for its sense, is an exclusionary move on the part of the English stage”40 writes Huw Griffith. With
his Welsh-accented English, Morgan entertains the groundlings, but his
character also speaks to the whole disparate audience of the early modern
theater. Morgan’s exclamation, “Cads nayles! Cood people, doth Morgan
speake Hebrewes or no? Understand her not?” (F3v) may have been staged
as a direct address to the audience, specifically the “Cood people” listening on stage and in the audience from whom Morgan sought sympathy.
In response, the audience may have laughed, jeered and perhaps some did
hear, answering in yes’s or no’s. Morgan’s “Understand her not?” could
have been played over the top to the audience, delivered as a question or
spoken in disbelief. Performing these lines, the actor playing Morgan had
an opportunity for the audience to understand him, especially the groundlings, who might appreciate his plight—a figure asking others for comprehension—whether or not they fully understood his words. Morgan’s story
represents that of early modern Wales, one framed by the Acts of Union
and carried out as a struggle to be understood through the Tudor and then
the Stuart reigns. Morgan does not simply play the clown but provides
another entry into debate about language and civility in early modern
England. One way to deal with a familiar but at the same time foreign
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presence, even in one’s midst, was to totally ignore it, but Morgan’s language will not be ignored. What then, does R. A., through Morgan, want
the early modern audience to hear and what did they hear?
Morgan’s insistent “Hark you” throughout the play aligns him with
the play’s bardic narrator as both seek recognition and preservation of
Welsh history and culture through their words. In addition to sharing a
desire for understanding, Morgan also shares with the Bardh a common
purpose, to proclaim and counsel the prince, a purpose made even more
evident at the end of the play.
The word “bard” to the early modern English audience may have
connoted prophecy and mystical abilities, but if we look at bard in the
tradition of Wales—a bard similar to the one who begins the play—we
may add to this the definition of poet. Connected originally with the druids, the ancient Welsh bards were prophets and priests, the keepers of the
Welsh language and the cultural attributes of Wales. For the Welsh members of the early modern audience the label “bard” brought with it a noble
history and an unbroken tradition of poetry linked with military prowess
and kingship dating back to the first Welsh bards from the sixth century,
a history that remains unbroken to this day.41 The bards of sixth century
Wales were warrior poets connected to the Welsh courts, in seats of power,
with direct access to the prince himself and charged not only with preserving the purity of their poetic tradition but also with promoting the
prince, constructing the identity of their leader and his kingdom, and
recording the history of the period. They were wordsmiths and warriors,
involved in battle, fighting and recording events for posterity. When the
prince went to war, they would too, as imbedded reporters fighting and
observing for their prince. The Welsh bards catalogued battles, triumphs,
losses, and marked significant events in the lives of their princes in beautiful poetry. The most ancient of bards whose works survive include Aneirin
and Taliesin, writing and praising in the sixth century.42
R. A.’s Bardh functions as a traditional Welsh bard in the play. Like
the ancient bardic poets, this character crafts his own story of Caradoc,
inviting the audience to listen and learn from Caradoc’s life, warring
against those who would not. The Bardh frames the drama, controls the
action, and delivers the Epilogue. Endowed with the power of words,
attached to the court and charged with preserving culture and history, the
bards were granted special access and opportunity to advise the prince. The
Law of Hywel Dda was a system of laws documented during the reign of
Hywel Dda or Hywel the Good (d. 950), different from English Common
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law. Part of this system established court offices for advisors, counselors, the
clergy, and poets. The highest honor was given to the Pencerdd or head singer
who took his place beside the prince himself.43 Morgan, too, functions as
bard in the play, preserving the language and the culture of Wales through
his accent, his cultural endeavors, and his role as advisor and confidant to
the prince, Caradoc, charging all around to listen.
As bard, Morgan primarily preserves Welsh culture. It is he who
orchestrates a masque for the nuptials of Caradoc and Guinevere. In fact,
Morgan remakes the show into something decidedly Welsh. The role of
director aligns Morgan with another Stage Welshman, Sir Hugh Evans
from Shakespeare’s The Merry Wives of Windsor. Sir Hugh’s production
at the end of Merry Wives is also a masque of the Fairy Queen. A stage
direction reveals that Morgan’s show begins with four harpers, a dance,
and a Welsh song, although none of these entertainments is documented
in the text.44 The stage direction reads, “they daunce, and then the foole,
Earle Morgans sonne, falleth in loue with the Fayry Queene” (C2v). Other
characters comment on the masque before its performance. Octavian says,
“[Morgan] promised us some pleasant masking sight, / To crowne these
Nuptials with their due delight” (C2v), a couplet that suggests Morgan
will stage an enjoyable and appropriate show. Morgan’s son, Morion, also
has advance notice of the masque and responds to Octavian with, “Oh my
Lord, my father is comming to your Grace, with such a many of Damsons
and shee Shittle-cockes: They smell of nothing in the world but Rozin and
Coblers waxe; such a many lights in their heeles, & lungs in their hands,
aboue all cry, yfaith” (C2v), which does not bode well for the performance. We also hear Morion as he falls in love with the Fairy Queen herself:
“By my troth, my stomacke rumbleth at the very conceit of this Iamall
love, even from the sole of my head, to the crowne of the foote. Surely, I
will have, more acquaintance of that Gentlewoman; me thinks she daunceth like a Hobby-horse” (C2v–C3r). Unfortunately, we learn little else
about the masque other than that Morion is hungry and the performance included harp players, dancing, and Welsh music; thus, the text itself
silences some aspects of Welsh culture.
R. A. links Morgan with Welsh cultural endeavors but also fashions
him with other bardic attributes of commentary and guidance. At times
bard and at times jester, Morgan’s character treats the audience to bawdy
humor and political comment. For instance, Morgan jokes about playing
priest and fills his lines with sexual innuendo regarding the upcoming nuptials of Caradoc and Guinevere. Morgan says, “Priests! Cads blue-hood, I
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should be mad fellow to make Priests: for marke you now, my Lord: the
Priests say, Let no man put her asunder: thats very good. But believe mee,
and her will, it is a great deale petter to put her betweene; because the one
is a curse, and the fruites of the wombe is a great plessing” (C1v). Also,
in act one, scene four, Caradoc returns triumphant after beheading the
usurper, Monmouth. Morgan enters, presumably with Monmouth’s head
in a sack, and he jokes about this being a “Pig in a poke, bleeding new”
with Caradoc being the caterer or the cony catcher, and goes on to say,
“you were a great deale petter to kil al the Conyes in Wales, then they
to kill her” (B4v). Whether Morgan’s lines refer to the cony catching of
rabbits, gulls or prostitutes, Morgan’s humorous lines also have meaning
for Wales, and his satirical approach is something the bards were commissioned to use. Some bardic poems included biting satire that was meant to
incite physical harm.45 Morgan’s words may not cause harm but they provoke action. If playgoers really listen to what Morgan is saying throughout
the play, they hear one approach to Anglo-Welsh relations—listen to us
but leave us alone. In the midst of Morgan’s many Anglo-Welsh words,
slang and suggestive speech are concerns political in nature. Humorous
in accent, and most likely delivery, at the core Morgan speaks truths for
Wales. For instance, Morgan wonders why Rome is bothering with Wales
in the first place and declares if they continue to meddle with Wales, Wales
will fight back. Morgan questions Roman policy and threatens the life of
Caesar himself, both actions that could jeopardize Morgan. For instance,
in act four, scene one of the play when all seems to be at peace—the usurpers have been defeated, Caradoc’s bride, the aptly named Guinevere, has
been crowned queen of Cambria, and Caradoc’s sister has married the
admiring Gald of Bryttaine—Rome intrudes. Hearing the trumpet call
of the Roman messenger, Morgan exclaims, “I warrant her, tis for more
knocks on the pate. Romans call you her? Be Cad, scurvy Romanes, that
cannot let her alone, in her own Countries. Ile choke some of her with
cause bobby or drowne her in hogsheads of Perry and Metheglin” (B4v).
His reaction suggests Morgan understands very well what Rome may force
upon Wales. While Morgan’s remarks are humorous—he’s ready to retaliate with a Welsh remedy, cheese washed down with the Stage Welshman’s
favorite drink—to the listening ear, or at least to the ears that have heeded
Morgan’s own imperative to “Hark you me,” his words provide a more
telling truism. The Welsh will suffer at the hands of intruders, even when
the Welsh want to be left alone.46 R. A. gives this ethnically Welsh character power and meaning but hides that meaning in accent, much like
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Shakespeare’s treatment of the wise Fool in King Lear. Lear’s Fool tells the
truth consistently if only Lear will listen. Lear’s Fool has only puns, jokes,
and clever diction for his audience to decipher, but Morgan has more, his
Welsh accent, which doubly distances his meaning but also preserves him
from harm, and gives him more freedom to challenge authority without
suffering consequences for his subversive remarks. Largely, his AngloWelsh accent protects him so that he may function as bard in the play,
counseling Caradoc and warning Wales about intruders and usurpers.
Morgan fulfills his role as bard, upholding Welsh culture not only
through diction and dramatic function but also though counsel. The bards
fashioned their princes into worthy warriors through their words, or as
thirteenth century poet, Phylip Brydydd writes, “Gwneuthum it glod”
or “I made fame for you.”47 Companion and right-hand man to Caradoc,
Morgan advises his friend, just like the ancient bards advised their prince.
Caradoc’s best friend and foil, Morgan praises, cautions, and comments
on Caradoc’s actions for the good of the kingdom in the same way the
Cynfeirdd or the oldest poets of the princes praised and admonished the
rulers they attended. Morgan partly serves to demonstrate just how Welsh
Caradoc is. Through his colorful Anglo-Welsh Morgan often criticizes
Caradoc and indicates flaws in Caradoc’s abilities. Morgan’s imperative,
“Hark you me” reminds Caradoc and other assimilated Welshmen that
in a joined kingdom what is necessary is acknowledgement of all others,
in whatever form, Welsh or Scots, and that such acceptance need not be a
frightening thing. Morgan not only upholds Welsh cultural traditions and
understands Welsh politics, he also urges Caradoc to become the valiant
Welshman he is. The ethnically Welsh Morgan and his deeds lead Caradoc
on his way and enable him to become a model Welshman for the early
modern English audience and be named valiant Welshman at the end of
the play.
True to the role of Welsh bard, Morgan nevertheless discounts
many of Caradoc’s princely talents and reprimands him sometimes for
his inaction and sometimes for his inappropriate action. For instance, in
act one, scene three, with Caradoc and his warriors primed to avenge his
father and fight the usurping Codigune and his troops, instead of all-out
battle, to spare soldiers’ lives on both sides, Caradoc challenges Codigune
to one-on-one combat with poleaxes. Caradoc wins the fight and Morgan
quickly advises, “Cads blue-hood, beate out her praynes” (E3r) or in other
words, kill the usurper to rid the kingdom of Codigune once and for all.
Caradoc, benevolent warrior that he is, not only spares Codigune’s life,
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“that thou mayest live, to attone thy soule / Unto the angry heavens,”
(E3v) he gives him North Wales to rule. Codigune refuses Caradoc’s generous offer, choosing instead to live in the wilderness. However, he has
other plans and heads straight to Rome where he will join forces against
Caradoc once again. Later in the play a Roman messenger arrives demanding that Caradoc relinquish his kingdom to Codigune, now backed by
Rome, or face battle. Even before Caradoc has an opportunity to answer,
Morgan speaks, saying, “Harke you now, Cousin, Cads blue-hood, if you
had beate out her praynes, you had peene quiet. Shesu, more troubles and
fexashions! what a world is this?” (F4r) Had Caradoc listened to his bardic
friend, Codigune and Rome never would have posed a threat.
So interrelated, Morgan and Caradoc express the same sentiment,
even if one uses more words than needed and the other draws on borderline unintelligible speech to do so. Their combined discourse, with
Caradoc speaking in accepted English what Morgan says in his AngloWelsh, functions as a type of translation, but one that assesses Welshness
and demonstrates how much the bardic teacher has informed the pupil.
For instance, both Caradoc and Morgan seek vengeance for the death
of Caradoc’s father, Cadallan. Caradoc through classical allusions and
Morgan through colloquial expressions vow to accomplish the same
deed—they will find Monmouth and kill him. Morgan says, “Iesu Christ!
did hee send her uncle to Saint Peters and Saint Paules, and not suffer her
cousin Morgan to bid her Nos Dhieu? Harke you, Cousin, Ile seeke her
out be Cad, Farewell, Cousin, Ile make her pring packe her Nuncle with a
venshance” (B3v). Caradoc’s response is this:
Farewell, good Cousin, whilst I range about
The mangled bodies of this bloudy field,
To finde the Traitor forth, whose spotted soul
I’ll send posthaste unto that low Abiss
That with the snaky furies he may dwell,
And ease Prometheus of his paines in hell. (B3v)

Morgan’s fiery prose ignites more action than Caradoc’s flowery
poetry, but it is this poetry that makes Caradoc an acceptable and intelligible Welshman, one that others on the stage, in the audience and outside
the theater could appreciate because his language is familiar and accessible rather than humorous and possibly unintelligible. Again, in act two,
scene one, Caradoc and Morgan set out to subdue Rome to save Bryttaine.
Both men relay the same message with Morgan speaking three lines to
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Caradoc’s nineteen (C3 v–C4 r). Contrasted with each other time and
again are Caradoc’s diplomacy and Morgan’s ardor; Morgan acts and
Caradoc thinks. Matching these characters’ messages if not their rhetorical style, accent and approach, the playwright connects Caradoc to Wales.
Dynamic duo, avenger and sidekick, Caradoc and Morgan work together
for the good of Wales, one anglicizing his behavior and the other preserving in himself all aspects of what it means to be Welsh. Morgan’s accent
and diction remove him from notice; Caradoc, seeking approval and
agency, must remove any Welsh language remnants from hearing. Through
different methods of discourse, Caradoc waxing eloquently in acceptable
English, and Morgan ranting in Anglo-Welsh, these two characters speak
the same language, one overtly, the other subtly revealing their Welsh
identities.
Morgan’s breakthrough moment of comprehension comes in a confrontation with the designated “Clown” of the play. Echoing the gravedigger
scene from Hamlet, act four, scene three of The Valiant Welshman features
Morgan and Caradoc encountering rustics disposing of the traitor, Gloster’s,
body. Morgan comments that Gloster’s head be stuck on a pole, the favored
style of execution for enemies of the state. The Clown and he present a fiery
repartee arguing over Gloster’s body, until Caradoc intercedes.
MORGAN: You are a prattling Coxcombe, I would have his head mounted on a poale, for all false knaves to see and behold.
CLOWN: Why sir, you may see it now, and the rest shall see it hereafter.
MORGAN: The rest sir, mercy upon us, doe you reckon me a false knave?
by S. Davie I will melt a stone of tallow from your kidneyes.
CARADOC: Nay, good Sir Morgan.
MORGAN: Pray you Cousin, let me goe.
CLOWN: Let your Cousin, let him come, you shall have diggon of
Chymrade, I Warrant you.
MORGAN: Harke you, harke you Cousin, he speaks Brittish, by shesu, I
not strike him now, if he call me three knaves more. God plesse us,
if he do not speak as good Brittish, as any in Troy walles. Give me
both your right hands, I pray you, let us be friends for ever and ever.
CLOWN: Sir, you shall be friends with a man of credit then: for I have a
hundredth pound in blacke and white, simple as I stand here. (G2r)
By the sounds of the dialogue, the Clown and Morgan are ready
to come to blows, that is until Morgan hears the phrase “diggon of
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Chymrade,” to which Morgan responds with his signature, “Hark you,
hark you” this time gleefully spoken with an added familiar, “cousin.”
Morgan finally finds someone who will listen to him. A consequence of
recognition is friendship. Because Morgan and the Clown speak the same
language, they will be “friends forever.” The key to understanding comes in
the Clown’s Welsh expression, “diggon of Chymrade” an anglicized spelling of “diggon Cymraeg,” meaning in English “Enough of Welsh or Enough
Welsh.”
This bilingual exchange between Morgan and the Clown resembles
the conversation between Tim and the Welsh Gentlewoman in Thomas
Middleton’s play, A Chaste Maid in Cheapside, where comprehension
brings friendship and a special kind of union. In the play’s subplot, the
Yellowhammers attempt to marry their Cambridge-educated but dimwitted son, Tim, to the Welsh Gentlewoman. When they meet for the
first time, Tim and the Welsh Gentlewoman court and carry on in two
different languages incomprehensible to one another. Tim speaks Latin
and mistakes her Welsh language for Hebrew, a typical, humorous association with Welsh that R. A. makes earlier in his play (F3v).48 Through
his mother’s intervention Tim learns that the Welsh Gentlewoman “can
speak English, too” and with relief Tim replies: “Heart, and she can speak
English, I’ll clap to her, / I thought you’d marry me to a stranger“ (4.1.172,
174–75).49 In R. A.’s scene, through Caradoc’s intrusion, comes comprehension. Caradoc steps in, holding back Morgan so that his verbal barrage does not become physical. In response to a stifled Morgan, the Clown
reacts with a Welsh phrase and unlocks comprehension and friendship.
Significantly, Morgan’s exchange with the Clown also anticipates
the end of the play where Caradoc stands firm against Caesar and finally
Caesar “understands” him. Appropriate language either includes or
excludes. Captured and taken to Rome, Caradoc keeps resisting and will
not yield to Caesar’s demand to kneel at his feet, that is, until Caesar listens
to Caradoc and finally “understands” Caradoc’s language as it were, declaring, “So brave a Bryttaine hath not Caesar heard” (I4r). Caesar then recognizes Caradoc for who he is, the valiant Welshman who spared Caesar’s life
long ago.50 In act four, scene three, the Clown’s appropriate Welsh phrase
binds the two together just as Caradoc’s eloquent speech unites him with
Caesar. For the characters in both scenes once understanding occurs, all
is well. They listen and comprehend. But what a price is understanding?
Heard in one way, Morgan and the Clown’s debate offers a darker message,
especially if viewed with the relationship between Wales and England
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in mind. Depending on the staging, the Clown’s delivery of “diggon of
Chymrade” could be a threat, along the lines of an ominous “let him come,
you shall have diggon of Chymrade, I Warrant you. I will give you enough
Welsh” complete with shaking fist and snarling delivery. Or the line might
be another way to silence Morgan and Wales altogether. Or speaking for
the characters on the stage, fed up with Anglo-Welsh, and those in the
audience, tired of Morgan’s accent, the Clown’s hostile voice may be a way
to silence Morgan and Wales altogether. No matter how threateningly
the Clown delivers the line, however, Morgan will befriend the Clown,
even if he “call me three knaves more,” or in other words, Morgan is still
happy to have found someone who listens to him and understands that
he will endure further insults for friendship. A little acknowledgement
goes a long way.51 The act of hearing and thus understanding is so vital to
Morgan’s identity and to that of the Welsh people that they will accept
understanding, comprehension, and union at any price.
This victim mentality Morgan shares with Caradoc is played out in
much larger scale at the end of the play. In act five, scene five the captured
Caradoc stands up to Caesar and refuses to kneel, unwilling to acknowledge Caesar’s power. However, acknowledgement and comprehension do
not lie with Caradoc but with Caesar. Caesar sees the lion necklace around
Caradoc’s neck, a token of friendship he gave him years before in battle, and recognizes Caradoc as the warrior who spared his life long ago.
When recognition comes, Caesar seemingly gives Caradoc all, allowing
him safe passage home and the opportunity to rule in peace, joined with
Rome. Others might see Caradoc as a beneficiary of empire, advancing in
the regime because Caesar has understood who he is, granting him power
by acknowledging his identity. Once recognized and listened to, Caradoc
stops talking and the play ends. Both Morgan and Caradoc will accept any
treatment, good or ill, as long as they are understood. But both Morgan
and Caradoc tolerate others’ behaviors without fully understanding their
ramifications. The comprehension realized between Caesar and Caradoc
at the end of the play is an uneasy one, leaving Wales contained, confined, and controlled. Although Caesar proclaims “everlasting peace and
unity,” what peace and unity are left for Caradoc, who is chiefly a pawn to
Caesar, because Caesar has allowed Caradoc to be free? For Caradoc and
Bryttaine, with understanding comes tolerance, acceptance, and subservience. Morgan, at least, is a knowing victim to comprehension, with Morgan
managing a little better as he acknowledges the price of understanding,
conceding, “I not strike him now, if he call me three knaves more” (G2r).
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Embodied in two valiant Welshmen, Caradoc and Morgan, R. A.
presents the tension between assimilation and the perpetuation of culture
at a time when writers sought out ancient Wales to endorse the identity of
early modern Britain and at a time when Scotland and England were wrestling with similar issues. The audience hears Caradoc’s anglicized Welsh
voice on stage, providing one sound of assimilation, but they also hear the
saucy yet commanding voice of Morgan. Caradoc is the seasoned, perhaps “Bosworth Blind”52 Tudor Welshman, accepting of others’ treatment
of him and dealing with circumstances imposed on him. Morgan is the
ancient, active warrior Wales. Morgan is a Welsh character against indifference whose bombast reminds playgoers that ancient Wales still exists,
the Wales of bards, harps and cynghanedd,53 a foreign Wales, with strange
people practicing alien customs and speaking English in unfamiliar ways,
as well as the quaint Wales of sheep-filled mountains governed by those
accepting of all things English, so much so that they speak with an English
tongue themselves. In its broader scope, The Valiant Welshman speaks to
James’s unification plans and his use of Wales as a model for assimilation;
through the character of Morgan the play dramatizes another Wales that
is courageous, capable, successful, and linguistically and culturally sound
and still around. The first words out of his mouth in the play are “Harke
you me,” and from this beginning he establishes himself as a champion of
Wales, challenging others to “leave your whimbling” (B2r) and fight for
identity. In his colorful, colloquial speech he requires people to listen and
moves them to act. Morgan is a distinctly different figure, a true native
Welshman fighting to maintain an identity in the face of invaders who
reminds the skeptical early modern English audience, wary of Scots and
changes to their way of life, that union need not mean dismissal, erasure,
or extinction of the other’s culture, customs, or very existence.
Through the characters of Morgan and Caradoc, R. A. embodies both visions of Wales. For those viewing The Valiant Welshman as a
metaphor for English/Scottish relations and James’s quest for union,
Morgan reminds us that multiple Scots exist, too, equivalents of Caradoc,
Gloster, and Cadallan. Some anti Scots rhetoric was regional rather than
national, with lowlanders trying to disassociate themselves from highlanders.54 This inner prejudice among the Scots added to the complexities
of union. Morgan’s character addresses some of these prejudices as well
because he stands against any, even those of his own country who cannot
understand what he is saying. The Valiant Welshman demonstrates that in
hailing ancient Wales as example, those interested in union cannot simply
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anglicize the leader, converting him into an English prince, nor can they
view ancient Wales as Welsh people living in what is not Wales, acting as
though they are English, erasing all other traces of Welsh culture, including language. James’s Wales is ancient and mighty, yes, but also an acquiescing and tolerant Wales under the Tudors, accepting the Acts of Union
and working within those bounds. To claim Wales as a model, unionists
must listen to all of what ancient Wales offers. Welsh cultural heritage is
not entirely negated nor dismissed nor silenced but included and broadcast, sometimes very loudly with his imperative “Hark You,” the strains of
the harp, the Welsh song. In fact, the playwright establishes in Morgan
both loquaciousness and musical abilities, traits that made the Welsh “a
distinctly aural Other” and “that to English ears, were the very qualities
that made the Welsh Welsh.”55 He blusters and inflames the action with
his flamboyant words and fiery pronunciations; for the most part, he is
a character whose language usage, customs and idiosyncrasies are recognized and admired for what they contribute to the whole of the kingdom.
The Valiant Welshman is indeed fiction, something to entertain an
audience, and a mostly homogeneous English audience at that. The play
nonetheless offers up Welshness not simply for the English to laugh at or
criticize. In fact, R. A. places Wales on stage not only as comic relief but
also as dramatic core and in doing so, the play reveals some truths about
union, truths Morgan’s character tries to tell other characters on stage. The
Valiant Welshman simultaneously erases and promotes Welshness, erasing
distinct Welsh attributes and idiosyncrasies in the character of Caradoc
while affirming them in the character of Morgan. Caradoc, with his unaccented English speech, his slowness to act, his honesty, presents a more
palatable version of Welshness for the English to embody, emulate and
embrace. Marisa R. Cull likens Morgan to Fluellen and notes that he “functions as a sort of ‘alternative Welshness’ within the play” and “highlights
Caradoc’s special role as a model for an English Prince of Wales.”56 Within
these two valiant Welsh representatives R. A. stages two contending visions
of Wales, one an anglicized acquiescent Wales, a space where no one speaks
Welsh and even the leader agrees to confinement and restriction as a means
to appease and camouflage his own identity, and the other a Wales, ancient,
unbound, resistant, possessing the art, culture, and language of the kingdom whose poetic heritage remains unbroken from the sixth century.
Like the sound of bagpipes today, the harp music the Bardh ushers in marks the boundaries of culture just as much as Morgan’s own
accent. When he speaks, Morgan voices authority and national identity
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with every word. While Morgan adds humor, he also fosters Welsh culture because he opens his mouth. The Anglo-Welsh speech of the comical, politically astute and militarily adept Morgan, Noble Earl of Anglesey,
alternate to Caradoc, saturates the stage and keeps the audience listening to Wales. In contrast to the placid Caradoc, Morgan’s stage presence
and his speech demand audience attention. The playwright recovers and
preserves a remnant of Wales in Morgan who embodies the problematic
side effects of union like language, culture, way of life, especially when he
opens his mouth. Morgan’s Welsh accented English is an aural reminder
of difference. Throughout the play, Morgan, that at times annoying voice,
reminds the early modern audience how different yet heroic the Welsh are.
Caradoc’s character, alongside Morgan’s, prompts the audience that difference need not be undesirable. Caradoc’s anglicized Welsh voice finally
brings him power as he resumes his status as Prince of Wales, but without
Morgan and his Welsh accented English and military prowess, Caradoc
would have no nation to rule. Caradoc stands firm against Caesar who
hears a civil version of ancient Wales from him; Morgan survives Roman
invasion and upholds the isle militarily. What’s left on the island at the
end of act five, scene four is a contemporary utterance of what it means
to be Great Britain in 1610, a blending of voices and peoples to preserve
individual and communal identity. Morgan upholds Wales, Gald is named
leader in Caradoc’s absence, and all work together. Such a union was what
James desired, separate but equal nations able to cooperate with each
other and accept difference. Within the early modern geopolitical landscape, Morgan’s character provides a voice for Wales, commonly demanding a hearing, preserving Welsh culture, and pushing forward, despite any
obstacles. Linguistically challenged Morgan may be, but he offers another
compelling model for leadership, despite and through his thick Welsh
accent. Morgan says something important in the play and for the early
modern audience. His bombastic phrasings, base sentiment and prophetic
warnings present a fuller picture and aural reminder of what it means to be
a valiant Welshman or a united Scotsman in a new Great Britain.
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Chapter 5

What’s in a Name? Wales and James’s
Great Britain

T

HE VALIANT WELSHMAN CULMINATES in naming, and it is
significant that Caesar names Caradoc Welsh only at the very end of
the play. The naming of Caradoc sneaks up on the audience who might not
catch what has just happened. The noble Welshman who dons the disguise
of Bryttaine and is mistaken for Bryttish quite frequently throughout the
play is finally accepted for who he is, a valiant Welshman.
The naming and renaming that occurs in the play recalls the naming process that became so onerous as James sought a Great Britain.
James chose the name Great Britain because it tapped into the ancient
nature of the realm over which he now ruled and one that encompassed
all the nations, England, Scotland, and Wales on the island. But James’s
appeal for union necessitated a reclamation of the whole isle as “British,”
a “Britain” that borrowed the history of the ancient Britons, the Welsh
themselves whose island this space had traditionally been, and that incorporated both the English and the Scots into that name, space and people.
The incorporation rather than distinction the name conveyed was at the
heart of people’s problems with it. The name Britain was a sensible choice,
and one James’s fellow Scotsman, John Mair, claimed for the Scots as well.
In Historia Maioris Britanniae (1521) he writes: “all who were born in
Britain are Britons ... Hence all the part of the island which is held by
the king of the southern island is called the kingdom of England, and
the remaining part the kingdom of Scotland. Nevertheless, all these are
Britons.”1
One wonders whether, if James had chosen a different name for
his unified England and Scotland, perhaps his great kingdom would have
been recognized and accepted in his own lifetime. Under James, “Britain”
identified not simply a geographical location but a cultural and political
body. Geoffrey of Monmouth selected “Britain” to be the island’s original name and his concocted origin story connects the isle with ancient
Troy and specifically with Brutus, who allegedly set sail from Troy and
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settled on the island. Assuming leadership, Brutus leaves the land he conquered to his sons, dividing the island between England, Scotland, and
Wales, the three distinct territories and peoples inhabiting the island at
the time of James’s ascent to the English throne. Book 2, Chapter 1 of
Geoffrey’s History of the Kings of Britain details this division: “Locrin, the
eldest, possessed the middle part of the island, called afterwards from his
name Loegria. Kamber had that part which lies beyond the river Severn,
now called Wales, but which was for a long time named Kambria; and
hence that people still call themselves in their British tongue Kambri.
Albanact, the younger brother, possessed the country he called Albania,
now Scotland.”2 Although Geoffrey’s history had been long questioned,
especially by Polydore Vergil in his 1534 Anglica Historia, the inclusivity
of Geoffrey’s term was one reason James chose the name Britain in the
first place. James’s preferred name, “Great Britain,” also pays tribute to the
ancient world when there was a Britain to rule.
The geopolitical landscape of The Valiant Welshman is divided
along similar lines to that of Geoffrey’s ancient Britain, with kingdoms
representing northern, southern and western territories on the island,
but the terms used to distinguish the island’s inhabitants fail to align
with the nomenclature associated with Roman Britain. The original
Britons, predecessors of the Welsh inhabiting the island, the playwright
calls Welsh. To begin the drama, Wales is not the Wales of early modern England but divided into many kingdoms which Caradoc unites.
Anglesey, the furthest western point in Wales, is represented by the ethnically Welsh Morgan; the Marches, a border land and point of contention
under Henry VIII, a location of blending, agreeing, and compromising,
is held first by Cadallan and later his son, the valiant Welshman himself,
Caradoc. Octavian oversees North Wales. The Earl of Monmouth appears
in the play, a character whose name indicates a southern border region of
Wales, birthplace of Henry V and specifically territory that was part of
the Marches. England is erased, transformed, however anachronistically
and inaccurately, into “Bryttaine,” “Brittayne,” “Brytayne,” “Brittish,” or
“Bryttish,” ruled by Gederus. The Duke of Cornewall and Earle of Gloster
also name prominent territories. Representing the northern area of the
island sits the land of York, the territory closest to Scotland held by the
ineffective Venusius and his wife, the crafty Cartamanda.
The shadowy figure of Rome pervades the play as the main enemy
and superior power who craves more territory and tribute. Imposing this
landscape on the early modern map of the island inhabited by England,
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Scotland, and Wales, the kingdoms which James wanted to unite, we see
fairly easy parallels as the geography of the play features all the players
in the union debate. Geographically, Morgan is aligned with James, as
both come down from the furthest northern reaches to join others and
unify the island against a common enemy, in Morgan’s case, Rome, and in
James’s case the rest of Europe.3 Caradoc, Prince of March, is already associated with union. Ultimately, R. A.’s play centralizes Wales, through its
protagonist and through its plot line; Wales controls, shapes, and defends
all. This plot might seem laughable to some, but from the beginning the
audience is asked to tolerate this Welsh tale. If the audience reads more
into the plot some may find that a Celtic powerhouse aids and protects
a subordinate kingdom—read Scotland as the Celtic powerhouse and
England as the subordinate kingdom, and you have within R. A.’s play the
story of James and his union of crowns and parliaments.
In The Valiant Welshman Wales is the powerhouse inhabiting the
isle, a viable threat to Rome. In fact, a weakened Bryttaine, governed by
Gederus, asks Wales for help in defeating the Romans. In reward for this
assistance Gederus vows “to tye / Himselfe to Wales, in bonds of amity”
(C3v). In other words, these two countries and peoples will connect. By
tying together the two realms “in bonds of amity” the play mimics the
alliance James seeks between Scotland and England. Although these two
kingdoms unite to resist Rome, the play continues to separate Wales from
“Bryttaine” or what an early modern audience would have recognized as
England. For instance, when Codigune captures Wales, the choric Bardh
moves the action and location of the play, distinguishing between “the
Firmament of Wales,” and “Bryttayne,” where Caradoc was “thrice welcomed.”
Here leave we them a while:
And now to Bryttayne let us steare the course
Of our attention, where this worthy Sunne
That shines within the Firmament of Wales,
Was like himselfe, thrice welcom’d. (D1r)

In act two, scene three, Gederus, King of Bryttaine, welcomes Welsh emissaries, specifically Caradoc and his men:
Once more, brave Peeres of Wales, welcome to
Bryttayne,
Herein Octavian shewes his kingly love,
That in this rough sea of invasion,
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When the high swelling tempests of these times
Oreflow our Bryttish banks, and Cesars rage,
Like to an Inundation, drownes our land,
To send so many warlike Souldiours,
Conducted by the flowres of famous Wales.
Now Cesar when thou dar’st, wee are prepared.
Brittaines would rather die, then be outdared. (D1r–
D1v)

By keeping Wales and Bryttaine autonomous, separate but willing
to work together to protect the other, the playwright defies incorporation
and challenges unionist critics who wanted no associations with the “down
and out Welsh.” Gederus further separates his Bryttaine from Wales.
Having been given reason not to trust Caradoc and the Welsh, Gederus
vows to fight Rome alone: “now Bryttaines fight, / Like Brutus sonnes, for
freedome and for right” (D1v). Brutus divided the island among his sons,
Locrin, Albanact, and Kamber, or England, Scotland, and Wales, who
lived separately in peace, that is, according to Geoffrey of Monmouth,
until Humber, King of the Huns killed Albanact and his brothers waged
war against him.4 Whether Gederus’s simile is meant to satisfy Caradoc
or rally his own troops into fighting together, the allusion recalling not
Brutus but Brutus’s sons reminds us not of Brutus’s one Britain but of his
separation of the kingdom, a divided realm that joins together for protection. Distinction between Wales and Bryttaine occurs elsewhere in the
play. In act three, scene one, a messenger reports that, “My Lord, Prince
Caradoc, returned from Brittaine, / Is with his army marching hitherwards” (E1r). Having left Bryttaine, Caradoc descends upon the usurper,
Codigune, with his Welsh army. In act four, scene seven, York talks of the
Bryttaines’ wars with Rome and that Wales and Rome have “beg[u]n fresh
bleeding war” (H1v), thus distinguishing between the battles Rome wages
with distinct entities on the island.
On the periphery of the geographical landscape of the play is the
north, called York. Those who rule the northern territory of the isle,
Venusius, Duke of York, and his wife Cartamanda, see the distinctions
between Bryttaine and Wales as well and they are separate from them.
Not only separated geographically from Wales and Bryttaine, York is also
separated politically in its alliance with Rome, prepared to “pay my love,
as tribute unto Rome” (H1v–H2r) rather than fight. Venusius fears Rome
and is quick to follow Roman rule, although he has some misgivings about
this tributary relationship:
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But yet I grieve, that such intestine iarre
Is falne betwixt such an heroike Prince,
As is the King of Wales, and powerfull Rome. (H1v–
H2r)

York pays Rome tribute but also has an affinity with his Welsh comrades on the isle, especially its prince, and ultimately joins Caradoc’s cause,
presenting a united island in combat with Rome.
Conspicuously absent from the play is “England” itself. At first
it seems there is a conscious erasure of England and English in the play
with few mentions of the name and the people at all. In fact, the words
“England” or “English” appear only once or twice, respectively. The term
“English” appears in the Preface to the 1615 text, when the playwright
seeks a story to tell among “Princes of our English Nation.” (A3r) Within
the play proper “England” or “English” is a bad word. Early in the play,
Fortune uses the term “scornefull English” (A4v) to reprimand a myopic
audience unwilling to hear a story about someone other than one of their
own. The final mention of “England” is a bawdy reference to English
women from none other than the colorful Morgan. Having rescued
Octavian, King of North Wales, from the usurper, Monmouth, Caradoc
receives a kingdom and a bride, rewarded with Octavian’s daughter and
his territory. Ever the gentleman, Caradoc will marry her only if she consents to the union. Caradoc, like James, wants no arranged marriage but
mutual consent for union to occur.5 In response, Morgan says, “Her consent, Cousin Caradoc, I warrant her there is never a Lady in England, but
consent to give prike and prayse to a good thing; goe you together: I warrant her” (C1r).6 His words are a not so veiled reference to union and the
pleasurable benefits it brings. Ultimately, the play does its part to market
Britishness by all but eliminating England from the landscape. However
few the uses of “England” or “English,” this seeming neglect of what is
England or English only serves to mask but not remove Englishness in
the play.
Despite the clear marks of Wales, Bryttaine, and Rome, as the play
progresses, keeping track of where we are or who we are becomes difficult, and perhaps that is the point. For all the unifying and combining
that occur in the play, James’s proposed unified name “Britain” remains
quite slippery. Does the term recall Ancient Britain, label early modern
England, or designate James’s proposed “Great Britain?” Early modern
playgoers might hear the name “Bryttaine” and may be reminded of King
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James’s proposed name of a united realm, but as it is applied throughout the play, the name Bryttaine, like England itself, isolates and separates peoples. “Bryttaine” is never the label for the island the historical
Caratacus actually ruled but conceals an early modern England, separate
and distinct from Wales and from York or the northerners, representing
also the Scots. Bryttaine is always England and never the all-inclusive new
yet old title James wanted Scotland and England to accept. Bryttaine is
never once Wales. Or Scotland for that matter. The name subsumes and
incorporates Wales and others on the isle. In fact, the Welsh are often
mistaken for Bryttaines. Bryttaine in the play means sometimes the geographical early modern England itself and sometimes its people, but never
the ancient Britons, the first inhabitants on the island, the original Welsh
who successfully fought off Roman incursion. Even though The Valiant
Welshman takes place in that ancient world, the Bryttaine spoken of is
never the whole isle but simply a reappropriated name for England, and
England only.
Apart from the play, the term “Britain” from its inception has been
a curious one. In his 1999 compendium, The Isles, charting the history of
the United Kingdom, Norman Davies wrestles with the term “Britain”
showing how dangerous it can be. His history starts with the most ancient
of peoples inhabiting what today is called the United Kingdom. The
Celts, predecessors of the early modern Welsh, he says, “laid great store
on language and on the culture which the language conveyed,”7 attributes
Morgan’s character maintains. Davies also finds that these ancient Celts are
either subsumed or ignored, as R. A. attests to in his letter to the reader;
here he reveals that he is inspired to write The Valiant Welshman to fill a
gap. From early times, there is an exchange in the naming of Britain, as the
English, always appropriating, take Britain to name themselves as well as
the isle. In his essay, “The Fashioning of Britain,” John Morrill identifies
the “nasty English habit” of using the term “British” too freely, as a substitute for “English,” citing William Camden’s Britannia (1586) and John
Milton in his History of Britain (1670) as frequent offenders.8 With his
play The Valiant Welshman, R. A. may be added to this list of the guilty.
Alan MacColl contends that Shakespeare falls prey to this problem as
well. What John of Gaunt dubs the whole isle of Britain, “This Sceptered
isle, this England” (emphasis mine) “reflects a commonly held perception
of the geographical separation of the territories of England (or England
and Wales) and Scotland.”9 MacColl looks further back to Geoffrey of
Monmouth himself as falling prey to substituting Britain for England.
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In his article “The Meaning of ‘Britain’ in Medieval and Early Modern
England” MacColl notes a mistake on Geoffrey of Monmouth’s part in
his History of the Kings of Britain: “There is a fascinating moment in the
Historia when Geoffrey himself forgets his conception of Britain as the
whole island and refers to ‘the wall that the emperor Severus had formerly
built between Britain and Scotland ... (199; 277). This is Hadrian’s wall.’”
MacColl partly defends Geoffrey’s mistake, suggesting that in distinguishing between Britain and Scotland, Geoffrey was referring to “the practical
limits of Roman Britannia,” but MacColl also acknowledges that Geoffrey
could have chosen other placenames, such as “Albania” or “Caledonia,”
but because he does not, he believes “that the habit of identifying ‘Britain’
with the kingdom of England was already beginning to form.”10
Robert J. C. Young also sees the name “Britain” as a way to mask
Anglocentrism, 11 a behavior that seems to start with the Tudors and
Stuarts. “British” is also the name “imposed” by the English on the nonEnglish. 12 Gargi Bhattacharyya observes, “In terms of power relations
there is no difference between British and English.” 13 Discussing J. R.
Jones in Pryndeindod (1966) Dewi Z. Phillips writes that the idea of
Britishness “tempts the Welsh to believe they can participate on equal
terms within the framework of Britishness, and yet they are also aware of
the unreality of this hope.”14 Young’s and Phillips’s comments shed light
on what happens in The Valiant Welshman. R. A. dramatizes what later
writers see as a “nasty English habit”15 or a calculated labeling. However
separate and separated Bryttaine and Wales are in the play, as the drama
unfolds, Bryttaine plus Wales equals Britain, and in such addition, the two
participants establish an uneasy relationship, especially on the part of the
xenophobic Bryttish.
Although Bryttaine serves as a substitute for early modern England
in R. A.’s drama, the transferable terminology he establishes in the play
has continued for centuries, so that reading the play today, when we see
“Bryttaine” we most likely think “England.” The Wales and Berwick
Act of 1746, which stated that the word “England” in legal documents
would also encompass Wales, helped further inclusion, absorption, and
ultimately, erasure. Although the Wales and Berwick Act was repealed in
1967 as part of the Welsh Language Act,16 which gave the Welsh language
equal status with English, some may use the names “Britain,” “England,”
“Scotland,” and “Wales,” interchangeably, engaging in the dance of naming
that James participated in when he chose Great Britain, recalling ancient
Briton for his united kingdom.
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The playwright defends James’s choice of name and deflects those
saying they do not like being associated with the inferior Welsh. Even
though the playwright proclaims the Valiant Welshman in the play, the
tables are turned and, prophetically on the playwright’s part, the Welsh
are subsumed into “Bryttaine,” the name that James wanted and that from
1707 until now has been used all too interchangeably with England to
represent all who inhabit the island. In naming early modern England
“Bryttaine” the playwright simultaneously looks backward to Ancient
Britain, jumps forward to James’s desired but still unattained new Great
Britain, and prophetically realizes a time to come when “Britain” or
“England,” for better or worse, mean one and the same. For the early modern English audience watching the play, seeing characters adopt the title
and disguise of Bryttaine fosters James’s union and gives his name of choice
more credence. Caradoc becomes associated with Bryttaine, not Wales,
and this connection elevates the name James wants for his new union. For
James and his intent on furthering his own idea of Great Britain, certainly
a play featuring a Welsh prince taking on the new name of British helps
promote the appellation. However, by using the name favored for James’s
new union, the playwright seemingly usurps Wales’s own ancient British
identity and contributes to this nasty habit.17
Through this malleability of the term “Britain,” The Valiant
Welshman explores the loss of identity that Scotland feared would occur if
it accepted parliamentary alliance with its partner kingdom. In fact, once
connections with Bryttaine are made, distinction between Bryttaine and
other peoples on the island vanishes and all become Bryttish, which is
exactly what the English themselves feared in James’s union. Separate entities, Wales and Bryttaine, fight Rome, but two distinct peoples, English
and Welsh, are blended, merged into Bryttish and mistaken for each other,
thus erasing or neglecting the unique identities of both. This side effect
of union was a real concern for the Scots and for many English as they
contemplated and speedily rejected a united kingdom. At first The Valiant
Welshman corroborates that fear. Wales joins Bryttaine to fight Rome,
and the distinct naming of the diverse regions of the isle becomes murky.
Act five, scene three begins with a union of troops as Venusius of York
and Gald of Bryttaine join the leaders of Wales to battle the Romans. By
act five, scene four, these distinct entities have been subsumed into one.
Speaking to these troops assembled before the final battle the Roman lieutenant, Ostorius, reminds them that their Welsh avenger, Caradoc, has
been captured.
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Now Bryttaines, though the wrongs done to this
Prince,
And to our selves, deserve a sharpe revenge;
Yet, for wee pitty the eff usion
And havocke that these cruell broyles intend,
Once more in peace we crave this Princes right,
Which your weake Army can no way detayne.
Perhaps you stand upon the idle hopes
Of Caradoc: Know then, you are deceyved:
For hee’s our prisoner, and to Rome is sent (I2v)
(emphasis added to the first line).

Although Ostorius addresses all the troops—presumably soldiers
that represent Wales, York, and Bryttaine—he begins by referencing
“Bryttaines,” singling them out for ease of reference or because he views all
three groups of soldiers as the same.
For many a “Great Britain” left a grand England and no Scotland.
Caradoc’s brother’s story is an example of such erasure. Constantine, the
Welsh prince and brother to Caradoc, is an incidental character who
speaks few lines but who the playwright finally employs in act five, scene
four in the grand battle to protect the island. Here three separate clashes
occur on stage. Constantine fights the Roman Standard Bearer in one of
them.
CONSTANTINE: Lay downe that haggard Eagle, and submit
Thy Romane Colours to the Bryttaines hands:
Or by that mighty Mover of the Orbe,
That scourges Romes Ambition with revenge,
Ile plucke her haughty feathers from her backe,
And with her, bury thee in endlesse night.
STANDARDBEARER: Know, Bryttaines, threats unto a Romane brest
Swell us with greater force, like fire supprest,
If thou wilt have her, winne her with thy Armes.
They fight, and Constantine winneth the Eagle, and waveth it about.
(I3r)
Both the Roman and the Welshman in this scene use the term
“Bryttaines” but do they name the same peoples? Constantine, brother to
Caradoc, asks the Roman Standard Bearer to give up his flag and “submit
/ thy Roman Colours to the Bryttaines hands.” During their encounter,
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Constantine names himself Bryttish. In this naming is Constantine fighting for Bryttaine and representing Bryttaine, asking for the flag on behalf
of Bryttaine, or does he see himself as a Bryttaine? Fighting for and with
the Bryttaines, Constantine may indeed identify himself as Bryttish or he
may simply be referring to the people for whom he fights. Whether or not
Constantine sees himself as a “Bryttaine,” the Standard Bearer does, viewing Constantine and Bryttaine as all one, and he replies to Constantine
with “Know, Bryttaines” (emphasis added). Constantine is subsumed
into Bryttaine even though his Welsh brother has been the avenger. The
Roman Standard Bearer’s naming is the typical misnaming the Welsh and
Scots have become used to throughout the centuries.
Their fight is not over, on the battlefield or through their discourse, but the outcome of Constantine and the Standard Bearer’s battle
is unpleasant for both. The fact that the two kill each other off may be a
telling reminder of the consequences of misidentification—blurred identity means Constantine does not know who he is and, possibly as a result,
he dies. The Roman Standard Bearer, unable or unwilling to distinguish
between Welsh and Bryttish, pays the consequences for his inaccuracy
with his life.
Th is fluid interchange between British and Welsh functions positively in the play as well, a message that supports what James was trying to
achieve with his choice of name for a united kingdom. Especially through
the character of Caradoc, R. A. demonstrates that the term British is not
exclusive and may include and encompass other ethnic identities as well, a
positive message for union James’s subjects needed to know.
As Kirsti Bohata writes, “‘British’ may well be a label ‘imposed’ on
the non-English by the English, but it is also one chosen by those wishing to claim they belong to the island without identifying themselves as
English, or for that matter as Welsh or Scottish. It is also an identity that
is claimed in addition to these identities.”18 The term “Briton” became
popular, according to Gwyn A. Williams, with the “more nice-minded”
choosing the hybrid term “Cambro-Briton.”19 Caradoc dons the disguise
of a Bryttish soldier and also becomes British, claiming the dual identity a
united Great Britain offers everyone. Being Bryttish is a conscious choice
for Caradoc. Weak and ineffectual, Gederus’s Bryttainye begs Wales to
come to its rescue. Caradoc agrees to help. Gederus has his doubts about
Caradoc’s combat abilities and allegiance and asks Caradoc and his troops
to remain on a hill while Gederus and his soldiers fight Rome. Unwilling
to wait and determined to help, Caradoc initially chooses a Bryttish iden-
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tity so he may fight. He battles for the island disguised as a Bryttaine, and
as a Bryttaine, Welsh Prince Caradoc captures Caesar in act two, scene four
CLAUDIUS: Hold, valiant Bryttaine, hold thy warlike hands.
CARADOC: Then yeeld thy selfe, proud Romane,
Or by those gods the Bryttaines doe adore,
Not all thy Romane hoste shall save thy life. (D2r)
Caradoc maintains his disguise and conceals his own identity, calling himself a “Bryttayne” rather than revealing that he is a Welshman and
Welsh prince. This lowly Bryttish disguise Caesar accepts and expands, as
he provides Caradoc with a token of friendship: “Here, worthy Bryttayne,
take this golden Lyon” (D2v). Why does Caradoc not reveal himself ? Is
this an identity crisis on Caradoc’s part? Is he so loyal a soldier, fighting
for the Bryttaines, that he becomes Bryttish? At first, Caradoc’s choice
to assume a cloak of Bryttishness, presumably to ensure his safety and to
protect himself, also erases his own Welsh identity.
Caradoc’s choice to be Bryttish is an adaptation, and later he resumes
his own Welsh identity, hiding from the Romans in York. Knowing
Caradoc is Welsh, Cartamanda, Duchess of York, turns him over to the
Romans, but not without a fight. Ostorius, the Roman Lieutenant, forces
Caradoc’s surrender and calls him “noble Welshman” (I1r). Captured as a
Welshman, Caradoc and his family are taken to Rome. Although he is captured as a Welshman, the Romans either dismiss his Welshness or forget
about it by the time Caradoc reaches Rome. Ushering in the prisoners he
has captured from his last conquest, Caesar names them “Bryttish.”
Now famous Rome, that lately lay obscurde
In the darke cloudes of Bryttish infamy,
Appeares victorious in her conquering Robes,
......................................
Bring forth these Bryttish Captives: Let them kneele
For mercy, and submit to Cesars doome. (I3v)

For the past few years since Rome’s unsuccessful attempt to make
Bryttaine pay tribute, when Caradoc and Caesar passed a token of friendship, Rome and Wales have presumably been fighting. Venusius of York
has remarked “That Wales and Rome begin fresh bleeding war” (H1v).
Has Caesar not realized that Rome was fighting Wales? Has Caesar not
known that Caradoc is Welsh? Until the more powerful Wales aids the
helpless Bryttaine and continues to keep the Romans at bay, Caradoc and
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Wales have had no ties or dealings with Rome. Their fight is really a
“Bryttish” one, with their sole purpose to help Bryttaine to keep Rome
away and avoid the tribute the Bryttaines owe to Rome. Thus, Caesar
may not completely understand who he has been fighting or who he has
captured. However, Caesar should know that his prisoners are Welsh,
especially since his lieutenant, Ostorius, has named Caradoc as such. In
the final act of the play the Romans erase Welsh identity, subsuming it
into Bryttish, something that happens to people living in the British Isles
today, with British an interchangeable word for English. Caesar, too, contributes to this “nasty English habit” of blending identity, adopting the
term “Bryttish” to name Caradoc and the rest of those he has been fighting. Caesar’s words denoting Rome’s triumph, “Now famous Rome, that
lately lay obscured / In the darke cloudes of Bryttish infamy, Appeares victorious” I3v seem to subsume Wales into Bryttaine, something he continues by naming the ethnically Welsh prisoners the Romans have captured
“Bryttish” captives. This exchange of Welsh for Bryttish demonstrates
Caesar’s ignorance, blind neglect, or dismissal of those on the island as one
and the same.
For the early modern audience, Caesar considering Caradoc a captive “Bryttaine” elevates James’s choice of name and honors the “Britain”
that union would establish, where all territories and peoples on the island
are combined, but this naming also erases Wales altogether, forgotten and
left in the previous scene represented by a Welsh-accented Morgan and
a dead Constantine. Caesar’s negligent naming is not the end, however,
and in Caradoc’s final moments on stage, the character defies Caesar and
achieves a renaming and a reclamation of his Welsh identity.
R. A.’s Caesar backs into Welshness just as the playwright himself
has done in both his cumbersome, twenty plus word title and his letter
accompanying the 1615 text of The Valiant Welshman. Here, R. A. repeats
Caesar’s renaming of Caradoc that he dramatizes on stage: “I searched the
Chronicles of elder ages, wherein I found amongst divers renowned persons, one Brittish Prince, who of his enemies, received the title of Valiant
Brittaine, his name was Caradoc, he was King of Siluria, Ordonica, and
March, which Countries are now called, South-Wales, North-Wales and
the Marches; and therefore being borne in Wales, and King of Wales, I
called him the valiant Welshman” (A3 r). Through his title, letter, and
dramatization, R. A. adopts a familiar pattern of naming, following an
earlier tradition of consolidating place names to identify their contemporary locations. For instance, Polydore Vergil begins his Anglica Historia
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with, “Britain as a whole, which nowadays is called by the double name
of England and Scotland.” David Powel names his 1584 work, Historie of
Cambria, Now Called Wales. Arthur in the 1529 edition of Malory’s Le
Morte Darthur edited by Wynkyn de Worde is introduced as “somtyme
kyng of grete Brytayne now called Englande.”20 Although R. A. borrows
similar structures from these earlier texts, ones meant to “British” England,
at the end of the play R. A. reverses the structure to promote Wales. R. A.
may “british” the isle but on stage he also distinguishes Wales.
In act five, scene five, Caradoc literally holds his ground against
Caesar after he is captured, refusing to kneel at Caesar’s feet. Risking his
life to champion who he is, Caradoc delivers a long speech emphasizing
his own noble identity. Caesar responds with these words:
So brave a Bryttaine hath not Cesar heard.
But soft ; I am deceyved, but I behold
The golden Lyon hang about his necke,
That I delivered to a valiant Souldiour. (I4r)

At first Caesar renames Caradoc a “Bryttaine,” but a brave one.
As his words convey, Caesar detects difference in this warrior. Caesar is
right, he has never heard a brave Bryttaine, these cowardly people who
must call on the warrior Welsh to rescue them from the Romans. Next,
Caesar notices the lion of union he gave to Caradoc long ago as a symbol
of friendship. Caradoc acknowledges that yes, this is the token Caesar had
given him, and in a dramatic reveal Caradoc quickly disassociates himself
from the Bryttish, who forbade him to fight in the first place:
CAESAR: But he that tooke me, was a common souldier.
CARADOC: No, Cesar: but disguis’d I left my troupes,
Being forbidden by the Bryttish King,
To fight at all, and rusht into the hoste,
Where, from thy hands I tooke this golden Lyon. (I4r–I4v)
Caradoc is as Bhabha writes, “almost the same, but not quite.”21
Certainly, in language and military abilities Caradoc has shown he is as
powerful if not more powerful than the Bryttaines, but in his response
to Caesar, Caradoc exhibits his difference from the Bryttish, and Caesar
acknowledges it. As Marisa R. Cull has observed, Gederus and Bryttaine
are forgotten after Caradoc’s encounter with him.22
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Separating himself from Bryttaine, Caradoc demonstrates how
James’s name of Great Britain provides opportunity for a dual allegiance
that may bring power, prestige, acclaim and distinction for those living on
the island. Earlier in the play Caradoc chooses to become “Bryttish” when
needed to preserve the island, but he also claims his Welsh identity before
Caesar.
Hearing Caradoc’s words detaching himself from Bryttaine, Caesar
alters his impressions and significantly renames Caradoc not “So brave a
Bryttaine” (I4r), however lovely this alliteration sounds in the play, but
“The valiant Welshman” (I4v), thus reinstating and enlarging Caradoc’s
complete identity.
Thy words confirme the truth. For this brave deed,
And kind courtesie shewed to Cesar in extremes,
We freely give you all your liberties.
And honourably will returne you home
With everlasting peace and unity.
And this shall Cesar speake unto thy Fame,
The valiant Welshman merits honours name. (I4r–I4v)

Tristan Marshall writes, “It is a blatant historical inaccuracy but the
play illustrates the coming-together in a common need of the two kingdoms. Thus, the Welsh Caradoc can become British, can be welcomed
into the fold of Britain even though technically Britain should not exist
as a separate political entity in this ancient period.”23 “Becoming British”
is positive only if choice is involved. Caradoc is and is not Bryttish and
he is both Bryttish and Welsh. What is important in this naming game
is Caradoc’s agency in claiming his identity. Although Caesar sanctions
Caradoc’s name, Caradoc has the power to identify himself as a Bryttaine,
choosing when to be Bryttish and when not. Through R. A.’s creation
of Caradoc we find a hero who tolerates the name change and sees the
necessity of dual terminology. Sometimes Welshness takes him only so
far, and sometimes being Bryttish helps him survive. Caradoc chooses to
“become” British, but he does not allow even the great power of Rome to
name him anything other than who he is. Caradoc is responsible for his
own identity and through his actions and eloquence compels Caesar to
rename him Welsh thus reclaiming both identities. Choosing to become
Bryttish enables Caradoc to hide his Welsh identity and gain another.
What has become the norm, British as the umbrella term for anyone living on the island of Britain, fails to identify one’s complete identity.
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We see the beginnings of this behavior when the Romans mistake Caradoc
for a Bryttaine. James wanted a comprehensive term to unify all, but the
consequences of a new name meant that ethnic identity was threatened
with erasure. The identity of Caradoc’s brother, Constantine, Welsh but
Bryttish and then dead, dramatically demonstrates the consequence of a
“one name fits all” approach. In fact, one objection to James’s choice of
name was that the English did not want to be connected to the Scots or
Welsh. The same could be said for the Welsh not wanting to be connected
to the English. The play allows for mutual identities in the terminology
used for various groups. R. A. stands against nomenclature. Caradoc
chooses Bryttish identity so he may be part of the Bryttish army, a military
that at first, because of his ethnic background, does not want him in their
midst. In doing so, he does but does not absorb Bryttish identity as his
brother, Constantine, seems to do at the end of the play. By assuming a
Bryttish identity Caradoc infiltrates the predominant culture and effects
change.24
The misidentification as well as double naming Caradoc undergoes
is something that others on the island have dealt with for centuries. The
Welsh are and are not British. The same goes for the Scots. The nomenclature of the play provides a sense of “partial belonging that is retracted, and
remedial.” 25 The naming and renaming also redeem the identity of Wales,
showing that Bryttish and Welsh are separate from one another. Marisa R.
Cull sees that R. A. “centralizes” Wales in the play and through the character of Caradoc presents “an ideal version of ancient British leadership.”26
By designating Caradoc both Welsh and British, the playwright dramatizes
James’s own union message.
“[B]eing English we cannot be Britaynes,” proclaimed Sir Edwin
Sandys, a member of Parliament.27 For James’s critics, becoming British
was one good reason to condemn a plan for union. The Valiant Welshman
turns that argument around. The name “Britain” enlarges rather than
restricts identity. From one perspective, The Valiant Welshman blends and
unites peoples and places to argue that we are all Britons, or at least are all
united in protecting the isle, whatever it may be called. However, the playwright goes a step further in an examination of identity. In Caesar’s naming and renaming of Caradoc, R. A. reverses Sir Edwin Sandys’s complaint
and stages James’s unified Great Britain. The audience hears Caesar call
Caradoc British and listens as he acknowledges Caradoc’s Welsh identity
as well. Caradoc embodies both identities, and Caesar’s renaming sanctions both.
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In The Valiant Welshman the playwright figures Caradoc as both
Welsh and Bryttish, thus emphasizing that one’s ethnicity and geopolitical identity are not separate or exclusive, something James himself
believed. He was James VI of Scotland, James I of England, and also
declared himself King of Great Britain. James reassures both English and
Scots that they can be both English and British and Scottish and British,
just as Caradoc is both Welsh and British. By the end, the play offers a new
vision of Wales and England as separate but “equal” and thus sanctions
individual identity in the midst of a unified whole.
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Chapter 6

R. A.’s Welsh Correction: The Valiant
Welshman and Jacobean Drama

T

“

HE VALIANT WELSHMAN IS an interesting play; not because of
intrinsic merit, but because it gives one the pleasure of recognition and
identification,” writes Charles M. Hathaway, reviewing the 1902 edition of
the play. For Hathaway, “Nothing seems original” in The Valiant Welshman
but in a pleasant and familiar sort of way R. A.’s drama is “a mélange of all
that was popular on the stage at the time.”1 Mid-twentieth-century critics
of the play render similar views but are not so kind as Hathaway. “There
is almost nothing in The Valiant Welshman which is not an echo of other
plays” writes Irving Ribner who slams the playwright for his “little imagination,” “little ability to construct a play,” and “no understanding of the
meaning and function of history.”2 M. C. Bradbrook also condemns the
play and its author, considering it to have been “composed by a drunkard who had been learning Armin’s parts.”3 Whoever “R. A. Gent” may
have been and whether we view him as appalling or progressive, there is no
doubt that he borrowed heavily and gave the people what they wanted, and
sometimes that was what they had already heard and seen before.
Indeed, R. A. echoes and borrows from many plays and poems,
including inspiration from Shakespeare, Jonson, Kyd, and Spenser, making it what Hathaway affirms as a “conglomeration of conventional scenes
and stage business.”4 Valentin Kreb in his 1902 edition of the play enumerates R. A’s influences and demonstrates how derivative the play is.
For Kreb, The Valiant Welshman sounds like Hamlet, Cymbeline, Hengist,
King of Kent, The Alchemist, The Spanish Tragedy, Richard III, Henry V,
and The Fairie Queene.5 More contemporary scholars have found in The
Valiant Welshman connections to other plays as well, especially postsuccession plays with pre-conquest themes. John E. Curran places R. A.
with other plays about Romans in Britain, among them Shakespeare’s
Cymbeline, Fletcher’s Bonduca, and Rowley’s A Shoemaker, A Gentleman.
Shakespeare, the touchstone for any early modern play, contributes to
the interest in Roman and union themes, staging in Cymbeline, Macbeth,
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and King Lear set pieces from which R. A. borrows, steals, or plagiarizes.
Because Caradoc deals with the Roman emperor Claudius, the play is of
interest to Lisa Hopkins whose book The Cultural Uses of the Caesars on
the English Renaissance Stage identifies similarities between The Valiant
Welshman, The History of the Two Maids of More-Clacke by Robert Armin,
and Hamlet. In her work, Hopkins sees in R. A.’s principled characterization of Claudius a “positive figure.” Hopkins finds that the play endorses
“a degree of controlled violence [as] a necessary byproduct of rule,”6 something that the sitting monarch, King James, may not have wanted to hear
but which his son, for whom the play may have been written, may have
approved. As Marisa R. Cull argues in her forthcoming edition of The
Valiant Welshman,7 plays like Cymbeline and The Valiant Welshman were
part of the early modern consciousness contributing to the formulation of
ideas of unity in the audience.
James himself connected Wales to his own union wish, and playwrights of the time followed his lead, sprinkling Wales and Welsh culture
into their works. The difference between The Valiant Welshman and these
other plays is that R. A.’s play draws on an authentic Welsh story ripped
from the ancient Roman headlines. Albeit derivative in nature, through
language and subject matter, The Valiant Welshman captures the crosscultural, cosmopolitan, outward looking progressive vision of James’s proposed new Great Britain. Although the playwright borrows heavily, how
he remasters old stories, plot devices, and motifs is of interest. The Valiant
Welshman may cover the same terrain as other early modern writers,
because it contributes to this intersection of nations, but by foregrounding a Welsh voice, The Valiant Welshman is unique in its contribution to
the early modern period and the formulation of Great Britain. R. A.’s play
in its historical context, alongside such plays as John Fletcher’s Bonduca
and William Shakespeare’s King Lear, Macbeth, and Cymbeline, presents a
distinctly Welsh plan for dealing with dominant cultures. No other extant
early modern play achieves the message of unity in quite the same way.
With Wales as its focus, The Valiant Welshman, emphasizes that alternative voices are distinct, commendable and worth acknowledging and preserving. As we shall see by comparing The Valiant Welshman with other
plays of the period, R. A. the “lame,” “unimaginative” playwright expresses
an often-neglected Wales by championing a Welsh hero, a Welsh story,
and a Welsh voice.
Cull has established that R. A.’s play was part of Henry Frederick’s
investiture festival, and in her book examines the ways in which both The
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Valiant Welshman and Cymbeline pay tribute to the newly named Prince of
Wales.8 Cymbeline and The Valiant Welshman were not alone in commemorating Henry Frederick; many public and private celebratory functions
surrounded his investiture. Early in the seventeenth century other dramas
also honored the new royal family and especially the newly crowned King.
In her book, Cymbeline: Constructions of Britain, Ros King describes the
unionist dramas and other theatrical festivities celebrating the early part
of James’s reign. For instance, she writes of the City pageant of 1605, The
Triumphs of Re-United Britannia, performed by the Merchant Tailors
Company to honor the new king. This pageant emphasized the union
that James brought to his new kingdom.9 However, this public display
contained no mention of Wales. A later, private performance, Samuel
Daniel’s Tethys Festival included an image of union that featured all the
major parties, England, Scotland and Wales. King describes the scene:
“Thirteen aristocratic ladies, dressed as nymphs in gowns of sky-coloured
taffetas for lightness, all embroidered with maritime invention’ and halfskirts of cloth of silver, each represented a river: the Thames, danced by the
Princess Elizabeth, seven other English rivers, one Scottish and four from
Monmouthshire.”10
Tethys Festival promotes union, but there are problems with the type
of union the masque depicts. King notes, “Although Daniel does not spell
this out, the four ladies thus represented the very image of union and thus,
in a mystical sense, a dissolution of the double boundary between England
and Wales, which they otherwise demarcate.”11 This blending of Wales
and England through this image of dissolution and erasure is problematic.
Indeed, the masque is set in Wales, where nymphs representing various
rivers in these places converge on Milford Haven, a significant Welsh location as the port where Henry Tudor landed to usher in the Tudor reign,
but one that was considered more English than Welsh in the early modern
period. In addition to the setting not being very Welsh, Tethys Festival is a
masque, thus limited in audience, and it is the queen’s masque, a feminine
and not martial enactment of union.
The masque’s focus on Monmouthshire especially in representing
Wales is of some concern. Henry VIII’s second Act of Union of 1543
established the Council of the Marches for the jurisdiction of Wales and
the counties or shires of Monmouth, Shropshire, Hereford, Worcester,
and Gloucester. “By 1610 the courts at Westminster had begun to regard
the Council as a source of abuses” writes King. 12 Kerrigan notes that
Caradoc governs ancient Powys, the very territory where the border shire
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controversy took place. 13 This nebulous border country is the location
for discord and unrest in R. A.’s play, with Monmouth and Gloucester as
simultaneously problem characters, usurpers, and villains whom Caradoc
defeats. The fact that these problem characters who are ultimately
defeated are named for difficult counties during James’s reign reveals
something about the political overtones of The Valiant Welshman. Like
Tethys Festival whose fishing references, as Ros King has shown, speak to
the contemporary controversy between the English and the Dutch over
fishing rights,14The Valiant Welshman addresses current concerns about
the Council in the Marches. Tethys Festival may also comment on the shire
controversy in a gentler way. The Valiant Welshman attacks the problem,
casting difficult shires as the enemy. Thus, Caradoc’s victory at play’s end
may emphasize that Council and king rule all. Daniel’s Tethys Festival nevertheless, enacts on stage one kind of union James sought. A union created
from diaphanous females fl itting around and magically joining rivers in
a place that is not so Welsh or English fails to address union in the same
way that R. A.’s play envisions union, with martial aspect, the dismissal of
Monmouth, this border country, and a clear distinction between places
even when union is achieved.
Like Daniel’s work, Ben Jonson’s Welsh antimasque, For the Honour
of Wales, may also be a companion text to R. A.’s investiture play, but time
and place remove these works from easy comparison. Similar in occasion,
written to celebrate new Princes of Wales, albeit different princes, Jonson’s
work is a sequel to his masque celebrating the investiture of Charles in
1616, Pleasure Reconciled to Virtue, and written for a court audience. The
Valiant Welshman was played for a cross section of the London population
at the Fortune. Besides these differences both playwrights tackle the union
theme. Union for Jonson, like that for the Valiant Welshman playwright
was one that looked to Wales for help. James VI and I disliked Jonson’s
initial investiture play, Pleasure Reconciled to Virtue, so Jonson revised it,
listening to his king and adding Welsh subject matter to revise his masque
and save his work.
For Shakespeare, the theme of union manifests itself in drama earlier
than the Jacobean era. His first venture into unity comes in his pre-succession plays of the Henriad, written on the cusp of a new Great Britain. The
union of Welsh, Scots, and Northern English speak to a shared perspective of uniting against a common enemy, a theme Shakespeare’s I Henry
IV explores when Celtic neighbors (Glyndower and the Douglas), join
the border lords (the Percys) against the English. His Henry V further
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develops a theme of union as ethnically varied troops unite to fight a common enemy, the French. Some of his post-succession plays turn to preconquest subject matter, with King Lear and Cymbeline reinforcing positive views of England but neglecting Wales.
Although written in 1599 for James’s predecessor and benefactress
Elizabeth, in Henry V Shakespeare presents unity and, as some might argue,
features the first Welsh hero on stage. Henry’s words to Welsh Captain
Fluellen on the battlefield identify the two of them as countrymen, blood
brothers, “For I am Welsh, you know, good countryman” (4.7.96).15 Henry
V was born at Monmouth Castle, supposedly while his father was on a
hunting expedition in the area, thus making him “Welsh,” at least in one
sense. Henry “considers Wales a source of his authority” writes Marianne
Montgomery, claiming his Welshness by title, as a former Prince of Wales,
and by his birth in Monmouth.16 In The Valiant Welshman, R. A.’s Prince
of Wales, Caradoc, shares with Shakespeare’s Henry V a title, a birthplace,
and legitimate Welsh authority. Caradoc is also a Prince of Wales and
a son of Monmouth, having been born, presumably, in the territory his
father, Cadallan, Prince of March, controls. In Shakespeare’s play, Henry’s
Welsh claim for authority is tangential at best and furthers the Tudor
myth. Henry is first and foremost an English king, born on Welsh soil, and
named Prince of Wales, following the tradition established by Edward I
of England who had assured the newly conquered Welsh that they would
have a Welsh-born prince who would speak no English. Edward made
sure his queen delivered the new prince, Edward II, in Welsh territory,
crowning him the Prince of Wales—the catch, he was born in Wales and
named Prince of Wales while still an infant; thus he did not speak English,
or Welsh, or any intelligible language for that matter. This story is passed
down in Wales and appeared in David Powel’s Historie of Cambria, Now
Called Wales (1584) as well as John Stow’s Annales (1592), and was staged
in George Peele’s Edward I (1593). Born in Monmouth, Henry may be
considered Welsh, but his bloodline is not. Thus, Shakespeare’s reference
to Wales and Henry’s Welsh connections may promote solidarity among
peoples, but it is not accurate; as Philip Schwyzer has noted: “Henry
‘inherits’ his Welsh not from his ancestors but from his Tudor successors.”17
R. A.’s play seeks a different Welsh heroic authority, one not based solely
on language or birthplace but on deeds. And R. A. serves not the Tudor
myth but the story of pre-conquest Britain James wanted to circulate.
Shakespeare’s Macbeth (1606), is a play written with the new monarch in mind. It shares with The Valiant Welshman an historical basis and
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patriotic theme, but if we add language into this mix, then these two plays
are nothing like each other. Firmly set in Scotland, Macbeth ultimately
preserves the whole of the good Duncan’s reign, reinstating his son by the
play’s end. Called “the Scottish play” for reasons of superstition rather
than ethnic authenticity, Macbeth stands as a Scottish play, in a similar
way that The Valiant Welshman is a Welsh one, but how Scottish is it?
Christopher Highley’s “The Place of Scots in the Scottish Play” discusses
language issues in the play and considers how Scottish it is. Other than
the odd word substitution, such as “loon” for “rogue,” the play’s scripted
language includes very little to identify it as Scottish. What, then, does
it mean for a work to represent ethnic identity? In the case of Macbeth,
for instance, if “Scottish” means the play features Scottish characters,
then yes, Macbeth is Scottish; if it means that geographically the play is
set in Scotland, then yes; if it means that the play contains some cultural
characteristics of Scotland, then yes. For instance, Macbeth becomes king
not through primogeniture but through tanistry and is crowned king at
Scone. If it means that characters speak with Scottish accents, then maybe.
Although we do not know what Macbeth sounded like on stage, Highley
argues that actors may have spoken with Scottish accents.18
What about The Valiant Welshman? If Welsh means that it features
Welsh characters, then yes. From Cadallan to Cunigone, to Morion and
Morgan, the people R.A. writes about are predominantly Welsh, that is, they
presumably were born in and continue to inhabit Welsh territory. If it means
that geographically the play is set in Wales, then yes; characters inhabit
South Wales, North Wales, the Marches, York, England, and Rome.19 If it
means that the play contains some Welsh cultural characteristics, then yes.
For instance, harp music, traditionally associated with Wales, calls the Bardh
to begin his story of the Welsh Prince Caradoc. If it means that characters
speak with Welsh accents, then yes. While we do not know what either
of these plays sounded like on stage, as the actors may have approximated
Scottish and Welsh accents in their portrayals, we do know that The Valiant
Welshman’s playwright wanted to hear some approximation of Welsh and
Anglo-Welsh on stage because he took time to script this language or, more
accurately, these Welsh-sounding mispronunciations of English. Although
both plays were written for London audiences in the English language, by
comparison, The Valiant Welshman is more Welsh than Macbeth is Scottish,
mostly because The Valiant Welshman presents something more Welsh
in attitude, ethnicity, and aural approximation, than Macbeth does for
Scotland. The play centers on Welsh power and authority; the people and
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places R. A. writes about are predominantly Welsh, and unlike Macbeth, The
Valiant Welshman features a mediated Anglo-Welsh language, featuring one
obviously Welsh-accented character. The playwright knew of Macbeth and,
if he was indeed Robert Armin, he may even have acted in it. But he does
not choose the route of the Scottish play that is not quite Scottish for his
approach.20 Instead, he writes The Valiant Welshman as a Welsh play, albeit
“Welsh” mediated and serving an early modern English audience’s definition of Welshness. And that difference, those cultural and linguistic characteristics inherent in The Valiant Welshman, make it “Welsh” in contrast to
Shakespeare’s Scottish play that is not so Scottish.
Apart from language, Macbeth and The Valiant Welshman both
incorporate history to present models of union, but Macbeth favors an
English view by its end. A further look at these two plays may shed some
light on what The Valiant Welshman accomplishes. In Macbeth, at first
hearing of their father’s murder, Malcolm flees to England for sanctuary
and influence, and Donalbain escapes to Ireland, a place of alterity and
difference, remaining there for the rest of the play. Through Macduff ’s
recruiting, Malcolm returns to defeat Macbeth and reclaim the throne of
Scotland. The new king is eager to do “what needful else / That calls upon
us, by the grace of Grace, / We will perform in measure, time and place:”
(5.7.101–3). This line suggests he will organize the kingdom, and his first
command as king seems directly influenced by his exposure to English culture and society. He orders that his thanes and kinsmen be retitled earls,
“the first that ever Scotland / In such an honour named” (5.7.93–94).
This name change may be Malcolm’s way of erasing the memory of the
infamous Thane, removing the old, medieval system and ushering in a
new regime with a new nomenclature. However, this retitling is significant, especially since the play was written soon after James’s ascent to the
English throne. In Macbeth, a Scottish king exposed to English culture
returns to rule his subjects with new English ideas. The unity achieved
at the end of the play includes English influence; thus, Macbeth’s ending
realizes the Scottish Parliament’s fear, that the new King James, exposed to
English ideas would create a Great Britain where everyone on the island
would become more English. A Scottish king requiring his subjects to
become more English was not necessarily the best message for James and
his idea of Great Britain. The comparative retitling that occurs at the end
of The Valiant Welshman, in which Caradoc is mistaken for British and
then renamed Welsh,21 offers individuality in the midst of union, a more
palatable example for the Scots and the English to consider.
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Shakespeare’s King Lear may share more with The Valiant Welshman
than does Macbeth, but both of Shakespeare’s plays centralize England.
Like R. A.’s play, King Lear is also set far back in time; in a pre-Christian
world of truly ancient Britain we hear another story that promotes
union. However, King Lear is a cautionary tale of union, warning an early
modern audience of the problems of a split kingdom and the dangers of
separation. A fractured land is a barren and headless one. In his work on
King Lear, Christopher Wortham writes, “the play warns that not to recognize Britain as a de facto union may be as dangerous as to take a hatchet
to a united kingdom.”22 Schwyzer addresses the union question, showing
that at first James was poised to embody and lead a united, true, whole
Britain. As Schwyzer puts it, “[w]hereas the Tudors had restored British
rule, James Stuart could be said to have restored Britain itself.”23 But what
Britain is it? As Schwyzer continues, he also sees King Lear promoting
ambiguity more than anything else. The play detaches itself from the
present and destroys community.24
Initially, Lear embodies ancient Britain, aka “Wales,” but quickly
dissolves this unified whole by splitting Britain into the three locations
significant to James’s reign. The leading contenders for rule of the isle are
not expressly called English, Scottish, and Welsh, but the characters and
their titles coincide with the three entities inhabiting James’s proposed
Britain. Cornwall and Regan represent the “Welsh” area of the play, the
southwest geographical region of the island, and are by far the worst of the
family gang. The redeeming presence is Albany, the northern and Scottish
connection, who dismisses his wife, Goneril, a little too late. The English
part, that “third more opulent,” which Lear promises to Cordelia, is redistributed to Cornwall and Albany, a cloaked Wales and Scotland in charge
of the realm. Discarded and cast out, Cordelia, the Ancient British remnant, flees to France. Hope for the isle lies in this continentally connected
Cordelia. To recover her country, she needs the foreign power of France
and the Gloucester family, a solidly English presence, one that proves successful by the end.
In the Celtic world of Lear or Llŷr,25 Shakespeare makes no mention of the ancient Britons, the Welsh. In fact, Shakespeare uses the Celtic
“friends” Albany and Cornwall to erase any Welsh connection altogether,
first by employing Goneril and Regan to evict their father, Lear, and
finally by killing off Lear and his line, leaving the decidedly English Edgar
of Gloucester, winning out in the end—or at least, that is true if we read
the Folio version of the play. The ending of King Lear adds greyness rather
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than clarity to the union debate. Because King Lear comes in two versions
in the play or plays Shakespeare writes, no clear leader emerges for this
once divided kingdom. With a 1608 Quarto and a 1623 Folio edition,
either the Scot or the Englishman is in charge, depending on the version
staged. John Kerrigan speculates that the two endings of the play were not
necessarily different editions of the play but versions played for different
audiences, one at court and one at the Globe.26 Shakespeare’s play is open
ended to say the least and might suit the tastes of both union or anti-union
playgoers who could choose the ending to serve their own purposes.
In both the Quarto and Folio texts, Albany addresses Kent and
Edgar with these words, “Friends of my soul, you twain / Rule in this
realm, and the gored state sustain” (5.3.295–96).27 Depending on how we
read these lines, Albany either encourages unified rule over the island or
recreates the very division that got them into this mess in the first place.
Albany offers the realm to Kent and Edgar, giving them power to rule the
island jointly, forming a true united kingdom. Or Albany invites “you
twain” to rule, and this “twain” may promote a divided state. Initially,
and oddly, Albany offers leadership to Kent and Edgar, both noble but
neither with a line to the throne. Pretty much handed the kingdom, like
James himself, as the presumed heir since everyone else in the Lear family
is dead, Albany is interested in establishing a shared governance, a united
kingdom, featuring a clearly “English” union and one without Celtic leadership involved at all. Given the opportunity to lead, Kent refuses this
offer in the next two lines, choosing to follow his master, Lear, presumably
unto death. In the Quarto, Edgar never responds to Albany, leaving him to
utter the remaining words of the play:
The weight of this sad time we must obey,
Speak what we feel, not what we ought to say.
The oldest have borne most; we that are young
Shall never see so much, nor live so long. (5.3.299–
302)28

The Folio gives these final lines to Edgar instead. 29 What do we make
of these endings, Albany’s actions, and their contribution to the union
debate?
In the Quarto, Kent rejects Albany’s offer, and Edgar presumably
mulls over the possibility, as he says nothing in reply, a charged word for
this play built on nothing. Edgar’s silence leaves Albany to speak the words
at the end. With no response from the English Edgar, and the Scottish
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Albany left to speak the lines, we might accept him as the potential leader
to come. As the union of Lear’s kingdom resumes at the end, Albany could
take charge and assume power of the island Lear divided. Thus, on stage,
the play offers the potential of a Scottish (Albany) king reigning over a
Great Britain and creating the very union James desired. However, no
such grand and clear staging of union occurs. On the verge of reigning
over a united Britain, the “Scottish” Albany chokes, relinquishing his rule
to Kent, who abruptly leaves, and Edgar, whose family has no claim to the
kingdom. If King Lear fosters union, then the union that it advocates is
one bereft of any Celtic presence, with Lear’s bloodline obliterated and
Scotland’s representative in the play, Albany, declining power itself. In
fact, Albany actively shuns power. In the Quarto, left to speak the lines
to end the play, Albany is merely a substitute leader, an interim candidate
seeking someone else to rule. The Folio text offers something slightly more
positive, but an ending without Albany or a Celtic presence. Unlike Kent,
who directly answers Albany’s invitation to rule, Edgar offers no definitive reply. His speaking the last lines may signal his acceptance of Albany’s
offer to rule. This power shift reminds the audience of the good old days
when English power resided with pure English people. Edgar takes charge
at the end, a grounded, English Gloucester.
If Shakespeare’s ending, from either the Quarto or the Folio, is not
grey enough, we must confront Shakespeare’s choice of character names,
for in them a clear message promoting union is lost. Just as Cornwall represents a hybrid, a combination of Wales and England, so too Albany may
also function as a hybrid. His name may denote not simply a definite Alba,
the Scots Gaelic name for Scotland, but Albion, or England, and Britain as
well. In neither the Quarto nor the Folio, does a firm, united, prosperous,
forward-thinking Britain emerge as model. The Valiant Welshman offers a
more favorable message for union sympathizers. The ending of R. A.’s play
may seem a little cloudy, with questions like, Is Caradoc in charge? Does
Gederus hold any power? And what of Rome? lingering at the conclusion.
Despite these questions, R. A.’s play presents the closest version of Great
Britain James achieved in his lifetime, and unfortunately this union only
happens on stage.
In terms of plot, character, motif, theme, and message, Shakespeare’s
Cymbeline is the play that most resembles R. A.’s. The Valiant Welshman
occupies the same territory, quite literally, and borrows some of its storyline from Shakespeare’s play. That the plays were written around the
same time in honor of Henry Frederick’s investiture may account for the
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many parallels. Both contain messages particularly directed toward king
or prince, depending on whose play and acting company were performing
it. For Cull, Cymbeline honors King James, while R. A.’s play pays tribute
to Henry Frederick.30 Some see Cymbeline as advocating the new Stuart
regime, especially with the connection of Milford Haven not only to the
Tudor triumph of Henry VII but the Stuart establishment of James. Emrys
Jones first observed Milford Haven’s significance. In his article, “Stuart
Cymbeline,” he establishes the Milford Haven connection to the TudorStuart dynasty. Early modern audiences would know Milford Haven as the
port where Henry Tudor, later Henry VII, landed on his way to Bosworth
to defeat Richard III, unite the kingdom and establish the royal House of
Tudor. Milford Haven connects to the new monarch, James VI and I, as
well, for James claimed the throne of England through his descent from
Henry VII, his great-great grandfather. Employed as a member of the
King’s Men, Shakespeare overtly connects Tudors and Stuarts in the Wales
of Milford Haven.31Adding to Jones, Leah Marcus writes, “[a]s Henry’s
claim formed the basis of James I’s project for a United Britain, so Henry’s
landing place became the locus for the reunion for the lovers and a healing
of the fragmentary vision that has kept the two apart. All the play’s tangled
lines converge upon the point at which the ‘Jacobean line’ [of succession]
originated.”32 For others, Cymbeline either remains “ambivalent,” explicitly
supportive of neither Tudor nor Stuart, or strikingly anti-Jamesian.33
Beyond their homage to the prince, Cymbeline and The Valiant
Welshman tell similar tales of union with very different results: both plays
locate scenes in ancient Rome, early modern Italy, “Britain” and Wales;
both plays feature “Welsh” characters; both plays support a union of those
on the island of Britain; both end with astonishing battles against all odds
and leaders standing forth to promote peace. Themes of unity, recognition, and identity pervade both plays as both address questions of leadership and power. Despite these similarities, however, where these plays
diverge is more revealing. Unlike The Valiant Welshman, Cymbeline denies
new ideas and, by the end, returns to an older past that mimics the Roman
tribute story of Caradoc and Caesar. In Cymbeline, however, England, not
Wales, is the central authority, and the references to Wales and Welshness
capitalize on the entertainment value often associated with the Welsh. In
contrast to Cymbeline, The Valiant Welshman is pro James and pro difference. Through its use of geographical location, its elevation of the hero,
and its prevalent and intense focus on Wales, The Valiant Welshman goes
a step further than Cymbeline in its discussion and endorsement of the
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newly forming Great Britain. Whereas in Cymbeline there is no Britain
without passing through Wales, The Valiant Welshman follows James’s
sentiments and pushes for more Welsh inclusion, arguing that there is no
Great Britain without Wales.
Both The Valiant Welshman and Cymbeline take advantage of the
link between geography and identity. Through her discussion of the geography of Cymbeline, specifically about Milford Haven and what Welsh
locations lie six miles from it, Hopkins enumerates many reasons why
“Anglo-Scottish union cannot be considered in isolation from the question of Wales.” 34 What Griffiths says about the locations in Cymbeline
could easily refer to R. A.’s play as well: “Cymbeline is self-consciously concerned with the ideas of ‘Great Britain.’ The problematic and contested
location of ‘Great Britain’ in the period immediately following James VI
of Scotland’s accession to the English throne informs the geographies of
the play. The peculiarities of its setting are brought about by the remapping of the space of the nation that is entailed in James’s accession.”35 R. A.
also remaps early modern Britain and dramatically presents how essential
Wales is to the Anglo-Scottish union, showing that Wales and Welsh territory are what hold the isle of Great Britain together. Shakespeare maps
another Great Britain, featuring a physical Wales hardly at all. A tangible, geographical Wales in Cymbeline is difficult to pin down. Griffiths
notes that characters “travel out of Britain to arrive in Wales.”36 Garrett
Sullivan calls Shakespeare’s construction a “shadow Wales.”37 A no man’s
land between Cymbeline’s Britain and the not so Welsh Wales of Milford
Haven are the only Welsh locations in Shakespeare’s play. In fact, the
so-called “Wales” of the play, the port of Milford Haven, was a “Little
England beyond Wales,” according to George Owen of Henllys, a contemporary of Shakespeare, R. A., and James. He writes in his Description of
Pembrokeshire,
The said country of Pembrokeshire is usually called Little England
beyond Wales and that not unworthily, and therefore I think good
to show my opinion why the same was so called. Mr. Camden calls
it Anglia Transwallia: the reasons why it took that name may well
be conjectured, for that the most part of the county speaks English,
and in it no use of the Welsh. The names of the people are mere
English, each family following the English fashion in surnames.
Their buildings are English-like, in towns and villages, and not in
several and lone houses. Their diet as the English people use, as the
common food is beef, mutton, pig, goose, lamb, veal and kid, which
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usually the poorest husbandman does daily feed on. The names
of the county places are altogether English, as Wiston, Picton,
Haroldston, Robeston, Johnston, Williamston, Norton, Weston,
South-hill, Southhook, etc.
So that a stranger traveling from England and having ridden
four score miles and more in Wales, having heard no English,
nor English names of people, or of places, and coming hither to
Pembrokeshire, where he shall hear nothing but English, and
seeing the rest before agreeable to England, would think that Wales
were environed with England, and would imagine he had traveled
through Wales and come into England again.38

In diet, language and layout, Milford Haven is not Welsh. The
movement George Owen describes, from England, through Wales, to
England again, also describes the travels of characters in Cymbeline. For
John Kerrigan, such mapping demonstrates “the alienation within Britain
itself.”39 Noting that both Cymbeline and The Valiant Welshman separate
Wales and early modern England, Kerrigan calls Wales “a distinct dominion” and “a retrospective guarantor of the legitimacy of the new British
state.”40 Reflecting on early modern Wales, Lisa Hopkins writes that it was
“seen as alien ... a country which, while legally assimilated to England, was
nevertheless not fully part of it. Wales may be both less separate from and
more friendly to England than its dangerous neighbor Ireland, but it is
also seen, like Ireland, as dangerously vulnerable and penetrable.”41George
Owen’s descriptions support Shakespeare’s staging of Wales as a place unto
itself. Championing Milford Haven and its identity as a “Little England
Beyond Wales” through repetition and praise, Shakespeare’s play fosters
separation. This language of separation may even be heard in Imogen’s
words of praise for Milford Haven as she calls into question Milford
Haven’s native Welshness. She asks, “And by th’ way / Tell me how Wales
was made so happy as / T’ inherit such a haven” (3.2.56–61, emphasis
added). Her words suggest that even Milford Haven, this valued port and
meeting place, is not originally Welsh. Willy Maley reflects that with the
power switch from Tudor to Stuart, “Welshness lost [its] currency, and
Wales was silently absorbed into Greater England, not meriting a mention
in Great Britain.”42 Shakespeare’s play mimics this Welsh absorption, in
place and people.
In addition to having no real Wales in Cymbeline, the play includes
no real Welsh characters either. In fact, Shakespeare’s Richard II with
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its Welsh Captain includes more Welsh inhabitants. Not an identifiable
early modern Wales but inspired by what the early modern audience perceived Wales to be, a place of rustics, magicians, and bards, the Wales of
Cymbeline is a depopulated country. Except for a beggar and some passers by, few actual Welsh people live there. Those who do are the powerless—beggars, wild men of the mountains, savages, and fairies. In the late
sixteenth century, that barbaric Celtic Other was most usually Ireland,
close in proximity but so far away in terms of civility. Shakespeare includes
uncivil barbarity in the cave living, animal skin wearing tribal native Welsh.
The “Welsh” characters of the play, really the true princes, Guiderius,43and
Arviragus, and their abductor/guardian, Belarius, hide out in Wales, take
Welsh names—Morgan for Belarius, Polydore for Guiderius, and Cadwal
instead of Arviragus—disguise themselves as Welsh, living in the hills surrounding the Welsh town of Milford Haven and claim it as their homeland. Although they call themselves Cambrians, the only contact Belarius,
Guiderius, and Arviragus have with Cambria is through Welsh geography and that geography is the remote hinterland between Milford Haven
and Cymbeline’s Britain. Cymbeline’s family, his sons and daughter, pass
through Wales seeking contact with a more palatable location—“Britain”
itself or the Wales of Milford Haven, an English Wales that feels like home.
Set in a similar time to Shakespeare’s anachronistic Ancient Roman,
Italian, early modern play, R. A.’s The Valiant Welshman includes no barbarous behavior or native others. In fact, his play reverses the alterity that
the Celts were burdened with throughout the early modern period. R.
A.’s play includes insider Welshmen, Monmouth and Codigune, more
Machiavellian and evil than rustic and backward, or the comic, inept,
purely English-speaking clown Morion, who strips and falls into a hole
all for the love of the fictional Fairy Queene, a character from a staged
masque. Instead of through geography, outsiders are determined by attitudes toward union. Codigune the bastard wants no part of union, and
other traitors to Caradoc, Wales, and thus a unified island, also deny or
question unity. 44 In Cymbeline, comic Cloten’s rhetoric crystalizes the
anti-unionist message; “Britain is / A world by itself; and we will nothing pay / For wearing our own noses” (3.1.12–14). This defiant language
of division placed in another’s mouth might carry weight, but given to
Cloten, these words separate him and deny him connection with anyone else. The Valiant Welshman also puts anti-union sentiment in the villains’ mouths. By placing the nationalist rhetoric of the British Isles in
the mouth of the play’s clownish Cloten, and by presenting remnants of
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that British power—the Welsh in the play—as nothing more than beggars at best or no one at all, Shakespeare dismisses any positive view of
union. Instead, by the end, the play honors Cymbeline’s kingship and
the newly found princes who will move forward and not look back on
ancient tales of prowess to provide examples of leadership and power. In
Cull’s reading of Cymbeline, “the myth of the ancient past ... is exposed as
a dangerous threat to the nation’s future.”45 Cull further observes that, in
his play, Shakespeare undermines both Wales’s ancient heritage and “the
symbolism of that ancient past as a useful model for the current Prince
of Wales.”46 We might add that Shakespeare ultimately dismisses Wales
as a suitable component of and model for unity. However, in The Valiant
Welshman, Wales is primary, and Gederus’s Bryttaine is made incidental.47
Whereas Cymbeline’s Wales is a wasteland, The Valiant Welshman’s Wales
is autonomous and inclusive, embracing the idea that we once were “all
British” and thus pointedly contradicting the English Parliament’s position against union. Especially through his use of geographical locations
where characters travel and claim much of Wales, R. A. emphasizes how
important and all-encompassing Wales is.
In addition to geography, the themes of recognition, identity and
acceptance of who you are function at the heart of both plays, all critical topics circling the union debate. Will Scotland or England remain
autonomous if they become a “united” kingdom? Will English rules apply
in Scotland? Will Scottish laws affect England? Acknowledgement motivates Arviragus and Guiderius’s very existence, and Caradoc and Morgan
want to be seen and heard for who they are. However, the two playwrights
approach identity and recognition in wholly different ways. Recognition
is not solely about character; the two plays accept or deny national identity as well.
Unlike their “father” Belarius who prefers the life removed that
Wales provides him, the princes acquire value, fame, respect, and acknowledgement of their identity not in Wales but in their father’s Britain.
Arviragus is “asham’d / to look upon the holy sun, to have / The benefit
of his blest beams, remaining / So long a poor unknown” (4.4.40–43).
Guiderius also mourns circumstances as an unknown living in a “cell of
ignorance” (3.3.27). The princes achieve recognition only in Britain, the
substitute for early modern England in the play. Reflecting on Fletcher’s
Bonduca, John E. Curran writes “As Fletcher knew, ‘The only way any
ancient Briton was going to get any notoriety at all was through Roman history.’”48 A similar statement may be made about Wales in Cymbeline. The
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only way Wales would achieve any notoriety at all was through English history. And that is what occurs for the princes in Shakespeare’s Cymbeline.
Only in Britain are the princes recognized and acknowledged for who they
are. The princes find Wales a place of “imprisonment and lost opportunities,”49 according to Glenn Clark, and Jodi Mikalachki agrees; “Confined
to their pinching cave in Wales, they have, quite literally, no history to
speak of.”50 Wales becomes a place of concealment and anonymity.51
While the princes relinquish thoughts of achieving any reputation,
the same cannot be said for Welsh characters in R. A.’s play. Caradoc wants
to be seen as much as heard, and his fellow countryman, Morgan, whose
identity seems bound up with sound, particularly strives for recognition
and understanding ; his perpetual refrain of “Hark you me” and his at
times aggravating presence make him noticeable.52 Cymbeline’s sons and
Caradoc and Morgan desire recognition, but Caradoc and Morgan want
to be recognized not only for their deeds but also for their Welsh identity.
Unlike Cymbeline’s sons who complain about their state, Caradoc accepts
his, relegated to the hills, disguised to accomplish what he can, finally
requiring acceptance and recognition when it counts, in the presence of
Caesar himself. Captured and trooped among the Romans, a trophy of
battle, Caradoc challenges Caesar, refusing to kneel before him and not
caring what will result from his actions. Guiderius, too, single-handedly
defeats Cloten. Although he has murdered a prince and must pay with his
life, Guiderius unabashedly owns his crime in front of his king. He, like
Caradoc, cares not who hears, as he believes he is right in killing Cloten.
Both Caradoc and Guiderius defy those in power to be heard, and both
achieve recognition but for opposite reasons. Once Cymbeline learns
that Guiderius is his son and not different from him, the death sentence
is forgotten. In contrast, Caesar acknowledges Caradoc as Welsh and welcomes his difference. In The Valiant Welshman, alterity is accepted, and in
Cymbeline alterity is ignored.
The final battle of Cymbeline also plays out much like that of The
Valiant Welshman, with warriors outnumbered but successful against the
Romans. Although both plays feature decisive battles that preserve the
island’s autonomy and enable it to break free from Rome, neither play ends
here, most probably because in each case a hero has not been revealed. In
Cymbeline, at the end of act four, scene five the “Two boys, an old man
twice a boy” (5.3.57) defeat the Romans, much like Morgan, Gald, and
Constantine in R. A.’s play, but in each, many questions are left unanswered—what has happened to Imogen? Will she unite with Posthumus?
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Will Cymbeline’s royal family reunite? What is to become of Caradoc?
Will Wales and Bryttaine function without him? To solve these questions,
both plays conclude with scenes involving kneeling and discovery.
In act five, scene five, Cymbeline discovers and reclaims his children, Imogen is raised from the dead and reunites with Posthumus, and
most importantly, the patriarchal line of kingship is restored. Similarly, at
the end of The Valiant Welshman Caradoc’s fate is determined, his kingship secured and his family returned home. All of this action occurs in
public ceremonial scenes including kneeling before a leader. Kneeling
enacts a hierarchy of power, with one party acknowledging its subservience to another. Discovery, a dramatic reveal, acknowledges identity on
stage and that recognition may lead to a very different kind of peace, one
without hierarchy, deference, or obedience but one that achieves peace
through distinction.
In the final scene of the play, Cymbeline rewards Belarius, Guiderius,
and Arviragus for saving Britain, calling them “the liver, heart and brain of
Britain, / By whom I grant she lives” (V.v.14–15). Finally, to honor those
who have defeated Rome, Cymbeline, who has triumphed as leader after
the battle, commands,
Bow your knees.
Arise my knights o’ the battle: I create you
Companions to our person and will fit you
With dignities becoming your estates. (5.5.19–22)

Cymbeline’s naming three saviors has the sanctioning feel of
Caesar’s words to Caradoc at the very end of The Valiant Welshman.
However, Caesar commands not his champions but his captives to bow
before him in deference to his person. Caradoc and his family are ordered
to “kneele / For mercy, and submit to Cesars doome” (I3v), the characters enacting on stage one type of united relationship, a subservient one.
Caradoc refuses to kneel and thus refuses to stage a subservient relationship between powers.
A striking difference between Cymbeline and The Valiant Welshman
may be seen in how each playwright figures Rome. Rome in each play
may be read as a substitute for the larger power desiring control and for
James and his new kingship, that power is England. Both plots include
characters being led by Rome, with Cymbeline agreeing to pay tribute and
Caradoc falling victim to Caesar’s army. How each leader deals with Rome
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is significant and provides models of leadership for the early modern audience to consider.53 Initially, Cymbeline begins with an example of union, a
“live and let live” relationship between Rome and Britain, that is until a
change in leadership occurs. This time it is not a king replacing a queen,
but a queen undermining a king. Caradoc defiantly challenges Rome
whereas Cymbeline submits, blaming the queen for Britain’s earlier defiance. The tributary relationship Rome establishes with Britain or Bryttaine
reflects how each play approaches union. The tribute plot in both plays is
similar; in each, the larger, more powerful nation, requires money from
the lesser.
An intriguing sidenote to this tribute plot is that it resembles the
actual pre-succession agreement James himself benefitted from under
Elizabeth, although in reverse. The larger, more powerful nation, England,
paid a lesser, Scotland, for protection. The Treaty of Berwick in 1586
bound Protestant Scotland and England together against Catholic powers. The alliance secured James’s succession to the English throne and
gave James VI a pension. James himself preferred to call this allowance
an “annuity,” which essentially meant James was paid a tribute to further English interests in Scotland. Keith M. Brown writes that Elizabeth
planned to make James a “client prince” to be manipulated. 54 In light of
this agreement—that the English paid the Scots for mutual protection
and the advancement of Protestantism—we must look at the tribute system that is at the heart of Cymbeline and The Valiant Welshman.
“Although the victor, we submit to Caesar, / And to the Roman
empire; promising / To pay our wonted tribute” (5.5.464–66) declares
Cymbeline, accepting the tributary arrangement with Rome. Anglocentric
Briton Cymbeline, having defeated Rome, has authority to influence
Rome and call the shots but chooses to acquiesce and accept the requirement of tribute. What motivates this decision? Rome is powerful and
could return to defeat Cymbeline and his army; thus, fear may influence
his choice to pay tribute and make peace. Also motivating his decision is a
public display rejecting the now dead queen and her earlier influence over
Cymbeline and his policies. It is in the best interest of Cymbeline and his
people to pay tribute to Rome, a little country following the lead of the
larger, heeding its desires.
Cymbeline agreeing to pay tribute turns back the clock, erasing
more than just Wales from the play; his action erases the problems Wales
and Cymbeline’s queen presented. No longer ruled by an odious queen,
Britain reestablishes patriarchal power, Cymbeline himself ruling, paying
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tribute to Rome, with his eldest son presumably succeeding him. In the
fairy tale that is Cymbeline, by agreeing to pay tribute to Rome once again,
with the wave of his magic wand Cymbeline puts everything back to the
time when he was in charge, well before his second marriage and the loss
of his children. In this redefined universe, all outside the bounds of order
are eliminated. Difference may be seen as female, thus the queen is gone,
and difference may be comic as well, thus comic Cloten is removed. And
there is no need for sanctuary or escape, so the alternate Wales is not necessary. Cymbeline reestablishes himself as king without a queen’s influence
or her son’s existence and thus all traces of alterity are erased. Cymbeline
offers a harkening back to the good old days when the English knew who
they were, who governed them and how they were supposed to behave.
In terms of tribute and ending, The Valiant Welshman functions
quite differently. R. A. suggests the good old days might not be available
any more but the future need not be feared. Caradoc unites the island,
showing that Welsh and English, or Scottish and English may live together,
fight off enemies and prosper. The question of tribute that motivates action
in the play is dismissed or forgotten by the end, unlike Cymbeline where
the union is one bound by tribute. In The Valiant Welshman Rome, always
and ultimately in charge, if only because of sheer numbers of peoples, tradition, and force, despite who its leader might be, acknowledges Caradoc
and Wales, reinstates his leadership, and agrees to live mutually alongside
the island and honor its achievements.
From union to tribute to identity to recognition, The Valiant
Welshman and Cymbeline share much, especially their homage to Henry
Frederick, but they also resemble two other Romans-in-Britain plays written and performed about the same time, William Rowley’s A Shoemaker,
A Gentleman (1608) and John Fletcher’s Bonduca (1613). A Shoemaker,
A Gentleman dramatizes the stories of saints and martyrs framed within
Rome’s occupation of Britain. Rowley features Wales as a geographical description and in the subplot as he adapts the stories of Crispin,
Crispianus, Hugh, and Winifred from Thomas Deloney’s The Gentle
Craft. Deloney’s collection sanitized the story of St. Winifred’s well, or
Winifred, a Welsh gentlewoman who was beheaded by none other than
a Prince Caradoc (no relation to R. A.’s hero), whose advances she had
spurned for a holy life. As legend goes, the disgruntled lover, Caradoc,
beheaded Winifred and waters rose forth from the place where her head
touched the ground. This version of the Welsh saint’s story does not make
it into Rowley’s play, but Winifred’s constancy to God and sacrifice for
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faith, the miracle of her spring and its healing powers do appear (1.3.82–
98) .55 Other than including Sir Hugh, a Prince of Wales, some mentions
of Wales, and some Welsh place names, Rowley’s play is not so Welsh compared to the Welsh language, location, and custom R. A. provides in The
Valiant Welshman.
Oddly, an Englishman, the comical journeyman shoemaker,
Barnaby, speaks the only Welsh line in the play. In act two, scene one, after
he and the disguised British prince, Offa, have fitted the Roman Emperor’s
daughter, Leodice, the shoemakers take their leave and Barnaby exits with,
“Duw gatwo chi” (2.1.125), meaning “God be with you” or “goodbye.”
Barnaby is a comical character in the play and peppers his speech with
other foreign and nonsense words, like “base bassilominions,” “bonus
socius,” and “upsy Friese” (4.2.231–32),56 but this Welsh phrase coming
out of his mouth when other ethnically Welsh characters like Winifred
and Hugh speak unaccented English, is rather strange. Perhaps Rowley
gives Barnaby this Welsh exit line to sound sophisticated in front of the
emperor’s daughter. In doing so, Rowley establishes Barnaby as more of a
clown, since Welsh was used on stage for comic purposes. Barnaby is also
the character who utters Welsh place names, which he bastardizes through
his English mispronunciations. Barnaby asks Welsh Prince Hugh, newly
arrived at the shoemaker’s shop, “I have some cousins in your country. You
know Penvenmower, Blue Morris, Laugathin, Aberginenni, Terdawhee, St.
Davy’s Harp and the Great Organ at Wrexham?” and Hugh replies “There’s
not a crag beyond the Severn flood / But I have held against the Roman
foes” (3.2.186–91). Each mentions Welsh place names, with Barnaby’s
what Englishmen hear when they hear Welsh names, providing much fodder for comedy, first through Rowley’s use of prose for Barnaby’s lines, next
through Barnaby’s mispronunciations, and finally through bawdy associations. In her note to the text, Trudi Darby identifies the Welsh locations
as Penvenmower for Penmaenmawr, Blue Morris is Beaumaris, Laugathin,
or Llangollen, Aberginenni, or Abergavenny, Terdawhee, or Troedyrhiw,
St. Davy’s Harp, or St. David’s Head, and the Great Organ at Wrexham,
a church reported to have a large tower.57 Darby notes the vulgar references in some of Barnaby’s identifications, namely the “Terd/turd” wordplay with Terdawhee,58 and the “organ” reference, but “the Great Organ at
Wrexham” may also be associated with the Great Orme, headlands near
Llandudno and not far from Barnaby’s other reference of Penmaenmawr
or Wrexham. Welshman, Sir Hugh’s reference to the Severn, the river bordering Wales and England, comes in scripted, correct English.
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These place names in A Shoemaker, A Gentleman mark the boundaries and provide a tour of early modern Wales—the Severn river, a southern border between Wales and England; Wrexham, a northern border
town with England; Penmaenmawr and Llangollen in North Wales;
Abergavenny and Troedyrhiw, both in South Wales; St. Davy’s Head,
the farthest west one can go; and Beaumaris, on the northwestern Isle
of Anglesey. This verbal tour Barnaby provides is the closest we come
to travelling through Wales. Despite these place names, the geography
of Rowley’s play seems more like that of Shakespeare’s Cymbeline than
R. A.’s The Valiant Welshman. Although Shakespeare includes no ethnically Welsh characters in Cymbeline, Wales is a habitable and physical
space on stage and cast as a haven and retreat. In the same way Rowley
presents Wales as a refuge and sanctuary. For example, Hugh offers to
escort Allured’s Queen from the battlefield to North Wales, 59 and particularly Powys, where his father rules, a safe haven from the Romans, at
least until Amphiabel informs him that the Romans have infiltrated Wales
as well. Also, the Roman co-emperor, Maximinus, assumes Amphiabel,
who is responsible for Christian conversions, will flee to Wales for safety.
Winifred finds solace and spiritual calm at her well in Holywell, North
Wales.
Where A Shoemaker, A Gentleman parallels The Valiant Welshman
lies not in the Welsh characters that reside in the subplot of Rowley’s play
but in the main plot and the battle with Rome. More akin to Cymbeline’s
princes than Caradoc, sons of the defeated British King Allured flee the
battlefield and disguise themselves as shoemakers. One son, Prince Elred,
is taken to France to fight for Rome. There, disguised as a common soldier,
he battles Roderick, King of the Vandals, to save the Roman co-emperor,
Dioclesian. In act three, scene five, the thankful Dioclesian questions
Elred’s heritage and asks him to kneel in a knighting ceremony, like that
from Cymbeline. This kneeling scene also resembles The Valiant Welshman.
While Elred and Caradoc are asked to kneel for different reasons, Elred to
become “a Briton knight” (3.5.49) and Caradoc to pay homage to Caesar,
both are disguised as common soldiers, both, sooner or later, are identified as princes and crowned to rule, and both have their heroic deeds
proclaimed far and wide. Caesar will broadcast Caradoc’s story (I4v), and
Dioclesian vows to “thy fame … sing / A loft y note” and his co-Emperor,
Maximinus, “shall rear / And swell thine honours” (3.5.52–3, 56–7).
Dioclesian ends the scene with the lines, “Rome herself shall swear, / She
never met so brave a shoemaker” (3.5. 67–8), words that echo Caesar’s
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own tribute to Caradoc: “So brave a Bryttaine hath not Caesar heard”
(I4r), the difference being that Caesar focuses on Caradoc’s language and
not simply his deeds. For Rowley’s play, the kneeling and acknowledgement happen midway through with a recognition scene occurring at the
end. For R. A. and Shakespeare, all happens at the end. In act five, scene
two of A Shoemaker, A Gentleman, Elred and his brother Offa are revealed
as British princes, shoemakers in disguise. In thanks for Elred’s service to
Rome and in recognition of their princely state, Elred and Offa resume
power. Like Caesar, Dioclesian and Maximinus relinquish their grasp on
Britain and give Offa rule over the north, and Elred the south, in peace
with Rome. Maximinus declares, “Then let these twain, / Being English
born, be Briton kings again” (5.2.182–83), and his name change is significant, as it resembles the name changing that occurs with Caradoc’s character. At the end of the play, Caesar first calls Caradoc a Bryttaine (I4r),
and then corrects himself to name him Welsh. A similar signification happens to Offa and Elred. Whereas Rowley’s Maximinus first names them
English and then broadens their name to Britons, R A.’s Caesar starts
with Bryttish and then delineates Caradoc’s Welshness. Rowley’s naming
and renaming may pacify the English Parliament’s objections that “being
English we cannot be Britaynes,”60 but this subtle difference calls attention
to Wales’s function in the union of Great Britain and dismisses Rowley’s
play as a union play that includes all, as Wales is outside the parameters of
union. Like R. A.’s play, Rowley’s ends with a satisfied Rome and island of
Britain, at peace with each other but this ending fails to stage James’s proposed Great Britain. Rowley’s island is split three ways; the brothers Elred
and Offa share rule over Britain, really Northern and Southern England,
with Wales still a kingdom unto itself.
John Fletcher’s Bonduca (1613) treads lightly on the union theme in
the familiar guise of Roman and British battle and captures a more somber
tone than Rowley’s. Behaviors and situations found in Bonduca are similar to those found in The Valiant Welshman, but neither Welsh language
nor Welsh-accented English occurs in the play, only a name that connects
with Wales. Fletcher’s play tells the story of the ancient Celtic Bonduca,
or Boadicea, queen of the Iceni, who challenged the Roman occupation of
Britain. However, Bonduca is not only Bonduca’s play; the primary hero is
Caratach, Bonduca’s brother-in-law, leader of the Britains, or Caratacus or
Caradoc of Wales.
In name and action, Caratach resembles R . A’s Caradoc. For
instance, like Caradoc, Caratach is a valiant and sympathetic warrior.
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Both Caradoc and Caratach encounter prisoners, and both act compassionately toward them. Caradoc befriends Caesar and lets him go, and
Caratach releases hungry prisoners rather than allow them to be abused on
his watch. However, unlike Caradoc, Caratach stays on a hill rather than
engage in combat and berates Bonduca for her handling of battle. Thus,
Fletcher’s play presents tension between the leaders within Britain itself
as well as between Britain and Rome, something that James was all too
familiar with.61 Also, it is Bonduca and not Caratach, who challenges the
greater power of Rome and parallels Caradoc’s defiance before Caesar. In
act five, scene one, with her fort taken, Bonduca refuses to surrender to the
Romans. Her speech before Suetonius, the Roman General, sounds like
Caradoc’s, complete with a refusal to kneel before Rome the “tyrant.”62
However, the results of her defiance are vastly diff erent from Caradoc’s
successful confrontation with Caesar. Cornered by the Romans and criticized by her own, Bonduca commits suicide to avoid capture, choosing
poison over prison.
Fletcher softens the death of his titular hero and her family by elevating Caratach at the end of the play. In act five, after his nephew, Hengo,
is killed and Caratach himself has fought off more Romans, he surrenders,
hearing accolades from Suetonius, the Roman General. While Caratach
attacks not one but two Roman commanders, Suetonius takes the stage
and breaks up the fight with praise for his enemy, calling Caratach “bold”
and “the valiant Britain,” ending the play with the line, “in every tongue,
/ The virtues of great Caratach be sung!” 63 words that sound much like
those Caesar utters to end R . A.’s play. Fletcher conflates many messages and motives from The Valiant Welshman into his Roman General,
Suetonius. The Roman General wants Caratach as a friend, something
that Caradoc, himself, wants from Caesar. Gaining Caratach’s friendship, Suetonius embraces him at the end and declares, “And let it be no
flattery that I tell thee, / Thou art the only soldier!” 64 Suetonius seems
rather starry-eyed and enamored of Caratach, in the way R. A.’s Gald has a
man crush on Caradoc. Taken with Caratach, Suetonius promises to sing
Caratach’s virtues and thus, in Bonduca, the power of legacy lies with the
conquerors. Telling one’s story is something the brothers, Arviragus and
Guiderius, from Shakespeare’s Cymbeline also wrestle with, finding that
their own fame lies in Britain not in Wales. Legacy functions differently
in The Valiant Welshman. Caesar, also, is responsible for telling Caradoc’s
story, but Caradoc objects to the way Caesar at first wants to tell it, by
naming him a captive Bryttaine.
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In the standoff at the end of The Valiant Welshman Caesar has the
upper hand, but it is he who yields to Caradoc, who will not kneel, bow,
or budge. In Fletcher’s play, Caratach also stands up to the Romans, but he
has more currency to negotiate. After hearing much praise and bargaining for a “fitting funeral”65 for his nephew, Caratach surrenders to Rome,
reaping few benefits. By the end of Bonduca, Caratach, leader of the
Britains, has become a friend to Rome, but is still a captive and is shipped
off there. In contrast, Caradoc is conducted home to Wales, to live and
rule in peace. With a triumphant Rome and a captured Britain, Fletcher’s
Bonduca offers no positive message of unity or model for James’s proposed
union.
Indeed, Bonduca, Cymbeline, A Shoemaker, A Gentleman, and The
Valiant Welshman come after James’s proposed Union of Parliaments was
all but dead. Thus, they may be seen as byproducts of loss. Hopkins sees
Cymbeline as an “anti-James project” on the part of Shakespeare, arguing
that while the play elevates the status of Wales, it calls into question Stuart
rule. 66 In Cymbeline, the smaller power, Britain, chooses to honor the
larger power, Rome. However, this would not be the best message for the
early modern unionist supporters in the audience seeking consolation and
encouragement from the plot. John Kerrigan characterizes Cymbeline as a
play that compensates for “the failure of union through a pan-British family romance in which a pair of Welsh-bred brothers are reunited with their
London-British father and a sister who recovers her somewhat-Scottish
husband.”67 Similarly, The Valiant Welshman may be seen as another play
that “compensates” for the union’s failure and addresses the alien within,
but with more success. In fact, Kerrigan concludes that Cymbeline is a play
that “would have gratified or consoled those who believed that AngloWelsh union remained a precedent for Anglo-Scottish union on the
grounds that without Scottish heroism Britain could not defend itself.”68
A more comforting message comes from The Valiant Welshman where
the larger power, Rome, chooses to honor the smaller power, Wales. As
an alternate to Cymbeline, The Valiant Welshman serves the same audience but with different intentions. The Valiant Welshman, like Cymbeline,
reassured a Unionist audience that Anglo-Welsh union was still a model
for Anglo-Scottish union. However, with its pointed focus on Wales and
Welsh heroism, The Valiant Welshman more fully promotes difference,
demonstrating that Wales could defend itself and, by association, Scotland
can indeed save and unify Britain. One clear message of the play is that a
weak Britain needs outsiders if it is to save itself. Gederus’s feeble Britayne
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must call on Other, in the form of Wales or a cloaked Scotland, to remain
autonomous.
These Romans-in-Britain plays early in James’s reign pay tribute to
the new monarch and his plan to unite Scotland and England. They provide a predominantly English audience with a means of accepting the not
so palatable ideas of Scottish power, assimilation and unity. However, of
those discussed in this chapter, only R. A.’s The Valiant Welshman develops lessons regarding union and an approach to leadership appropriate for
a new reign using Wales as a guide.
At the end of Cymbeline the victorious King of the Britains,
Cymbeline himself, whose sons have defeated the formidable Roman army,
agrees to pay tribute and become friends with Rome once again. These
forces, once at odds with each other, agree to act “friendly together” and
move forward without much bloodshed. If we read Cymbeline as a story
of union in which Cymbeline, like the Scottish other, stands up to the
structured power of Rome, then this ending is evasion. Cymbeline, like
James, the figure in charge but in need of support from the larger power
at hand, namely England, acknowledges that support and agrees to live
together in peace, following its rules. James even acknowledged this would
happen: “my desire was to conforme the Laws of Scotland to the law of
England, and not the law of England to the law of Scotland.”69 Cymbeline,
like James, conquered the larger power, Rome or England, but went along
with England/Rome anyway. James, like Cymbeline, achieved his peace,
with Scotland and England “wav[ing] / Friendly together” (V.v.480–81)
by ultimately following the rules set forth by two separate parliaments. In
Cymbeline, although Britain pays tribute, at least it governs itself.
Union in A Shoemaker, A Gentleman is depicted as a divided kingdom as well but one ruled by one family. In fact, the play mimics a dynastic
reunion of sorts, recalling James’s own union of crowns and a continuation
of succession. The dead King Alured’s sons regain control and share power
over the island. New blood through the marriage of Offa and Leodice and
the birth of their son solidifies connections between Britain and Rome,
creating one big happy dynasty, a story the Jacobean audience was relieved
to hear.
Bonduca stages the power structure many feared would happen
in Jacobean England, a subordinate relationship between England and
Scotland. Fletcher’s play ends on a friendly note with the Roman Suetonius
desiring Caratach and he become friends even as he captures him. In this
model for union the Roman and British “friends” seem to get along, but
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their relationship is one of master and servant and larger power controlling all. This power dynamic was the fear of many during the Jacobean
period, as they imagined James’s union would place one nation not equal
to but in charge of another.
The reverse happens in R. A.’s play. An England that acknowledges
James’s ideas regarding union and the mutual success such an arrangement may afford was what James himself sought and is what the end of The
Valiant Welshman models on stage. In act five, scene four of The Valiant
Welshman, powers are at a standstill. Wales has defeated Rome, but Rome
has captured Caradoc. This stalemate in leadership could go two ways.
Rome could keep fighting and defeat Wales, the larger power devastating
the smaller. On Roman soil, Caradoc stands up to Caesar who could crush
him, return to Wales and obliterate all nations on the island, or he could
ransom Caradoc for pleasure, acknowledging Welsh militarism but requiring obedience because their leader, Caradoc, has been captured. Instead,
Caesar, who is triumphant, who has lost a battle to the Welsh but who
has captured their head, sees Caradoc before him, frees him and reinstates
him, establishing peace between the two.
Caesar opts for peace and his speech parallels Cymbeline’s ending.
In each play, the figure in power speaks words of union, but these speeches
model union differently; in one, the powerful Caesar gives Caradoc and
his family freedom, and they return home “With everlasting peace and
unity” (I4 v), and in the other, the dominant Cymbeline relinquishes
power to achieve a friendly and peaceful existence with the powerful
Rome. The more powerful, in this case Rome, has captured the formidable Caradoc, just as England has acquired James. How the captor manages
its new possession models what could be in James’s new home. England,
like Caesar’s Rome, has captured the king, Caradoc, and with James in
England’s possession as it were, Scotland could be made to do whatever
England wanted. Caesar recognizes what is good in Caradoc and releases
him for the good of all. Thus, his action furthers friendship, preserves
unity and lays the groundwork for prosperity among peoples and nations
to come. The option the play takes is one that mutually acknowledges
and preserves identity through union itself. Rome captures but reinstates
the ruler allowing him “his liberties” (I4r) to do with his new country as
he will, with no influence from the power seeking tribute. Caradoc returns
triumphant home presumably with no strings attached or tribute to pay.
Similarly staged but significantly different from Cymbeline, Bonduca,
or A Shoemaker, A Gentleman, The Valiant Welshman presents a truly
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transformative union and optimistic model that mimics James’s hoped for
reality.
The fictitious storyline staged in The Valiant Welshman was never
the case in reality but may have crossed the minds of those contemplating James’s approval of a unified kingdom. There is a welcoming of diversity that preserves stability in The Valiant Welshman that does not exist in
Cymbeline, Bonduca, or A Shoemaker, A Gentleman. Although The Valiant
Welshman advocates this form of unity it was not played out in life. James
seldom returned to Scotland and was forced to listen to “Rome.” His kingship more resembles the acquiescing leadership of Cymbeline, the separated government of A Shoemaker, A Gentleman, or the friendly but allsubsuming rule in Bonduca than the resolute abilities and independent
states of Caradoc.70
When James VI became also James I, he reigned over the kingdoms
of England, Scotland, Ireland, and France, with no mention of Wales in
his title. However, by James’ own declaration and admission, Wales too
figures into the new kingdom as a model for union. From the start of his
rule, Wales was part, but not a separate part, of James’s newly inherited
kingdom. And this stance is reflected in the drama of the time. As preconquest treatments of union promote a Britain to endorse James’s chosen
name for his united kingdom, what is particularly striking in these plays is
the near to complete anonymity of Wales, the first Britain.
Other pre-conquest plays may mention Wales, like Cymbeline for
instance, but here Wales is used in name only. Shakespeare does his part
in acknowledging the king’s interest in Wales by including Milford Haven
in his play and emphasizing this Welsh location’s status. But in so doing,
he chooses a Wales that is not so Welsh. For the harmonious unity and
reunion that occurs at the end of Cymbeline, with the Romans satisfied
and the royal family reunited, all have to pass through Wales for legitimacy. Shakespeare’s play reinforces the necessity for contact with Wales to
establish unity and peace; however, Wales is forgotten once it has served
its purpose. In Cymbeline, not much of Wales exists and, by its end, even
that minor presence is erased.
In Bonduca, Wales fares even worse, erased altogether, as it is never
named. 71 Bonduca, herself, loses all midway through the play, and the
ancient Britain/Welshman, Caratach submits to Caesar at the end, leaving
a strong Rome triumphant. Wales as a model for union does not fare any
better in Rowley’s play either, with Rowley’s treatment of Wales harsher
than that found in Shakespeare and Fletcher. Rowley tempts us by including
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Wales as both a real geographical location and an ethnic population in A
Shoemaker, A Gentleman. However, he then eliminates any remnants of
Welsh existence. The unified kingdom at the end of the play includes no
Welsh presence and any Welsh characters that do occupy the stage are killed
off. Sir Hugh, the gentleman shoemaker of the title, is revered but dead and
Winifred martyred and forgotten. Nowhere in Jacobean drama is Wales
Wales. Instead, these Romans-in-Britain plays demonstrate that the English
stage was just that, English.
R. A. takes a different approach. The Valiant Welshman comes in the
wake of these views of union and offers something completely different,
redeeming a way to view Wales. The Valiant Welshman is the only play that
speaks to that union by wholly focusing on Wales and what kind of role
model for union could be found there. Nothing is subsumed, quashed,
occluded or ignored. R.A. neither dismisses, nor neglects, but boldly
develops a Welsh story and a Welsh culture that resounds with acceptance
for its identity. His message at the end of the play becomes one of recognition and acknowledgement that happens nowhere else in these Romansin-Britain plays which provide little if any treatment of Wales at all. While
other works discuss the concept of Great Britain, R. A.’s The Valiant
Welshman overtly flaunts the Welsh contribution to the union discussion,
unafraid not only to mention Wales but also to showcase it through its
history, its language, its landscape, and its culture, where Wales unites all.
Historian Gwyn A. Williams writes, “G.M. Trevelyan once called
social history, history with the politics left out. The history of Arnold
Toynbee has been called history with the history left out. A great deal of
Welsh history has been Welsh history with the Welsh left out.”72 To this,
we might add that early modern drama about ancient Britain is Britain
with the original Britons, the Welsh, left out. For the early modern English
audience, R. A. corrects this problem with his play The Valiant Welshman
and makes amends to the Welsh. R. A.’s play may be read as a metaphor for
England and Scotland, and the playwright employs the story of the Welsh
hero Caradoc as a means to discuss James’s proposed union of parliaments.
Such a reading is interesting but dismisses the texture of Welshness the
play also advances. What R. A. may offer is a way of looking at Wales as
Wales in her own right. In fact, The Valiant Welshman foregrounds Welsh
identity from the very start and capitalizes on Welshness. R. A. includes
a lead who is unashamedly Welsh and who continues to gather Welshness
around him, first in inheriting a Welsh kingdom from his father, then in
claiming North Wales, thus controlling all of Wales through marriage. The
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play begins with harp music and a bard and ends with the same, bookending its story with the epitome of Welsh cultural traits important for the
early modern audience seeking models that accept difference. What The
Valiant Welshman adds that other comparable early modern dramas lack is
a Welsh presence, a Welsh example, and a Welsh voice.
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Conclusion: “[W]e [are] in danger of
impatient ears”

R

. A. PRESENTS THE tension between assimilation and the perpetuation of culture in his play The Valiant Welshman, a plight the English
and Scots struggled with in response to James’s Great Britain. The Welsh
endure in the play and do what they need to preserve their culture, customs,
and territory, but although their power is great, they are ultimately no match
for Rome itself. In the play Wales is and is not Wales. It also represents James
and Scotland prevailing against a greater power, England, cast as Rome. If
we replace Wales with Scotland and England with Rome, we see that R. A.’s
play parallels one story of James’s quest for union. As chapter five points out,
Welsh identity may be subsumed or erased once Wales rescues Gederus’s
Bryttaine. This suppression of individual identity was what both Scots and
English anti-unionists feared would occur in James’s imagined kingdom, an
England not only taking the lead but taking over as well, subsuming Scotland,
Wales, and anyone else within its greatness.
But The Valiant Welshman also effectively tells the tale James wants
to hear of a united Great Britain, featuring the lesser kingdom achieving over the greater. The small, the different, the plain, triumph over the
large, grand, and more powerful. Caradoc willingly undergoes much mistreatment, “British” name calling, and great underestimation of his abilities while maintaining his Welsh identity and preserving the unified isle
of Britain and its way of life. Resembling David or the little engine that
could, the plain, hard-working Caradoc obliges Goliath-like Rome to
make peace and agrees to its terms. Not only the story of Caradoc, this is
also the story of James. James’s vision was a fairy tale, and the selfish giant
England was too big and powerful to go along with any other version of
James’s story.
Certainly, Caradoc serves as a model Welshman, counteracting many of the stereotypical stage Welsh traits London audiences were
accustomed to seeing. The London audience might more willingly accept
England associated with Wales as the paradigm for union after seeing The
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Valiant Welshman. In fact, because of R. A.’s The Valiant Welshman, the
Welsh are finally the stars of a drama, honored, admired and respected by
audience members and readers alike. But at what cost to the Welsh character? This play, the only extant play starring a Welsh hero straight from
the annals of Wales, features no real Welsh hero at all but a substitute for
another Celtic people and their leader, James. Caradoc’s story elevates the
Welsh character and, while it encourages Welsh self-worth, it ultimately
promotes Britain, as that named nation triumphs in battle at the play’s
end. Although R. A. advances the Welsh, he appropriates a Welsh heritage to serve an Anglo-Scottish agenda. Ancient Wales is praised, leaving Jacobean Wales all but forgotten. On one level, The Valiant Welshman
promotes Welshness and features a Welsh hero who proclaims his own
worthy, regal, valuable commendatory heritage at every turn. However,
the play also undermines that message by taking the valiant character of
Caradoc and using him, usurping the Welsh cultural clout he presents to
endorse the formation of Great Britain.
Does the ending figure James’s dream of Great Britain? Peace
returns to Wales, Bryttaine and Rome who unite. Presumably Caradoc
rules Wales, Gald leads Bryttaine, and Caesar governs all. Before the early
modern audience thinks too hard about this “unity and peace” at the end
of the play, the Bardh swiftly brings it to a close. The Bardh frames the play
and abruptly ends the action after Caesar has named Caradoc “the Valiant
Welshman,” conceding that we should stop here because “we [are] in danger of impatient ears” (I4v). This Bardh knows when to quit. Apparently,
the early modern English audience could listen to a Welshman for only so
long. Given the English Parliament’s quick dismissal of James’s plan for
Great Britain, the English could listen to a Scot for even less time. No matter how hard the playwright tries to stave off English boredom and indifference, through Fortune’s warnings, “Be dumbe you scornefull English,” a
wild plot, and Morgan’s lively language, he knows when to have impatient
English ears stop listening to a Welshman, and yet he has accomplished
what he set out to do. In his letter “To the Ingenious Reader” that accompanies the 1615 version of The Valiant Welshman R. A. gives his reason for
writing about Caradoc:
As it hath been a custome of long continuance, as well in Rome the
Capitall City, as in divers other renowned Cities of the world, to
have the lives of Princes and worthy men, acted in their Theatres,
and especially the conquests & victories which their owne Princes
and Captains had obtained, thereby to incourage their youths to
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follow the steps of their ancesters ... wherefore finding [Caradoc]
so highly commended amongst the Romans, who were then Lords
of all the World, and his enemies; I thought it fit amongst so many
Worthies, whose lives have already been both acted and printed,
his life having already bin acted with good applause, to be likewise
worthy the printing. (A3r)

R. A.’s audience listens to many Welshmen throughout the play
and may connect James to Caradoc himself, a Celtic other who becomes
renowned standing up to the power of the age. If we read R. A.’s letter with
James’s ideas for Great Britain in mind, James resembles Caradoc, challenging the great power of England to find similar commendation, acceptance and acclaim as the new ruler of Great Britain. Because of his own
honesty with Caesar and due to the efforts of those he left on the island,
Caradoc returns triumphant to rule Wales in unity and peace with Rome.
James hopes for the same. Speaking honestly to the English Parliament
and representing all inhabitants of the island of Britain, James wishes for a
long, happy, peaceful reign as King of Great Britain. R. A. leaves his audience with an image of Welsh defiance in the face of a greater power, a fitting ending for a play meant to elevate and reform attitudes toward the
Welsh and draw on a Welsh heritage as a way to understand a new, Great
Britain.
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